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ABSTRACT 

The concentration dependence of the free energy of formation of 

forty-seven binary liquid alloys has been studied by ex&~ining nine 

hundred experimental values of the partial molar free energy given in 

the literature. These values had been selected from less reliable ones. 

The method of least squares was used to fit the data to ten different 

solution models of varying degree of complexity, containing from one to 

three adjustable parameters. The resulting tables presented in this 

work allovr a number of conclusions to be reached at significant confi-

dence levels regarding the concentration dependence of the excess free 

energy, providing that the alloy systems are divided into two different 

classes, depending on the sign of the deviation from ideality. Correla-

tion of the magnitude of the deviation from ideality with certain physical 

parameters was also found. 

The magnitude of the excess entropy of formation has been ex&~ined 

for forty-eight binary liquid alloys. It was found that - 1.0 < DSxs < 1.0 

unless the alley system has a large exothermic heat ef formati0n, in ~·ihich 

case large negative excess entropies are to be expected. The results in-

dicate that configurational contributions to this entropy are unimportant 

compared to other'(presumably vibrational) causes. 



I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The title of this work arises from the origin of this investigation. 

One of the prL~ry activities in the author's graduate career was his 

direct invelvement in the preparation of a critical compilation of the 

thermodynamic properties of metals and alloys under the direction of 

Professor Ralph Hultgren. Tecln1ical aspects of the project were under 

the immediate supervision of the author for a five year period. The 

1 results have since appeared in book form, hereafter referred to as 

Hultgren et al. It is not the purpose here to "sell" the book to the 

reader, but this introduction would be incomplete without some descrip

tion of it. A brief portion of a recent review
2 

in American Scientist 

will therefore be quoted. 

"This collection of metal and alloy information must take its 
place beside Hansen's Constitution of Binary Alloys and Pearson's 
Handbook of Lattice Spacings as being among the most important 
reference works available... The aim of the authors ·1-1as tb 
evaluate and present the most reliable thermodynamic data avail-
able for elements (67) and binary alloy systems (180) ... This 
book, under way since 1955, is a carefully dravm survey ... ' Each 
element or alloy system is introduced with a brief discussion 
and the data are provided in the form of tables of standard 
thermodynamic quantities.': 

By the end of 1961, most of the systems for which extensive experi-

mental data existed in the literature had been treated by the literature 

evaluation project. These critically assessed data covered enough alloy 

systems so that it appeared a contribution to the field of metal thermo-

dynamics could be made by a study of the actual numerical values of the 

thermod~namic quantities, both as experLrnentally determined and as 

"smoothed" by the evaluation project. 

After some study, the decision was made to examine the concentration 

dependence of the free energy of formation of binary liquid alloys. For 
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statistical reasons, the experimentally determined quantities were ex-

amined, rather than the smoothed selected values. In order to complement 

this study, a survey was also made of the selected values of the entropies ~. 

of formation of binary liquid alloys at the equiatomic composition. 

As each of the f:Jllowing chapters has its own introduction, we shall 

consider only some general aspects of metal thermodynamics in this section. 

Many examples could be given of the po"wer of thermodynamic analysis 

in the solution of ph;;rsical, chemical, metallurgical, and other problems. 

Its possible application to the study of an important problem of chemical 

equilibrium was pointed out by Le Chatelier.3 

"It is well known that in the blast furnace the reduction of 
iron oxide is produced by carbon monoxide, according to the 
reaction 

Fe2o
3 

+ 3CO ~ 2Fe + 3C02 
but the gas leaving the chimney contains a considerable pro
portion of .carbon monoxide, >vhich thus carries away an im
portant quantity of unutilized heat. Because this incomplete 
reaction was thought to be due to an insufficiently prolonged 
contact between carbon monoxide and the iron ore, the dimen
sions of the furnace have been increased. In England they 
have been made as high as thirty meters. But the proportion 
of carbon monoxide escaping has not been diminished, thus 
demonstrating, by an experiment costing several hundred 
thousand francs, that the reduction of iron oxide by carbon 
monoxide is a limited reaction. Acquaintance with the laws 
of chemical equilibrium would have permitted the same con
clusion to be reached more rapidly and far more economically." 

It has been about three-quarters of a centruy since those words 

were written, and the situation has naturally improved. Today there 

are few physical scientists and chemical, metallurgical, and mechanical 

engineers who are not somewhat familiar with some of the applications of 

the tool of thermodynamics. Many problems occur, such as the above-

mentioned reduction of iron oxide, in which thermodynamic analysis of 

the existing data is sufficient to yield important conclusions. In 
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addition, thermodynamic analysis can often show that a set of existing 

data is self-inconsistent, thus leading to a reappraisal of the problem 

and avoiding invalid conclusions. (Phase diagrams for metallic alloy 

systems have sometimes been reported which, thermodynamically speaking, 

could not possibly represent an equilibrium situation.) Thermodynamics 

cannot, however, contribute to the solution of many problems without 

appropriate data. In the majority of cases, the requisite information 

is of the nature of OQe or more of the thermodynamic properties of one 

or more of the constituents of the system of interest. In the study of 

simple molecular chemical reactions (i.e., the components of the reaction 

are not dissolved in a solvent), the pertinent quantities are, in de

creasing order of importance, 1) the heats of formation of the reactants 

and products from their component elements, usually expressed at 298.15°K 

and one atmosphere pressure, 2) either their entropies of formation or 

their absolute entropies under the same conditions, and 3) their heat 

capacities and latent heats of transformation, if any, in the temperature 

interval between 298°K and the temperatures of interest. The third set of 

properties, and, to a lesser degree, the second set, can often be estimated 

from certain physical considerations. Should pressures other than one at

mosphere be of interest, pressure-volume relationships may also be required. 

Free energies can be calculated from the heats (enthalpies) and entropies. 

It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with the three lavrs of 

thermodynamics, the definition of the thermodynamic properties mentioned 

above, and the use of miniw~l free energy as a criterion of equilibrium. 

The term "free energy" as used in this vrork will always refer to the Gibbs 

free energy and will be denoted by the symbol G, although many workers use 

the symbol F. 
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As indicated above, an important application of thermodyna~ics lies 

in the prediction of equilibrium in physical chemical systems and in the 

interpretation of data directly or indirectly related to equilibrium 

situations. In metals processing, a liquid metal will tend to dissolve 

constituents from the refractory cruci"ble to a rnaximwn degree predicta"!Jle 

from thermodynamic c:msiderations, providing that certain information 

concerning the solution thermodynamics of the imp~ity constituent in the 

melt and the thermodynamic properties of the refractory material is avail-

able. In addition, alloying constituents can be deliberately added to a 

metal by its reaction with a chemical environment; one needs to understand 

the thermodynamics of the reaction in order to develop process control 

effectively. Solution thermodynamic infonra tion and knmdedge of the vapor 

pressure of a pure component allows the vapor pressure of the component in 

an alloy to be calculated. Thermodynamics is requisite to an understanding 

of certain electrometallurgica,l operations. 

The above examples are all important in the field of process metallurgy. 

A different area of metallurgy now under rapid development is that of metal 

physics. A knowledge of many of the sa~e thermodynamic properties of in

terest to precess metallurgists can also aid the development of metal physics. 

Thermodynamics does not need to concern itself with atomistic and mechanistic 

descriptions of matter; rather it furnishes relations betvreen certain de

finable and measurable properties of macroscopic matter. These properties, 

or state functions, are intrinsic characteristics of a system of interest. 

~\ ) 

Any atomistic description of metals must yield the correct v-alues for the ., 

macroscopic thermodynamic properties if much faith is to be placed in the 

description (providing that a suitable statistical-mechanical or other 

method is available so that the microscopic description can be expanded to 
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the macroscopic material). Naturally; an all-inclusive theory is not to 

be expected for some time to come; for example; consider the mathematical 

difficulties of applying wave mechanics to a many electron and atom system. 

Nevertheless; many conceptual models; often of a partly empiric nature; 

have been derived from theoretical considerations. Some· of these concepts 

could be useful; even if the derived results had qualitative validity at 

best. Because energy plays such an important role in thermodynamics, and 

also is intimately involved in the bonding between metal atoms ( as evi

denced by the appearance of the Hamiltonian in the Schrodinger wave equa

tion); one would expect some sort of correlation between thermodynamic 

properties and the parameters derived from conceptual models. At this 

point in time; we would not expect a quantitative relationship; however; 

one's faith in at least a partial applicability of a model might be in

creased if some sort of statistically significant correlation existed; 

provided one allows for the possibility of accidental correlation; for 

example; because of secondary relationships to the periodic table. 

Finally let us consider two of the many applications where thermo

dynamics plays an important; but subsidiary; role. Many kinetic phenomena 

in alloys involve atomistic diffusion. Usually one considers diffusion to 

be caused by a concentration gradient; but; strictly speaking; it is the 

thermodyn~~ic activity gradient (activity is defined in section II.A.l) 

vrhich must be used. If this activity could be represented by some simple 

analytical function of composition; one could substitute the result in 

the Fick's law expression for diffusion to obtain a more accurate treatment; 

or; at least, estimate the error introduced by the usual approximation. 

Many precipitation phenomena are understood in terms of homogeneous nu

cleation. The concept ·of a "spinodal" curve; derivable from extrapolations 
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of the measurable thermodynamic properties of the alloy system into tem-

perature-composition regions where the alloy is thermodynamically unstable, 
h 

has proved highly useful. The experimental confirmations of Borelius · are .~ 

striking. Extrapolation techniques would rest on firmer ground if one could 

have a picture of the usual functional dependence of the thermodyn&~ic pro-

pe:rties on composition and temperature. 

Because of these and other considerations, the determination of the 

various thermodynamic properties of metals and alloys has been the subject 

of many investigations. Experimental techniques are discussed elsevrhere; l, 5, 6 

it will suffice to point out here that many methods are prone to error, and 

that some methods, while applicable to one metal or alloy, may prove unre-· 

liable when tried on a different one. YJany sources of error are subtle in 

nature and often not recognized by the investigator, particularly if the 

technique is a new one. Obviously, this leaves the person who requires 

some thermodynamic information for his particular problem on insecure 

ground unless he has the time and experience to properly assess the avail-· 

able experimental data. 

There were two primary objects of the critical compilation of Hultgren 

et al., mentioned at the beginning of this introduction. One was to evalu

ate the experimental data in the literature on the basis of several criteria, 1 

the other was to present tables of selected values of the various thermo-

dynamic properties in a uniform format. The work described in Chapter II 

vms made possible by the literature evaluation aspect of the project. With 

certain exceptions, the tables of selected values were not used; the first 

paper is based on the actual experimental quantities produced by those in-

vestigations judged reliable. The second paper, much smaller in scope, is 

a statistical examination of one of the many thermodynamic variables pre-

sented in the tables of selected values for the various alloy systems. 

•. 

~\ 
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II. THE FREE ENERGY OF FORMATION OF BINARY LIQUID ALLOYS 

A. Introduction 

l. Origin of This Investigation 

The following question frequently arose while engaged in the prepara-

l 
tion of the compilation of Hultgren et al. Is there a functional depen-

dence of the thermodynamic properties of binary alloys with composition 

which can be relied on to some extent, and, if so, what is its nature? 

Information on this question would allow (or deny) the extrapolation of 

the measured properties into uninvestigated composition regions. In 

addition, the smoothing of data showing a large amount of experimental 

scatter would be greatly facilitated. Finally, the nature of such a 

dependence should contribute to alloying theory in an empirical sense, 

and, should such a dependence be derivable from a physical model,· perhaps 

in a fundamental sense. 

With respect to this question, opinions expressed in the literature 

differ greatly. The models proposed were never tested very thoroug~ly, 

either because of the lack of data available at that time or because of 

the great deal to time required to assess and reduce the available data. 

Rather, specific examples were given in support of a particular model. 

The danger of generalizing from the specific is obvious. 

As mentioned previously, one of the goals of the compilation of 

Hultgren et al, was to assess the reliability of the experimental data 

i 
in the literature. As a by-product of this process, vast files of data 

vrere collected; these data had been "sifted" from the total amount of 

information in tbe literature. 
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Naturally, the numerical experimental quantities could not be re-

ported in the compilation because it is the smoothed values which are 

presented. It was the purpose of the present investigation to take ad-

vantage of the files of experimental data to see if light could be shed 

on the question of the concentration dependence of alloy thermodynamic 

properties. For practical reasons, to be explained in detail later, the 

study was confined to the examination of the functional concentration 

dependence of the free energy of formation of binary liquid alloys. 

Originally, it was not intended to examine the actual magnitude of the 

free energy, but it turned out that interesting information in this re-

spect ·was also generated by the study. 

Besides access to the literature evaluation project facilities, the 

study was made possible only by the availability of the adequate computor 

facilities of the University of California and the Lawrence Radiation 

Laboratory. 

2. Solution Thermodynamics 

Before proceeding further, it will be necessary to present briefly 

some of the nomenclature and relationships of solution thermodynamics. 

For those unfamiliar with this field, the following discussion can be 

amplified by reference to any general work on the physical chemistry or 

thermodynamics of metals and alloys, such as Wa.gner, 5 Lumsden,
6 

or Darken 

and Gurry.7 We shall restrict ourselves to binary solutions; its components 

are denoted by the symbols A and B. The distinction as to which component 

is A and which is B depends only on how the name of the system is presented, 

the firstmentioned element being component A. (Thus gold is component A in 

the Au-Ag system.) In the compilation of Hultgren et ala simple convention 
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is used by which the elements are named in alphabetical order; this 

'8 convention had previously been adopted by Hansen as well as others. A 

different convention >vili be used in this paper which will be described 

later. 

The terms partial molar free energy (6GA and 6GB) and integral free 

energy (6G) will be employed here frequently. 6GA and 6GB are often re

ferred to as the "chemical potentials" and given the symbols r-tA and f-LB· 

The two terminologies are equivalent. In addition, the concept of activity, 

aB (or aA) is often useful; this is directly related to the partial free 

energy by the expression 

(1) 

(R, T, and other 1vell-kn01m symbols encountered in this work are defined 

in Ref. 1.) The activity coefficient, "'~B' is defined as the ratio of the 

activity to the mole-fraction, aB/xB. The term "mole" will be used inter

changeably with the term "gram-atomn in this work; i.e., a mole of alloy 

is considered to contain Avogadro's number of atoms. If a thermodynamic 

variable is preceded by the symbol 6, then a reference state is necessarily 

implied. Because of Eq. (1), activities and activity coefficients would 

then also involve reference states. In this work, the reference states 

are always taken as the pure liquid component elements. Should a component 

element actually melt above the temperature of interest, a numerical value 

given in this work for the partial molar free energy can be referred to 

the solid element by the expression 

(2) 

m m 
v1here 6SB and TB are the entr·:)py of melting and temperature of melting, 

respectively, for pure element Bas tabulated in the compilation of Hultgren 

et al. No error or ambiguity results by referral of data in this manner to 
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an arbitrary reference state from that of an experimentally obtainable one, 

m m 
provided that the same assumed values of 68B and TB are used to reconvert 

the data as those ·v;hich I•Tere originally used. In other vrords, it is 

appropriate to think of Eq. (2) as a definition. Confusion on this point 

has sometimes been expressed. 

The abbreviation x = xB will henceforth be employed. The partial 

molar quantities are related to the integral quantity by the expressions 

A- ( l-x) (Cl6G \ wGB = 6G + dx ) 
'X /T p 

' 
The interrelation of the composition dependences of 6GA and 6GB 

can be expressed by the following form of the Gibbs-Duhem equation 

' / C:lGA \ 
(1-x) ( ~ j 

\ ox / 
= 

T,P T,P 

(3) 

( 4) 

(5) 

Thus, we see that if .6G is known over the concentration range x=O to 

x=l at a given temperature, then 6GA and 6GB can be determined from Eqs.(3) 

and (4); if one of the partials is known over this composition rar~e, then 

the other partial can be obtained by integration of Eq. (5) and t::.G deter-

mined from Eq. (3). P, the total pressure over the solution, will hence-.· 

forth be taken constant at one atmosphere. 

Finally, we will introduce the notion of excess functions. The excess 

free energy of formation is defined by 

t::.Gxs = t::.G - (1-x)R T Pn (1-x) - x R T Pn x (6) 

From this and relationships previously given, it is easily verified that 
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= R T £n 'YB ( 7b) 

In addition, equivalent forms of Eqs. (2), (3), (4), and. (5) 

vrill be valid for the excess fu..nctions. One rarticularly useful: pro-

perty of these excess functions is that, VTith the exception of the case 

where the solute dissociates (1-rith which we are not concerned for. binary 

metallic solutions nor in any solution of which the components are ele-

ments), all experimental evidence points to the fact that the par-tial 

excess quantities 

-oo at x = 1 and x 

are alvrays finite, -vrhereas iii A and .6.GB 

7 aB 
= 0, respectively. Henry's La•v, - -7 

X 

have the value 

constant as 

x -70, is one way of expressing this fact. 
-xs 

The values of .6.GA and 

at infinite dilution (x = l and 0, respectively) are often referred to in 

discussing particular alloy systems. 

* At constant pressure, an "ideal" solution is one for which the excess 

free energies are zero at all temperatures in the range of interest, while 

a "regular" solution is one for which they are independent of temperature.9 

(The term "regular solution" has often been misused so that a specified con-

centration dependence was implied. The term was originally coined by 

Hildebrand;
10 

see Hildebrand and Scott9 for further discussion). 

·X:.. 11 " . " R k 12 l.Jevris and Randall use the term perfect solutJ.on. ushbroo e says 
that nperfect" might be th,e better term, because "ideal" could then be 
used to refer to ideally dilute solutions. Common usage dictates that 
-vre not adopt this nomenclature here. 
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3. Concluding Remarks 

The alloys studied here were only those for which the data extended 

over the majority of the composition range 0 < x < 1. As such data for .~ 

solid alloys were found to be quite limited, the study -vras confined to 

liquid alloys. 

Apart from the practical necessity of limitir;g the scope of this vrork, 

one might well wonder why this paper concerns the concentration dependence 

of the free energy of formation, instead of the heat and/or the entropy of 

formation. Most theoreticians would probably consider ~B and ~S to be 

the more fundamental quantities in a physical sense. It is pointed out in 

Part III of this thesis that Tts is normally small for liquid alloys com-

pared with ~G and 6H; its concentration dependence is not well knovm at 

this time. There are two primary reasons why the free energy rather than 

the heat of formation was chosen as the topic of study. 

(1) At the time of initiation of this study, the bulk of reliable data 

for concentration dependence concerned free energy; this arises partly from 

·* the fact that, in this case, it is the partial molar free energy which is 

experimentally determined, but also from the fact that high-temperature 

calorimetric measurements have only recently been refined to a degree of 

good reliability. 

(2) The curve of ~G vs x for a stable one-phase liquid alioy system 

must necessarily be a smooth one in the sense that there be no points of 

inflection (otherwise a two-phase system would be more stable in the region 

of the inflection). Thus one is hopeful that an adequate analytical repre- -~ 

-)(-

Partial molar quantities are more sensitive to concentration variations 
of the integral quantity than the integral quantities. 

. 
~ 
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sentation of the isothermal free energy of a particular alloy system can 

The method of investigation employed here \vas basically si...11ple:. nine 

proposed analytical expressions for as a function of x were fitteo. 

by the method of least squares to the available experimental data judged 

reliable. The complexity of some of the expressions necessitated the 

application of computer technology. It is true that one could have used 

graphical methods for fitting the expressions, but it is obvious that bias 

would be unavoidably introduced, both from subjective sources, and from 

the fact that the plotting functions are different for the various ex-

pressions. Despite the application of computer technology, the investi-

gation consumed much more time than originally anticipated (those familiar 

with computer programming have undoubtedly experienced some seemingly end-

less periods of "debugging ~"). Nevertheless, as the results of the study 

exceeded the author 1 s expectations, he is pleased that he undertook it in 

the first place. 

The term solution model, as used here, denotes only an analytical 

expression relating .6G~s (or any other free energy quantity) to composition. 

It does not directly imply an associated physical model; in fact, there are 

cases where identical expressions can be deduced from entirely different 

physical concepts. Thus certain nomenclature problems exist for Hhich the 

author vTill make recommendations. 

Before describing the solution models investigated here, we might em-

phasize the predicament of the thermodynamicist by quoting a review of 

solution models by Oriani and Alcock. 13 After discussing reasons that 

solution models will have only limited accuracy, they state 
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nHmvever, if one must extrapolate or interpolate from incom
plete or partial data one should use the subregular model or 
Lumsden 1 s formulation. 1•1 -

Oriani and Alcock do not offer guidance as to which one should be preferred .~ 

-x-
in a given situation. Compared to the subregular model, that of Lumsden 

is extremely cumbersome to manipula,te. But is· it more accurate? 

-)(-

As will be discussed later, the author objects to this ter:tn. 
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B. Solution Models 

1. Ideal Solutions 

Perhaps the simplest way to give a physical analogue of an ideal solu-

tion is to consider the case vrhere the vapors of the two constituent ele-

* ments can be considered as ideal gases at the temperatures of interest 

and at the corresponding vapor pressures. If the liquid components are 

very similar to each other, one would expect, from a kinetic standpoint and 

from laws of chance, that the vapor pressure of one component -vrould be 

equal to the product of the vapor pressure of the pure component times its 

mole fraction in the solution. If this holds true for the other component 

also, it can be shown that the solution would be characterized by. ideal 

free energies of formation.
11 

Raoult
14 found empirically that this 

vapor pressure relationship -vras closely followed for certain liquid 

systems. Raoult's law is usually interpreted nowadays in terms of the 

activity of one of the components (referred to the pure component in 

the same physical state; i.e., here, liquid), rather than in terms of 

vapor pressure, so that ideality of the vapor n'eed not be assumed or con-

sidered in order to discuss the properties of the liquid state. One will 

often speak of a certain concentration range of an alloy as the "Raoult '· s 

Lavr" region of an alloy, implying that Raoul t' s Law is obeyed for, one of 
I 
' ' the components over this region; it is not necessarily obeyed for the other 

component unless the region extends over the entire range 0 < x < 1. This 

point is elaborated here because Darken and Gurry's excellent text7 (see 

p. 244) is not clear in this respect. It seems useful to retain ~he tw·o 

separate concepts of an ideal solution,and Raoult's Law; the latter con-

So that P V n R T 
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cept may be applicable only to a narrow range of concentrations and may 

only concern one component, whereas the former is more general in both 

respects. •"'' 

* The analytic formulation of the ideal solution is denoted here by 

the symbol "O" and is 

(8) 

2. Regular Solutions 

As pointed out in the introduction, a prescribed concentration de-

pendence of the free energy is not implicit in the definition of a regQlar 

solution. In addition, the experimental data used in this investigation 

were either obtained at a constant temperature, or some procedure was 

used to calculate them at a constant temperature based on an experimentally 

determined characteristic of the system. In other words, the assumption 

of "regularity" and therefore a temperature independent excess free energy, 

was never used here. Thus, in this part of the thesis, we shall'not be 

concerned with the concept, except to call attention to the misuse of its 

definition. 

3. The Margules or "Empirica.ln Models 

Historically these representations are quite old, being introduced 

by Margules in 1895.15 They are also the simplest to handle algebraically 

~ith respect to any other formulations with the same number of adjustable 

parameters. We will show the logical bas.is of their existence in a some- v' 

what different, although equivalent manner from that used originally. -· 
-x-

Symbolic notation is assigned to the various solution models for reasons 
which will become apparent later. 
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Since the mole fraction of either component is ahrays finite (less 

than or equal to unity), and since \ve consider that it has been.experi-

mentally demonstrated that the excess fU_nctions are always finite, it 

· t -'- d ";;-xs · f th 1 f _,_ · seems approprla e vO expan u.xB as a power serles· o 1 e mo e- racvlon. 

The condition that be zero at x = 1 can automatically be incorporated 

into the expression by expanding it in terms of the mole-fraction of com-

ponent A, (1 - x), and letting the zerotth order term be zero. Thus 

we have 

The Gibbs-Duhem relationship can be used to find the limiting value 

of b.G~s by use of the convenient "alpha" function, defined by 

(10) 

Darken and Gurry7 derive the following version of the Gibbs-Duhem integral. 

X= X 

J o;Bdx - o;B x(l-x) 
0 

For x = 1, this reduces to 

-xs 
b.GA(x=l) = 

Substituting Eqs. (9) and (10) and integrating, we obtain 

~s 

b.G ( ) A X=l 
= 

(11) 

(12) 

Since Eg. (9) is necessarily convergent (assuming.that the expansion it-

self is valid), and the successive terms after the first one in Eg. (12) 

are smaller and of the same sign than the corresponding ones in Eq. (9) 

then, in order for b.G~(x=l) to be finite, a1 must be zero. 
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Setting a
1 

to zero, then, successively incorporating the next three 

terms of the expansion, and using the general symbology employed in this 

study, we arrive at three different solution models, 

(13) 

( 14) 

(15) 

Use of more than three terms is not generally practical or useful. 

It data are precise enough so that a much better fit might be obtained 

through the use of more parameters, it is far better to attempt to describe 

the free energy of the system by the experimentally determined curve for 

the following reasons: 

1) It is quite time consuming to fit data w·ith more than three para-

meters without the use of a computor; even \vith the computer a great number 

of significant figures must be carried in a least-squares analysis to avoid 

non-significant smal2 differences bet1-reen large numbers, thus necessitating 

double-precision compiling techniques. Even if computor accessibility and 

programming is not a problem, the number of systems which could so be analyzed 

profitably is very limited, so that one of the great advantages of computor 

technology, namely, its applicability for the treatment of vast quantities 

of data, i's lozt. 

2) The meaning of the sign and magnitudes of the various parameters 

becomes lost; in this work the concepts of "non-isleality" (parameter A in 

"I"), "asymmetry" ( B in "II"), and rr curvature" ( C in 11 III") proved useful. 

. .. 

.· 
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Several different approaches have resulted in equivalent expressions, 

out as the Margules approach has a historical precedent, we will retain 

this nomenclatu.re, and not refer to uru as, for example, the zero'th 

order quasichemical approximation. However, it will oe pertinent to 

review these alternate derivations. 

Lawson
16 

discusses the derivation of equations of state from thermo-

dyna~ic models, rather than physical ones. Analogy is made to the case 

of a one-component gas near its critical point, for which -cP/cV can oe 

expanded in a Taylor's series about the point T = T and V = V ; the 
c c ' 

thermodynamic relationships which must hold at the critical point are then 

used to eliminate one of the terms and, of less importance, to predict the 

signs of one of the hm lowest order terms left. The analogous situation 

for a binary alloy concerns the peak of a miscibility gap, where the rela-

tionships holding for the first three derivatives of the chemical potential 

with composition happen to "9e the same as those holding for the :first three 

derivatives of pressure with respect to volume at the critical point. (One 

of them is an inequality, rather than an equality: -c3P/cV3 < 0). The re-

* sult, retaining the two lowest-order terms, is identical to niin. The 

entropy is found to oe ideal (i.e., uregularu). The author does not per-

sonally believe, contrary to Le~vson, and contrary to the treatment of the 

one-component gas at its critical point, that anything has oeen contributed 

by this approach, as none of the coefficients in the Taylor expansion was 

UJ.'l.ig_uely elimii'la:ted. 'by the study of the critical point. Laws of the dilute 

solution entirely equivalent to those used in the derivation of the Margules 

-)(-

Strictly speaking, it .is only the concentration dependence which agrees; 
Lawson's e~~ression for the partial free energy contains an arbitrary 
additive constant. Should the expression oe valid to x = 1, then the con~ 
stant could oe determined from the fact that tZ5'B = 0 at x = l. ; , 
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expansion were imposed, but the relationships concerning the derivatives 

of the chemical potential with respect to composition yielded only a 

relationship between A and B in "II" as a function of the critical com-

position and temperature, which could easily have been derived by other 

mean9. 

4. Lattice Approaches 

In these models, each atom is assw~ed to be associated with a unique 

site. Such an approximation would, of course, be expected to hold quite 

closely for a solid, particularly if v.re ignore crystal imperfections or 

defects. There is some question as to the applicability of this approach 

to liquids.9 

If the distribution of the A and B atoms are random, it can be shmm5 

from the statistical expression for entropy, s = k .en vr, where w is the 

number of different ways of arranging the (1-x)N A atoms and the xN B atoms 

among the N available sites, like atoms being indistinguishable from each 

other, and by the use of Sterling 1 s approximation, that the configurational 

contribution to the entropy of formation would be 

6S = -R(l-x) £n (1-x) - R x .en x (16) 

If there were no other contributions to the entropy of formation, it 

is easily seen from the fa~t that c6FjcT = -~ and from Eq. (6) that the 

excess free energies would be temperature independent for such a. random 

solution. 

Besides the above, the 1'quasichemical" method considers that the energy "' 

of formation of an alloy is the difference in energy of all of the AA, AB, -· 

and BB nearest neighbor pairs in the alloy minus that of the AA and BB pairs 
'· 

in the component elements (weighted on a mole-fraction basis). 
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Because of the high value of the coordination number, z, (Z = 12 for close-

packed lattices) there will be many more pairs than there are atoms. The 

term rrquasichemicalrr is used because of the vague similarity to the case of 

the chemical equilibrium A2 + B2 ~ 2 AB. 

The energies of the AA, AB, and BB pairs are denoted EAA' EAB' and 

EBB' respectively, and are assumed to be independent of composj_i:,ion; this 

last assumption is probably the least plausible of the approximations. 

Wagner5 points out that if the molar volumes of the components are different, 

then the lattice parameter, and thus the values of EAA' EAB' and EBB' -vrould 

be expected to be a function of composition. Other arguments, such as 

change in rrelectron concentration", etc., are also convincing that a 

concentration independent interaction energy is not to be expected. 

The zero'th approximation assumes random mixing, so that the probability 

of any given atom being B would be x. In the alloy, the number of AB pairs 

would be equal to the number of A atoms times the average number of B nearest 

neighbors that each A atom has, or [N( 1-x) J[Z x]. The nwnber of AA and BB 

pairs would similarly be ~[N(l-x)][Z(l-x)] and ~[N x][Z x], respectively. 

(The factor of ~ is introduced to avoid counting each pair tw·ice.) 

The number of AA and BB pairs in (1-x) and x gram-atoms of the pure 

components A and B would be t(l-x)NZ and ~xNZ, respectively, so that the 

energy of formation of the alloy would be given by 

r 
E = NZ tx(l-x)EAB 

or 

E = [NZ (EAB 

vrhere the quantity inside of the brackets is independent of composition. 

This quantity is dubbed the "interaction energy", which we may represent by 

a parameter A. . For condensed phases the approximation 6.11 z 6E is quite a 
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good one, the volume change on the formation of the alloy from the. con-

densed elements being quite small. Non-configurational contributions to 

the entropy are neglected in this treatment, so that Eq. (16) is valid, 

and hence 6Gxs = 6H. Finally, applying Eq. ( 4) we obtain 

A {x(l-x) + (l-x) (l-2x)J , or 

2 
= A(l-x) 

which is identical to Eq. ( 13), model "I". 

The first-order quasichemical ::tpproxim':l.tion retains all of the above 

assumptions except that of random mixing. The number of AB pairs is 

allowed to vary so that 68 will be less than that given by Eq. (16); t::,E 

will also decrease (or become more negative), so that there will occur 

an optimum value of the number of AB pairs yielding the most negative 

value for 6G. The result can be approximated as follows 

and, applying Eq. (4), 

"LMlO" (17) 

The derivation of this result is outside of the scope of t."'lis vmrk; 

the reader is referred to Guggenheim. 17 Lumsden
6 

obtains it by a less 

BethelS ( ) formal procedure. is also in accord with Eq. 17 . 

The symbol trLMlOtr was assigned to this model because of certain sim-

\ 

ilarities with other expressions derived by Lumsden; however both from a ,,. 

historical standpoint, and from the standpoint of popular reference to this -· 

model in the literature, it is best known as the trFirst Quasichemical 

Approximation. rr For values of A.~ RT, the second term is quite small 
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relative to the first, so that it would not be very different from the 

First lV.targules Equation, nirr. 

Both "Iu and "LMlO" are symmetric with respect to a plot of t:,.Gxs vs 

composition, and they would therefore be symmetric in the sense that a plot 

of the partial free energy of one c anponent versus composition is the mirror 

image of that of the other. We vlill mention here two attempts to. incorporate 

assymetry into the lattice approach. The first yields a formulation ident.i-

cal in form with the Second Margules Equation, ''II", while the other is iri 

accord with !!III". 

Hardyl9 assumes that the interaction energy A might be a rectilinear 

function of composition, A= A1(1-x) + A2x. Retaining the random:mixing 

assumption, the result t:,.Gxs == 6H = (A1 (1-x) + A2xJx(l-x) may be directly 

written. Applying Eq. ( 4) yields Eq. ( 14), !III", with A = A1 and 
1 

B = 2A2-2A1. 

Hardy gives several other examples where this form of an equation'has been 

used. He states that a logical term for this model might be a "sub-regular'' 

solution; the author -vmuld like to take exception to this because: of the 

confusion surrounding the term "regular" itself. 

Hardy shows that the correction terms for strain energy due to differ-
' 
i 20 

ing sizes of the atoms according to the expressions given by Lawson and 

21 Heumann, after incorporating them into an expression of type "I", would · 

yield a type "II" expression. (Incidently, the expressions of Lawson and 

Heumann do not at all agree with each other with respect to the d~pendence 

of the assymetry on the difference in atomic volQ~e.) 

The quasichemical method can be extended to larger groups of.atoms 

than just "pairs". Blomberg and Borelius22 have considered tetrahedral 

groups, so that A4, A
3

B, A2B2, ABy and B4 groups may have indeper:dent . 

energies. For the case analogous to the zero'th approximation (random mixing), 
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the resulting expression contains three independent parameters and can be 

written in the form of nrrrn. The non-random configuration, analogous to 

the first quasichemical approximation, is also considered; the result is 

too complex to be considered within the scope of this work and to be use-

ful. for must applications. 

One of the primary contributions of the various lattice approaches 

seems to be that, if one believes the model, some physical significance 

is ascribed to the parameters, whereas in the ¥~rgules.approach they are 

considered only to be empirical. For example, one might fit experimental 

free energy data for a solid solution ~>rhich undergoes order-disorder tran-

sitions at a temperature higher than the transition temperature. Knowing 

the crystal structure of the ordered modification would allow one to count 

the number of AB pairs (or the appropriate tetrahedra:) and thus pre dice the 

free energy of the ordered modification, from vmich one could base theories 

of the order-disorder transformation. Furthermore, extension of the theory 

to non-random configurations for the disordered solution by the first 

quasichemical approximation might contribute to the understanding of short

range order (see Bethe18 and Oriani23). 

E:ven if the quasichemical lattice approach might prove useful in the 

study of solid alloys, there is some question as to whether this approach 

is justified for the liquid state.
6'9 

5· Non-lattice Models 

In general, the formulations derived from the follovring models differ 

from those described above to a degree depending on the atomic size dis-

parity. One way to look at the problem might be to consider the description 

of a liquid by nradial distribution functions," g .. (r). These are assumed 
. lJ 
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to be spherically s~~etric so that they are functions only of r, the 

distance of an atom of species i from one of species j. . ( ) .. 2dr J .. r r 
lJ . 

denotes the probability of finding an atom of type j in a spherical shell 

of radius r and thickness dr after normalization for density .so that random 

mixing of point spheres would be described by g .. (r) = l. An atom of type 
lJ 

i is at the center of the spherical shell. u .. (r) simply expresses the 
. lJ 

mutual energy decrease of the pair of atoms caused by their proximity to 

each other. 

For one-component systems (for which the subscripts may be omitted) 

g(r) has been deduced for several liquids by x-ray scattering stu~ies. 

In an interesting experiment, Morrell and Hildebrand
24 

constructed a 

mechanical analog (solid spheres suspended in a transparent liquid of the 

same refractive index and density; some of the spheres were rendered opaque 

for identification purposes) and found a g(r) with the same qualitative 

features as those for the real liquids. Normalizing r so that the first 

maximum appears at r = l, all of the above show a minimum at r = i.4 - 1.5 

and a small secondary maximum at r 1.8 - 1.9. These do not resemble the 

expected curves for a ncybotacticn structure of the liquid if the !!sub-crystals!! 

had fcc, bee, or closest-packed hcp structures. 

Many proposals have been made for approximations to u(r). Perhaps 

the most popular is one combining an r-6 attractive potential with an r-n 

repulsive potential (n = 12 yields a certain algebraic simplicity to the 

result). 

It can be easily seen, for binary solutions, if one could assume forms 

' 
they were independent of overall composition and of the immediate environment 

of an atom under consideration, that the energy of the allpy and pure com-
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ponents could be obtained by appropriate integrations of the product 

2 
g . . ( r) • u . . ( r ) · r dr . 
lJ lJ 

Historically, the first foundation to non-ideal solution theory was 

laid by "Van der Waals, 25 who was originally interested in explaining the 

liquid-vapor critical phenomena for one-component systems. He considered 

a gas confined in a container so that it exerted a pressure against the 

container. Looking at one of the gas atoms at the surface, it vJOuld 

exert a pressure less than the ideal amount because of attractive forces 

between the gas molecules. The corresponding pressure decrease would be 

proportional to the number of attracting atoms at any given distance from 

the reference atom, and thus proportional to density; the pressure decrease 

vmuld of course also be proportional to the number of atoms exerting 

pressure against the container \vall, and thus be again proportional to 

2 2 
density; a p (or 1/V ) dependence results. He also considered that the 

volume to be used in a gas law should be decreased by the volume occupied 

by the molecules of the gas, so that a minimum volume would exist past 

which the gas could not be compressed. The resulting expression 

( P - a jv2
) ( V - b) = R T ( 17) 

is remarkable in that thermodynamic analysis of it correctly predicts two 

fluid states of matter at hi13h pressures and low temperatures, and explains 

all of the qualitative features of experimentally observed liquid-vapor 

equilibria, including the critical point. 

For binary gas mixtures van der Waals suggested that 

(18) 

(19) 

-· 
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where the a .. and b. are assumed independent of composition. 
lJ l 

' 26 
Berthelot 

suggested that 
1 

al2 = (al . a2)2 (20) 

* For gas mixtures the geometric mean assumption agrees much better 'dith 

experimental data than the algebraic mean. 

Van Laar27' 28 suggested that binary liquids could be treated in this 

manner. For the liquid in a condensed state (far below its critical 

temperature) he considers that the volume can be approximated by 

(21) 

The energy of formation of a van der Waals fluid is simply -a/V, so 

that the energy of formation of the binary fluid would be given by 

(22) 

Substituting Eqs. (18) and (21), and using the notation for composition 

used throughout this work yields 

(l -)~lj~) + {(l/b2) (2al2-alb2/bl - a2bl/b2)} 
-x l 2 x 

(23 )' 

From Eq. (21), 6V = o, so that 6H = 6E. Furthermore, if ideal entropy is 

assumed, 
. xs 

6G = 6H = 6E. Finally, applying Eq. (h), we obtain the "VL2" 

equation: 

-X-

[(l-x)B + x]
2 A "VL2" . (24) 

Modern-day theory would justify this assumption if the only attractive 
forces 1vere of the Heitler-London "dispersive" type and the disparity 
of the polarizabilities of the two atom species were relatively much 
larger than that of their ionization energies. 
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1 

where B = b1/b2 and A= (b1/b2 )2 (l/b2 ) (-2a12 + a1b2jb1 + a2b1/b2). (The 

differentation produced a B term in the numerator. This was factored into 

its square root squared for computational reasons; one of the square roots 

was absorbed into the constant A). This equation is dubbed here the 

:rvan Laar" equation. 

The parameter B in the van Laar equation is treated as an adjustable 

or empirical parameter. The method of derivation suggests that the actual 

molar volw~es could be substituted for b
1 

and b2 to yield a one-parameter 

equation. As the emphasis in this -vwrk is on atomic "radii" rathan than 

3 volumes, we -vrrite r = ra/rb and B =;: r , for -vJhich Eq. (2l+) becomes 

A '(25) 
7 2 

[(1-x)r) + x J 

This simplification is due to van Laar and Lorentz. 29 

Experimental p-v-T studies on liquids shmv that the van der Haals 

equation gives a very poor description of the condensed fluid state. With 

the aid of certain assumptions, Scatchard30 used the ideas of Hildebrand 

(see ref. 9 for a review of these) to derive Eq. (25) 1,vithout the use of 

the van der Waals equation. 

Because of popular usage, and because of the deeper physical foundation 

for the. equation developed by Hildebrand as opposed to van Laar, we will 

refer to Eq. (25) here as the Hildebrand equation (its formal relation to 

the van Laar equation is retained in the symbol notation, :rVLl"). At this 

point, the parameter A will be considered to be an empirical one. 

The assw~ptions of Scat chard, mentioned above, 1·rere as follmvs: 

1) the energy associated -vlith a pair of atoms depends only on the distance 

between them (and whether the pair is AA, AB, or BB), 2) the configuration 

-· 
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of the atoms is random, and 3) the volume of the binary solution is the 

su~ of those of the constitutent elements (i.e., 6V = 0). With the aid 

of one additional assumption, namely, that the energy associated with a 

pair of unlike atoms is the geometric mean of the energies of like pairs 

of atoms, after taking into account the radial dependence of the energy by 

dividing it by molar volume, physical interpretation is given the parameter 

A by: 

A= 3/2 [ I V V r 16E /V 
A \} A A 

(26) 

The quantities inside of the brackets, calculable from properties of 
·X-

the pure components, are knwon as "solubility parameters.n To distinguish 

between the cases where A is considered an empirical parameter and -vrhere 

it is to be calculated from Eq. (26) we use the terms "Hildebrand. Equationn 

and "Solubility-Parameter Theory," respectively. 

Hildebrand and Wood3l and Hildebrand and Scott9 discuss the derivation 

of Eq. (25) from the ideas of the radial distribution and potential functions 

previously discussed here. The assumption is made that g11(r), g12 (r), and 

g22 (r) would be identical if r were expressed in terms of a "reduced" radius. 

In order to obtain Avogadro's number of atoms in a moiar volume, it would 

be necessary that the radius be divided by a characteristic radius pro-

portional to the cube root of the molar volume. The u .. (r) are also assumed 
~J 

to correspond if both the radii and the potentials are reduced; the charac-

teristic potentials are known as E
11

, E
12

, and E22 for the three potential 

functions. In order to obtain Eq. (25) it is not necessary to assign values 

-x- V is the molar volume and 6EV the heat' of sublimation. 
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assumed. The idea of universal distribution and potential functions is 

fundamental to the Theory of Corresponding States, widely used today in 

the treatment of imperfect gas problems in physical chemistry and chemical 

and mechanical engineering. Sometimes this theory is in accord with the 

experimental data for closely related substances. 

The final non-lattice approach to be discussed here will be that due 

6 to Lumsden. The approach will be easier to follo-,r if -,re briefly outline 

his treatment of a solid solution for. >·rhich the components have equal 

atomic sizes; for the case of random configuration the treatment and result 

is the same as the zerotth quasichemical method, except that the interaction 

energy is considered to be composed of a nearest neighbor energy term and 

* a thermal entropy term if one wishes to attach physical significance to 

the result. By asswning that the number of A-B pairs will differ only 

slightly from that of the random configuration, Lumsden is able to obtain 

the same result as that of the first quasichemical approach (model L:/lilO) 

without sophisticated statistical thermodynamic techniques (for example, 

partition functions are not employed). With the aid of the assumption 

just mentioned, an approximate and relatively simple expression is obtained 

for the number of possible complexions (ways of arranging a given nu.11ber of 

A and B atoms on a lattice) in terms of the nun1ber of A-A, A-B, and B-B 

·X· 
Thermal en·t;ropy is that part of the entropy which can be determined by 
measuring the specific heats of the alloy and component elements over 
the temperature range extending from the temperature of interest down 
to a temperature reasonably close to absolute zero. The atomic configur
ation is assumed to be frozen in so that it does not change over this 
temperature range. 'I'he entropy is evaluated from dS/dT = Cp=T and the 
Third Law. Lumsden considers thermal entropy to be due only to atomic 
vibration phenomena. 

.· 
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pairs (hereafter referred to as qAA' qAB' and qBB; these are interrelated 

by expressions involving the overall composition and the coordination n~m-

ber so that only one of these is independenJ.::.ly variable). From the ex-

pression for ~he number of corr~lexions W and from 

S = k .en W 

the configuration entropy is obtained in terms of energy and thermal en-

tropy parameters characteristic of the alloy system and qAB" Enthalpy 

(reasonably equal to energy for condensed phases) is: of course, obtained 

by summing the energy of all of the A-A, A-B, and B-B pairs. qAB is found 

by minimizing the free energy 

G = H - T(S + S ) thermal. conf. 

with respect to qAB" 

While this derivation is easier to follow than the more rigorous 

quasichemical approach, it is still too lengthy to reproduce here~. As 

stated earlier, the result for isothermal free energy agrees with.the 

quasichemical result. The parameter A is interpreted as a combination of 

energy and thermal entropy parameters which are characteristic of the 

particular alloy system. They are assumed to be independent of composition. 

As before, the first term in LMlO represents the contribution of random 

mixing, with the second term being a correction for non-randomness. 

Lumsden then considers interactions among all of the non-adjacent 

atoms. For random configurations the probability that any ~iven pair of 

atoms will be an A-B p...:.ir is still proportional to x(l-x) even if the atoms 

are non-adjacent; this follows from the laws of chance. The parameter 

multiplying the first term in LVliO would then include an additional energy 

contribution which might be thought of as beiP~ proportional to some sort · 
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of summation of the energies over the crystal. However, this same summa-

tion would surely not be involved in the same manner in the second term 

of h~lO. Thus we obtain an equation of the type 

2 2 
(1-x) A - AB(2x-3x )/lORT (27) 

2 
(The second term was multiplied by AB rather than B or B for reasons having 

nothing to do with Lumsden 1 s arguments). In terms of Lumsden's parameters, 

A and B are given by 

2 
B = ( E - aT) /( E + T] - aT) 

where, quoting Lumsden, 11 
E represents chane;e of potential energy bet>.;reen 

nearest neighbors, T] represents change of potential energy between non-
' 

adjacent atoms, and r; represents thermal entropy and is a functio'n of the 

second differential coefficient of interatomic energy to distance. 11 

Lumsden then considers liquid solutions ~nd removes the restriction 

that rA = rB. In a manner similar to Hildebrand, he.would prefer to con

ceive of a liquid in terms of radial distribution functions rather than 

in terms of a lattice model. The similarity ends here, and Lumsden's 

treatment must be considered unique. We will first state the final result, 

!ILM2l!l. (28) 

where r is an abbreviation for rA/rB. 

.• 
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We may acquire some insight into his approach by looking at the de-

rivation of the first of the three terms in the above expression. It 

expresses the contribution of the nearest neighbors if the configuration 

were random and differs in concentration dependence from VLl only in that 

r appears as its square instead of its cube in the denominator. The num-

ber of nearest neighbors surroUnding an atom is assumed to be the same 

for both pure components and is termed the coordination nRmber z .. The 

surface of an atom is im~gined to be divided into z equal parts; each 

fractional surface area is assumed to be uniquely associated with one of 

the fractional surface areas of one of the nearest neighbors; each of the 

associated areas thus have equal areas. This equality of the fractional 

area of one atom with that of another atom for which the two areas are 

associated is assumed to be true in the binary mixture of the components. 

The appropriate mathematical expression can be set up by considering, in 

a very dilute solution of A in B, that an A atom is in. contact with zrA/rB· 

surrounding B atoms, and vice versa for a dilute solution of B in A. Thus 

a fraction r B/zr A of the surface of an A atom is paired off with a fraction· 

rA/zrB of the surface of a B atom. Since 

the equality of associated areas is satisfied. A..nother vray to vrord Lumsden's 

basic assumption is to say that associated areas are the geometric mean of 

the areas of association for the atoms in their elemental state. Thus, in 

the binary mixture, there is no true coordination number, because large 

atoms will surround themselves with more smaller ones than would a small 

atom surround itself with large ones. For a binary mixture of nA A atoms 

and nB B ones, this line of reasoning leads to the following relationships 



for qAA and qBB in terms of qAB: 

The assw~ption of randomness is used to determine qAB" Although 

Lumsden sets up an expression for the number of possible complexions 

which thus leads to a statistical expression for the configurational 

entropy, he does not choose to solve for qAB by maximizing S vTith re-

spect to qAB because of math~~atical complexity. Rather, he takes a 

* simple point of view, the validity of which the author is not convinced. 

This point of view is as follm.;s. The total surface area of nA A atoms is 

For an element of area of any atom, 

the chance that it is involved in a contact with an A atom would be the 

2/( .2 2) ratio of the available A surfaces to the total surfaces, nAr A nAr A +nBrB • 

The number of AB contacts would then be the total area of AB contacts di-

* Lumsden takes the value of qAB resulting from the simple point of view, 
substitutes it into the statistical expression for s, so that, at least 

on paper, it is no longer a function of qAB· Then dSjdqAB = 0 so that 

the result seems to express maxinwn randomness. The fallacy of this ar

gument is obvious. Interestingly enough the result is 68 = -R[x tn x + 

(1-x) £n (1-x) ], so that 6Sxs = 0. However, ideal configurational entropy 

(in the normal sense as algebraically defined) is not necessarily the maxi-

mum configurational entropy possible for a non-lattice model. See Hildebrand 

and Scott,9 Guggenheim, 32 and Fowler and Rushbrooke.33 

.. 

·. 

-· 
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Thus we see the origin of the r 2 quantity in the denominator of the first 

term of hM2l. The third term in LM2l, which expresses the contribut~on of 

small deviations from random mixing, was derived in e, manner similar to the 

case of LQmsden 1 s solid solution model. Because of the cQmbersome inter-

mediate algebraic steps, Lumsden gives only the result. 

Thus considering only the interactions of nea~est neighbors, we find 

LQmsden's non-lattice model analogous to the first quasichemical model, 

il1l0. The second digit in the solution model ;::;ymbol vTill be changed 

from a zero to a one to express the fact that it is radii dependent, so 

that it is termed "LM~ltr. It is defined as the first and third terms of 

the LM2l model. 

In order to include the contributions due to :Lnteractions of non-

adjacent atoms, Lumsden found it necessary to assume a functional rela-

tionship expressing the dependence of the individual pair energies on 

their interatomic distance for the case of nonequal atomic radii. He 

-6 -9 starts his derivation with the assumption that they vary as ar + h~ , 

where r here is the in~eratomic distance (not rA/rB). This results in 

two terms, one containing a function of (rA/rB)5 in the denominator, the 

other containing one of (rA/rB) 7. After inferring that the resulting ex

pression contains more parameters than can be justified by the accuracy of 

most experimental data, he dispenses with the latter term. The remaining 

-6 
contribution is the second term in LM2l; it inherently assumes the r 

dependence of the energy of a non-adjacent pair of atoms. Lw~sden states 

that Hildebrand's equation (VLl) also assumes this. It is true that one 

of the methods by which Hildebrand arrived at his equation did make this 

assumption. Hovrever, he has also shmm hm-r the equation can be deduced. 

without prescribing a functional interatanic energy-distance relationship; 
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this latter approach was the one given earlier in this paper. Nor does 

the van Laar treatment require such a relationship. 

T,-Je ivish to point out here that Lui1lsden 1 s treatment can yield values 

of ~Gxs at infinite dilution different from that of tii~s at infinite A D 

dilution only if rA f rB. To obtain as~rrmetry opposite to the usual 

direction (i.e., as given by VLl and LMlO) it is necessary that the A and 

B parameters in U~l have opposite signs; assw~ing LuFLsden's physical 
-X-

interpretations to be meaningful, one would conclude that the energies 

of nearest and non-nearest neighbor interactions have opposite signs in 

such a case. 

Finally we also wish to point out that LuFLsden nmvhere suggests in 

his book that his treatment is particularly adapted to exothermic, rather 

than endothermic systems, or vice-versa, vrhereas Hildebrand 1 s treatment 

excludes the case of specific chemical interaction and thus excludes 

exothermic systems. (However, we shall still test the Hildebrand equation 

for exotherm~c systems because the equation may prove useful in an empirical 

sense.) 

6. Concluding Remarks 

In sw~ary, the non-lattice approaches all results in expressions 

-xs / for ~GB which are dependent on the ratio of atomic ra~ii, r = rA rB' 

whereas none of the lattice models gives such a result. It is hoped that 

none of the critical remarks made in the exposition of' these solution models 

will lead the reader to believe that the author favors any of the models de-

scribed because of the methods by vrhich they were derived or inherent physical 

-X-
Based on the findings of Part III of this thesis, we attribute the major 

portion of Lumsden 1 s parameters to energy terms, not entropy ones. 

-· 
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assu.rnptions. It should be obvious, on the basis of modern solid-state 

and bonding concepts, that all of the approaches have theoretical weak-

nesses. Nevertheless, it may turn out that the use of sL~le physical 

ideas have resulted in expressions which tend to fit experimental data 

better than ones with only an empirical foundation. As stated earlier, 

this is one of the primary objects of investigation in this paper. It 

is highly significant that all of the expressions given for 

2 
factorable by (l-x) • 

are 

For ready reference, a summary of the algebraic formulations of the 

various solution models is given on the next page. 

•. 
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7. Summary of Solution Models. r = rA/rB (Pauling radii used here) 

Symbol 

0 

I 

II 

III 

Lt\fiO 

VL2 

VLl 

L..M20 

IJVJ2l 

Nomenclature: 

0 

I, II, III 

LMlO 

VL2 

VLl 

6.Gxs 
B 

6.Gxs 
B 

6.Gxs 
B 

6.~xs 
"B 

6.Gxs 
B 

6-;::y:._s 
L:rB 

~s 
B 

OOXS 
B 

6.Gxs 
. B 

6. -G:xs 
B 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

Ideal Solution 

Analytical Representation 

0 

A (l-x)
2 

(A + Bx) (l-x)
2 

(A + Bx + Cx
2

) (l-x)
2 

A(l-x)
2 

- A
2 

(2x-3x2 ) (l-x)
2 

/lORT 
(z = 10 vias substituted) 

l 2 2 
A·B2 (1-x) /[(1-x)B + x] 

2 7 /2 3 2 A(l-x)- r~ /[(1-x) r + x] 

A(l-x)
2 

- A·B(2x-3x
2

) (l-x)
2

/lORT 

2 f r3 r 7 ·5 (1-x) B 2 2 2 + A 
5 5 - [( 1-r )x+r ] [(1-r )x+r J 

r
4 

x (2r
8/ 3 - 2r

8
/ 3 x - x) } 

lORT[(l-r8/ 3 ) x + r
8/ 3 J4 

2 ( r3 
( 1-x) A -< --::::-

2
----:::--:--

l [(1-r ) x + r
2

]2 

First, Second, and Third Margules Equation, respectively. 

First-Order Quasichemical Approximation 

van Laar Equation 

Hildebrand Equation (A considered empirical; if A is to be 
calculated fro'·: physical constants, then "Solubility-Para
meter Theory11 is used instead) 



.. 

LM20 

L..M21 

LMll 
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Radii-Independent Lumsden Equation 

Lu.msden Equation 

One-Parameter Lumsden Equation 
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C. Method of Investigation 

As indicated previously, the procedure employed in this stud~ con-

sisted of fitting the various ex~erimental values of partial molar excess 

free energy from those investigations judged to be reliable to the nine 

analytical equations s"'""'lc'narized on the previous page. Both the resulting 

parameters and the standard deviations o{' -:,he data about the various curves 

were of interest. 

Forty-seven different liquid systems were examined vri th a total of 

·>E-
900 experimentally determined values of partial molar free energy. A 

total of 705 nw~erical values were generated for the adjustable par&~eters 

in the expressions fitted ·with an additional 423 numbers representing the 

standard deviations of the experiment,::.:_ .lata from the expressions fitted. 

An auxiliary group of nmnbers vms generated, representing the ratios of 

the standard deviations for a given alloy system for any two expressions 

which one might want to compare (not a'll permutations were of interest); 

658 additional quantities resulted for a grand total of 1786. Thus t~e 

numerical output of the investic;ation was almost tl>lice as great as the 

input; nevertheless one must consider the data to have been ''reducedrr, for, 

as >'fill be shown, the intercomparisons of these quanti ties and the corre-

lation of them with certain defined independent variables proved to be 

For 7 of the 47 systems, the values 1-lere not actually directly measured, 

but resulted from a correlation of the phase diagram 1-rith other measured 

thermodynamic quantities. The phase diagr&~ is a direct expression of 

free energy relationships, but other experimental information is needed 

to refer the free energy to a constant temperature. So the bias 1ms 

therefore unavoidably introduced by the evaluators for these seven systems. 

The 70 input values of 6GB plot smoothly, whereas for the other systems 

the effects of experimental scatter are evident. 

' 

.· 
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most informative and interesting - indeed, far more so than originally 

anticipated. 

Most of the actual man-hours spent were concerned with details of 

computor technology and programming. As these will not be of interest 

to the majority of readers, only the more pertinent aspects will be 

discussed here, and even then, only briefly. 

The large number of input data necessitated the development of some 

means of reducing key-n.unch time. A method was found which enabled the 

punching of up to eight data points per card with the choice of four al-

ternative formats, depending on how they had been tabulated in the files. 

A supplementary progrrun conveyted them to a uniform format, supplied 

necessary indexing information, and altered the alphabetic name of the 

alloy system when necessary so that the second element in the name -vms 

the component whose partial free energy was determined. (For example, 

Ag -vras the component studied for the Au-Ag system.) The output of this 

conversion program was produced in binary punched card form, so that 

unnecessary decimal to binary conversion would not have to be repeated 

during the many rQDS entailed in the debugging process. 

While the input data in the Appendix are tabulated in the form of the 

11 l.h 11 .co t" cA::zG.S/ 2 ) th 1" t" f th 1 t th d a p a .L unc lon £..:> B xA , e app_lca lon o e eas squares me __ o 

minL~ized the sum of the deviations of !::Y.G~s, not the deviations of aB. 

This is appropriate because the former quantity is more closely related 

to the experimentally determined one. As xB ~ 1, very small experi

mental errors lvill seem large when the results are expressed as aB. 

The least-squares method should be familiar to most readers. Briefly, 

if a function to be fitted has the form 

y = A?j;l + B?fJ2 + .... (29) 



where the ~l are not functions of the adjustable parameters, the criteria 

that ~(y-A~1-~2 - ... )
2 

be a minL~um is equivalent to the one that the 

partial derivatives of this summation with respect to the adjustable 

parameters A, B, etc., be zero; or, expressing the derivative of a summa-

tion as the summation of derivatives, 

thus yielding as many equations as there are parameters to be determined. 

In the problem at hand; the ~l are functions of composition, x and some

times also functions of temperature and/or atomic radii ratios. y_. of 

course, corresponcis to the experimentally determined vo.:''J.e of L,~s here. 

The analytic formulations I, VLl, II, LVQO, and III adapt themselves 

readily to this treatment as they are linear with respect to the adjustable 

parameters. Such is not the case with the other functions, how·ever, and 

further elaboration would be helpful. 

The L!.VIlO, LMll, and LJ.VQl formulations contain one parameter v-rhich 

appears twice, once linearly, and once as its square. The other of the 

two parameters in LVQl does not cause a problem as it appears only linearly. 

For the sake of example, we will consider the T.lVQl equation, "'\vritten in 

the form 

(31) 

Taking the partial derivatives of the sum of the deviations squared 

(and. dividing out the factor of two, which vas retained in Eq. (30) for 

clarity), 



.. 

~?jJl 
do 

N,7jJ2 do + 2 ~=D do 
dA+ dA B 'Z?jJ3 dA 

~?jJl do + N,w do + B2 I do do 
dB '2 dB 'Z'f/3 dB=D dB 

where 0 = B?jJl + A7jl2 + B2?/J3 - y 

so that do 
1/J dA 2 

do 
?jJl + 2B?jJ3 dB and 

We then obtain 

The first of the above pair of equations can be used to find A in 

terms of B. Substituting in the second equation will yield a cubic equation 

in only one unknown, B. It is not desirable to solve this equation by an 

iterative procedure, as it turns out that it often has three real solutions, 

only one of which is of interest. The solution of a cubic equation is covered 

in standard treatises of the theory of equations34,35. The result v.rill be 
-)(

briefly given here. 

The general cubic equation 

3 2 ax +3bx +3cx +d 0 (32) 

So that Appendix B may be followed without consulting a text on algebra. 



can be 

by the 

so that 

put . _,_ lnvO the form 

3 + 3 H + z z 

substitution 

z = a X + b 

2 
H = ac - b , 

_!+4-

G 0 

2, 3 
G = a a - 3abc + 2b 

We define a quantity p such that 

(33) 

If the quantity under the radical sign is positive so that its real squar~ 

root may be taken, there will be only one rea.l soluti o:'1 to Eq. (32): 

X 
1 /"" HI -) 

p - b)/a 

Should p be imaginary, there -vrill be three real roots, which can 

be found by a method orie;ina.lly arrived at by trigonometric reasoning. 

Define an angle q) so that 

cos ¢ = - ate -H) - 3/ 2 

The.roots of Eq. (33) will be given by 

z 2:>.7T + ¢ 
) 

(35) 

where n has the values 0, l, and 2. The roots of Eq. (32) are then found 

by Eq. (34). 

The Fortran IV pr .gram under IBM 7090/9!+ IBSYS operation for fitting 

the LlY.t2l expression to the input data is given in Appendix B.. The LtVIlO 

and LMll equations were handled by similar means, except that the algebra 

involved in setting up the cubic expression is simpler for these cases as 

.-



only one parameter is involved. In the event of the existence of three 

real roots, the deviations were summed for all three alternate sets of 

parameters to determine vlhich actually yielded the minimum value of the 

sum. 

The application of equation VL2 involves a unique problem in that one 

of the adjustable parameters appears in the denominator. One of the least 

squares critera is used to reduce the equation to one unknown 

0 

or 

l ~ y [(1-x) B + x]-2 

( ) 
_h 

~. [ 1-x B + x] · 
-y 

[(l-x)B+x]
2 

The nature of this equation is such that a plot of the sum of the 

deviations squared versus various assumed values of B will be a smooth 

function with only one minimum. The minimum is found by an iterative 

process of a type familiar to those acquainted with computor progra~~ing. 

As each successive approximation to B involves separate summations; the 

process is tedious if a computor is not accessible. 

In the lengthy debugging of the various computor programs much use 

was made of machine language instructions via Monitor control cards, as 

the original computor used in this investigation (IBM 704) was slow to 

compile. Programs were recompi~ed only after the nQmber of correction 

cards became unwieldy. Nevertheless, a total of four. hours of 704 tLme 

was used in this study. Supplementary calculations, on an IBM 7094, required 

comparatively little time, including a revised ilfJ2l calculation. 

-. Computations were hand-checked for the Cd-Mg system. Miscellaneous 

spot-checks were made elsewhere. On-line 704 output included maximum 



positive and negative deviations of the data from the curves so that they 

could be compared with the standard deviations for "reasonableness.:! 

On-line output also included commentaries on the solution of the cuoic 

equations) plus miscellaneous information for debugging purposes. Only 

the off-line output is tabulated here. 

Statistical Method of Interpretins Results 

The statistical methods employed in this investigation are relatively 

simple. This is important) for by confining ourselves to techniques "\·Jhich 

both the reader and the author can readily grasp) vre hope to minimize the 

risk of misapplying statistics and thus fooling ~urselves. 

When confronted with an array of numbers in some trial arrangement 

into groups) the hypothesis is tentatively made that this arrangement is 

strictly random in nature; in statistics this is known as the null hypothesis. 

The task is then to find the confidence level at which the hypothesis can be 

disproved. 

If one attempts a large nu."!lber of independent arrangements he must 

require a relatively high confidence level before he can assign meaning 

to any particular arrangement; otherwise he >vill be misled by occasional 

statistical fluctuations. On the other hand) if one has to work with a 

rather limited population) :it will not be possible to obtain very high 

confidence levels) even if the results are) in fact) highly non-random. 

As the number of attempts must thus be limited, it will behoove us to be 

guided by certain present-day concepts (both physical and empirical) in 

the formulation of our trial arrangements. 

This does not mean that) should a particular null hypothesis be 

convincingly invalidated) the theory or concept involved in the formu-
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lation of that non-ra!ldom arrangement is in any way vindica.ted. It is 

possible that the physical quantitiesJ with which the results of an 

investigation correlate, correlate with properties which, unbeknownst to 

the investigator, are in themselves much more fundamental to the problem. 

We must particularly .point out that Mendeleev' s periodic table is involved. 

For this reason we will defer all physical i!lterpretations of the results 

of this study to the discussion section of this paper. 

In the present work we ,,rill usually be interested in only the sign 

of a number, or the sign of the differences between or the products of 

tvro numbers, involving a heads-or-tails sort of situation in the .null. 

hypothesis examination. Should a coin be strictly unbiased and randomly 

tossed, the probability of obtaining a certain number of heads out of a 

given n1.JJnber of total tosses is described by the well-knmvn symmetric 

binomial distribution 

2 -n , / , ( ) , n. m. n-m . (36) 

PW represents the probability of obtaining m heads inn tosses. (The 

factorial part of the expression accounts for the number of possible 

different sequences of m heads inn tosses; the probability is merely 

-n 2 for a particular sequence, such as the first m tosses resulting in 

heads and the remaining tosses resulting in tails.) We might point out 

that this distribution approaches the well-known normal distribution for 

large n •·ri th a standard deviation of cr = -! .fn . 

Confidence levels are discussed here in terms of percentage; a 95% 

• 
level is considered siGnificant in this study. There is a one out of 

·. tv1enty chance that a random array of numbers would be shown to be non-

random at the 95% confidence level. 
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T"" _1. nine heads are obtained in ten tosses, vTe may shmv that the coin 

is biased at a confidence level of 

1000/o (l 9 J.O l 0 C.F. - plO plO plO - Plo) 

or about 98%. In other words, all possible results with a probability 

equal to or less than that -;::,~ the actual result of nine heacis out of ten 

tosses must be considered. (We -vmuld have been equally sure that the coin 

'\vas biased if nine tails ha.d l'csulted and even more sure had all ten tosses 

shown the same face.) 

There will be two ce.ses discc;.sseu ].n this stud,y ~-;hich may be likened 

to the study of a "lop-sided" coin. The appropriate extension of' the 

statistics of the skewed binomial distribution are discussed in Appendix C. 

.· 



D. Results 

l. Direct Output 

The systems treated are tabulated in Table l together vrith certain 

characteristics of the systems. For reasons which will be discussed 

later, they are tabulated in decreasing order· of negative deviations 

from ideality as det.ermined by· the fit of equation "I" to the data. 

Bi-Sn and the sys{ems listed belovr it shovr positive deviations from 

ideality. If the experimental data ,,rere from only one source, a 'four 

or five letter combination is used in the second column to suggest the 

name(s) of the investigator(s). "SLCTD" refers to the compilation of 

l 
Hultgren, Orr, Anderson, and Kelley; as mentioned earlier these 'data are 

an expression of free energy values obtained from the phase diagr~~ 

combined lvith other information so that an isotherm could be obtained. 

Systems for ·which the data were taken from more than one source are 

denoted by the number of such investigations. Tb.e literature references 

for these investigations are denoted by reference nu~bers 36 through 110 

inclusive, tabulated in the same order as in Table l. 

Both the actual number of compositions studied and an "effective 

number" are tabulated for any given system. The latter will differ from 

the former if the data vrere taken from more than one investigation, and 

one of them was assigned a different "weight" than the others. The actual 

w·eights assig11ed (on a very arbitrary predetermined basis) are given in 

.. Appendix A, together with the experimental data for all of the systems . 
• 

The effective number of data points is considered to be equal to or less 
·. 

than the actual number of points because the weights given in Appendix I 

were later normalized during the computational procedure so that the "best" 
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TABLE I SYSTEMS TREATED 
SYSTEM !NV. T, NO. DATA FFF. COMPOS fT I ON RA/RB fLECTRONEGATIVITV 
cA-n 1 (SEE OEG K POINTS NO. RANGE (PAULING DIFFERENCE 

Tf XTI X ( G I CN12l GnrlOY PAUL! NG 
Bl-K LANLA 04A ?2 2? o.os-o.sa 0.724 1.0 1.1 
a r-~:c; EG.\N 973 IS IS 0.10-0.115 I. ()64 n.6 n.7 
Ht,-NA 2 648 I A 11 0.10-0.~R O.A28 0.1 1.n 
PG-NA 2 69A 11 ?.4 1). I 3-0. <)4 1).921 1).6 0.<) 
HG-K 3 6()1) 45 45 'l.DO-O.'I'l 0.66~ D.?. 1.1 
PB-K 2 84A 77 17 o.o'>-o.aa o. 741 0.7 1.n 
n-NA 2 6'.8 27 27 "· 16-0.96 O.Q(l) 0.4 0.9 
PO-~(; WGENG 833 14 14 0.06-0.'lO 1.093 0.1 0.6 
Srj-NA flEI Kl 773 10 [(\ 0.09-0.74 O. OS 8 O.A O.'l 
TL-K LMHS 79A 32 32 0.13-0.95 0.729 o.s 1.0 
r.O-.".G SLCTD 1000 7 7 1).?.0-0.AO 0.'>72 o. 1 0.5 
B!-Tl 2 732 1'· 11 0.13-0.95 O.'l'l3 o.s 0.1 
so-co 2 rn 19 \9 0.14-0.'lS 1.024 0.7 0.? 
S B-lN DWSLZ 823 <) ') o.15-o.n 1. 15A 0.6 0.3 
AU-PB KLF.PP R73 20 ?0 0.01)-0.'>7 O.A25 1.6 ().f. 
AU-AG 2 1)50 16 16 o.u-o.ns 0.'>9<) 1.2 0.5 
AU-Tl 2 973 1) ll 0.18-0.90 O.il41 1.H O.i> 
HI;- IN .SW\ON 2'13 A A 0.02-0.65 0.945 0.4 0.? 
Sfi-SN 2 905 18 13 0.10-0.'l'l 0.977 0.1 o.1 
t:D-1\.\ 7. 668 1R 18 o.oo-o.n O.A19 0.2 o.o 
oi-Pfl 7 700 15 11 O.OB-0. B') f).CJ74 O.'l fl. I 
Hr.-TL 2 2 93 31 '\1 o.oo-O.'i'> 0.917 0.1 0.1 
cu-co 2 A75 12 <) o.oo-o.9? O. A22 1.1 0.2 
S ll-Pil ;> 'JI)O 12 12 0.11-0.90 O.'l11 0.'\ 0.1 
TL-HG H!LOE 600 11 11 ll.?.o-O.'l6 1.0'l0 0.3 0.1 
P!l-TL H!L $H 7P, l3 11 0.04-0.A'l 1.020 0.2 n.o 
G!-CO 4 773 '\9 19 o.oo-O.Q5 1.0'>5 0.7 0.2 

Bl-SN 3 60R 26 17 o.ns-o.R'l 1.045 0.1 1).1 
B!-HG HI EST 594 10 10 0.06-0.<)5 1.0R3 o.R o.n 
PB-HG Hllfll 597 14 14 0.10-0.91 1. 112 o.s 0.1 
GA-ZN SLCTD 72 3 10 10 n.no-o.'lo t. t12R 0.2 o.o 
SN-CO 3 771 ?8 1'l o.oo-o. 95 l.04R 0.6 0.1 
SN-HI; 7. 5<;7 1 A 15 o.o1-o.% 1. 0:16 0.7 l).t 
! "'-CO HMNPR 723 44 44 0.10-0.'lO 1.070 0.3 o.o 
S1\-TL 2 735 " 15 1).05-0.93 0.950 o. '• ll.fl 
s '~-lll , 750 11 H o.1o-o.<>1 1. 1115 0.5 0.2 
TL-Cil SLCTIJ 671 10 10 o.oo-o.9o 1.102 0.2 1).1 
Pfl-CD F.LLCH 773 10 tO 0.10-0.'>5 1. 124 0.4 0.1 
CO-lN 2 800 1'> l'\ o.ts-o.n I. 131 0.1 0.1 
lN-lN 2 700 27 2"1 0.09-0.97 '. ~ 10 o.?. o.t 
fl!•lN KLFPP flD 1'• 1'• ''l.06-0.1l(1 1. ?.10 0.6 O.'l 
G,\-CO P~EDL 56R 46 4& o.rn-o. <>o 0.90'1 (1.3 n.1 
Ar.-cu SLCTO 1400 10 tO o.oo-o.'lo L.L30 0.3 o.n 
PR-l.N SLCTD 'l?6 10 10 o.oo-o.9o 1.2n 0.3 0.2 
TL-lN SLCTfl 10'JQ 8 A n.?O-O.'JO 1.247 o. l 0.2 
P~-cu SLCTD 1263 9 9 o.oo-o.ao 1.361\ 0.7 0.1 
FE-CU MORZL 11123 12 12 0.03-0.88 o. 967 o.t. 0.1 

.. 
• 

. -
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investigation was assigned unity weight. The composition range studied 

is tabulated in column 6. 

.. Composition is always given here in terms of component B, where B is 

the second of the two elements appearing in the name of the system. The 

convention adopted in reference 1, ·which arranges the element names in 

the system name in alphabetic order was not adopted here because of the much 

greater advantage of the alternate form when the subject of interest is one 

of the partl,al molar quantities. For. convenience, an alphabetically arranged 

cross-index of system names is given :i.n the Appendix D. 

The seventh column gives the ratio of the atomic radius of component 

A to that of component B according to the "coordina.t:Lon-number-12" radii 

. lll of Paullng. Finally, columns 8 and 9 list electronegativity.differences 

. 112 d p l" 113 t• l accordlng to Gordy an au lng, respec lve y. 

The parameters found for the nine solution models are tabulated in 

Taoles 2 and 3. The nomenclature of a colw1m heading is simply the para-

meter, A, B, or C, followed oy the solution model symbol (see Solution Model 

Summary earlier in this paper). The Araoic numeral versions of the Roman 

numeral symools for the Mars~les (or Empirical) equations are used in Table 

2 for clarity. 

The "standard deviations" (cr) are given in Taole 4. The quotation 

marks just used refer to the fact that o cannot oe considered here to be 

a standard deviation in the strictest statistical sense, but, instead, re-

presents in most cases the degree of non-conformity of the concentration 

.. dependence of the experimental clata to the particular equations rather • 
than the actual scatter of the data. In a few cases, notably Au-Ag, the -. 
converse seems to oe true, as evidenced by the similarity of all nine values 

of cr. The standard deviations were calculated from the expression 
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TABLE 2 FMPIRICAL PARAMF TE~S 
SVSTE>I AI A2 87. A.l f\3 C3 

£\1-K -?51?! -16472 -4676? -17'l78 -?'l784 -o. 334E ()~ 

Bl-MG -I ')1>5:1 -7211 -46'130 -A001 -37'lB~ -0.151E OS 
H<.-NA -12736 -1 Hi57 l H()l,fl -1~il70 7157 O.l7'lF 1)5 

P~-NA -1166') -fi770 -11 'l57 -7832 -1·1076 0, 1f\A~ I)~ 

Hr.-K -11403 -19"/16 351,6 7 -1'l'l46 lil"/1) 7 -o.~9~E 0'· 
P£\-K -11 )()I> -101.13 -'l4R'l -71l "lll -3'l':llth 0,633E 115 
TL-NA -7A06 -q7t,4 5'lRI"\ -55B7 -1'l~62 fl,'l5rlF. ns 
PR-M<. -5R'l0 -3 3";4 -PAMl -3456 -115'10 -0,?4'lE "4 
SN-NA -4834 3'.il Q -46270 8551 -'l5?6B o. 'll 4F. ns 
TL-K -41>52 5811 -l'l5fl7 -?"/83 41.25 -0. B~E 05 
C:0-1-1<. -4118 -3'l23 -1335 -~151 -61 79 0,653F 1"\4 
R!-TL -4251> -71>91 -6896 -22'•' -10470 o.54'>F. rl4 
Sfl-CD -2')29 -2 t26 -?75A -1417 -71164 o, 75H "4 
Sfl-ZN -?A05 -3002 755 74 -?l'l84 0,3?'lt OS 
All-PB -2515 -2903 2501 -2950 3'l?7 -0.3?6f 04 
t.U-AG -2lr53 -2203 -1?37 -1748 -5075 0,613F 04 
.\LJ-Tl. -2136 -II>AO -1114 -I ?32 -4120 O. 3A 1tE 1\4 
HG-!N -2070 -2006 -647 -?0?1, -?~b -O,fl'l4E I)) 

Stl-SN -1484 -14'l6 54 -I'll 7 3971l -0,661F 04 
cr>-N A -1274 -2997 10061> -1019 10461 -11.K50E (\3 
AI-PI) -l?.l6 -1211 72 -1163 -~fl') o. Ill> F. <'4 
H<.-TL -'131) -l17'l 24 B 7 -1107 5662 -O,A3<JE 04 
cu-c:n -S8 1t -1103 31'.5 -1045 1'141 <', 217E 04 
~B-P!l -466 -4'15 11<' -51>4 731 -O,'l4lF 03 
TL-HG -41, I -R'l -126'l -44 7 966 -O,?B'lE ()I,. 

P~-Tl· -368 -81) -2408 -38 -29AO O,li1F 'l4 
fii-CD -269 -'18 -902 -24 -1806 0,1BE 04 

B!-SN 184 152 170 148 212 -o. ao4F. ()? 
B 1-HG 5'> ·r 404 1061 ~'·7 -7'14 0,117F 04 
P£1-HG. 675 8 3378 '1? 2541 O,I>SE :14 
GA-ZN 72'1 655 574 672 lA1 O,ll'l'if ()"\ 

SN-CD 940 885 234 910 3 'l,HI>E 03 
SN-HG 95'l 'l11 50'l 1044 -277'l 0.7SOE Ot, 
IN-CD 'l78 an 647 l 02], -II (10 0,274F ()4 
SN-TL• l165 1223 -38.3 1316 -1515 0,225E 'l4 
~N-lN 1378 050 2'•1 A l 1 'i~ -:>so 0,43~F 04 
TL-CO l5l"l 1420 723 1448 82 0,!45E ()4 
PS-CD 1962 17'll 'l(\4 18>16 -44 O,II>OF. rl4 
CD-Z>.J 20?.7 15 "14 15!? l 917 -718 (),30<JF '14 
IN-lN 2201 I 834 170'l 1 ')Jt4 7110 O,ll>'lE 'l4 
fll-lN 7406 !4'l7 4'i 13 l'llO -412 O,OI>RF ll4 
G.\-CD 2C,C)f> 2637 -1'l5 2877 -2R30 0,473E 04 
r.r.-cu 2'11>5 3112 -1140 3)43 -6544 0,121E 1)5 
Pil-lN 41H 3n57 371,.2 >•nq 1l\l R 0,43Bf 04 
TL-Z"l 4434 3053 4670 41'i3 -?.?18 O,'l?7E 04 
PR-CU 4744 4432 2422 41% 1404 -0.237F 04 
FE-CU 7716 79'l2 ,-2563 ll25'l -7174 0,110E 05 

• 
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TABLE 3 PARAMETERS FOR PROPOSED EOUA ll ONS 
SYSTEM AVl All 0 All! AV'J. BV2 AL20 Bl20 AL ll RLZI 

B!-K -8134 -20034 -I 7369 -94327 2.922 -14363 -56525 -?7317 1 Qlt'"i4 
f\i-HG -19724 -t3l!'l ·-14270 -90833 3.9A9 -6552 -126514 170~7 -31 'l~ l 
HG-NA -7472 -10508 -10768 -7144 0.530 -14631 6747 -AH7 -14'lA 
PB-NA -9063 -9013 -C)67't -ICJ074 1.1.•31 - \('\14 7 -6652 -1415 3 70A7 
HG-K -3635 -9107 -10894 -4372 o. 352 -1057~ 20552 -'15~1> -IA1>4 
PB-K -4226 -10044 -9349 -I J<l04 1.1AO -·1952 -31A41) -l4'l95 A2?' 
T L- ~~.\ -1> 119 -6814 -7077 -6181 o. 7'·0 -~756 -4A~4? -I'll ~C)· 9'i3b 
PG-.~G -S02'l -54A2 -<;606 -2ll54 3.002 -3348 -51,<)74 'IA'l4 -l'i?6q 
SN-"1.\ -2674 -4670 -41'·4 -91lA5B 9.010 9044 97()7<) -25164 3?011 
TL-K -170A -42B4 -Vl2'l -4116')4 7. ~-\52 -9'170 3291>2 -10311 112~1 

Cll-I·IG -3995 -4077 -4094 -'·921 I. 153 -4154 -?719 -6~0R 7"~" 
P. r -TL -41':9 -39u2 -'l975 -'1414 2.023 -3 ~) t 8 -119'• 7 -7121\ 4f'l1, 
SB-CO -'l!33 -279? -2788 -4182 1.4'16 -23()1) -15'l04 71 'l7 -'>11 !> 

S~-ZN -43?6 -2703 -?690 -?.657 0.934 62 2A740'i'l -~7'i3 7'l1A 
AU-?8 -1267 -2444 -232? -1411) 0.614 -?912 15 71 'l -1842 ··'.3'l 
AU-AG -2442 -2401 -2401 -3220 1.26? -lA43 -3591)'1 -810'l I'> ?AI 
AU-TL -!43? -2073 -2277 -2 774 1.350 -?I ?4 -39? -5!)0<) 4411> 
Hf.-1·'1 -1655 -l<l79 -1910 -2605 1. I 86 -2015 -118 I -1144 -779 
S~-SN -I 'l79 -1455 -1451) -1398 O.'lq -!939 11761 _,t05 -11\I>A 
CO-"'.\ -780 -!?26 -13 1 ... , -251 0.195 -2837 401 ?1 A'l?O -811" 
Bl-PR -1116 -119? -II 87 -l!H 3 0.978 -1161 -27RH -1596 4?7 
HG-TL -676 -'lOI -AA7 -184 0.270 -non 1272rl 12') 7 -I 9'll 
CU-CD -3'~0 -579 -61)8 -113 o.no -961 443RR 17";0 -lh~'l 

SB-PQ -349 -463 -461\ -389 o. f.\1,1, -548 II l 12 -459 -I 
1'"L-HG -603 -456 -'•'J A -2141 4.07'. -1002 ?. 31 r~q l'lq-=. -l'l'l'i 
PO-TL _.,,99 -367 -3 73 -'l'iO'l 5.>05 -51 -51>1'i?5 4314 -4'i6? 
!ll-CO ->77 -268 -2tll -R86 ?.562 -48 -'l1R06S 1117 -1417 

A!-SN ~14 1R4 187 148 I. 6 72 142 -158~4 -~1! 7 S/:.7 
fl!-HG q'f 603 0 ;) ' ?57R 3.2A?. 54R -5?51> -220•1 'lll?4 
PO-HG 1006 683 718 7'.76 6.H7 202 -!16842 -351<J. 4710 
GA-Z"' Rl2 734 745 121,8 I. 546 676 -7R2 1t -1858 7/.A'l 
~~-CD 10?.7 954 QSH I 076 I. l '•2 937 -?S? 7?.! 2~3 

s.~-Hr. 1105 969 9')2 2!08 I. 71 <) 1071 n125 -4n17 6'1? 3 
!~-CD \211 <l96 lfl{)l 1472 1,467 114'1 8662 -14\ ll~'l 

s~-n 973 II A4 11<'>> 941 0,831 1 317 RttA4 1087 7? 
<;N-7.N ?.471 14\1 1473 4221 ?.617 l ~~ '• 1 -I 166 -?.'17 1'lr.3 
n -r.o 2193 1>31> I61A ?090 I .295 1452 -3850 II <Of.. 474 
P3-CD 2'137 2020 70R6 ?567 1.263 lfl7R -111 ~ l'l?4 164 
C:ll-lN 2891· 210~ 2076 2'l'd 1.479 2503 1(\661 tn9 1QJ. 

!N-l~ 4235 2289 23'19 1537. I. 518 2056 -4156 20'l0 'l?5 
R 1-lN 514?. 24 B I 2670 8857 2.971 7158 -O'l'Jq -13 2'174 
GA-CD I'll 3 2741> 2711 24RS O.'l5R ~R65 4 777 4512 -IS?<J 
t.G-CU 41Jit0 3C'21 3\'ln 2146 0.775 3.351 . ?.?257 5'166 -7'l?t) 
PB-ll'> 10771 4460 51 13 7819 1.5'14 >963 -12070 4'i71 h'l? 

TL-l"' A620 4 741 4654 7675 !. 7 39 6326 72652 1675 'lSI 
PR-CU 15284 485 7 57'll 1>41>3 1.282 4394 -11789 7454 -? 1 A It 

FE-CU 7352 7992 7937 6?.06 0.841 8751> 1551)6 li19R -296R 

.. 
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l"AAlE 4 STANDA~D DEVIATIONS 
SYSTEM NXE I VLl LM10 Ll111 II Vl2 LM20 lM21 Ill 

1\I-K 22 3223.2 6520.4 2653.1 5'132.8 4.82. 7 41S •. ? 7.4A2.6 5?40.3 l5(),Q 
B f -I'.G 15 3148.8 27il1, A 3040.3 2606.0 A4t •. B 1'249.6 7.'l7A.? 1 'l'lA. 5 ~6'-.1 
H(;-NA II 1113.8 3R4. 1 1191,3 116 •. 1 215.4 3aq .• T li·4A.4 7R?.;> I I> 3. 'i 
PB-NA 74 61 I. 8 881 .'l (,()). 0 1156.7 1'l4. 4 735.0' ld'••R A>?.. 'I 17'1.4 
HG-K 45 22 R7·. '• 'J?.5,'l 2 '.it o.s 1\27.! 410,0 853,() 1764,-, 1>41>.6 4.1A, q 
PB-K 17 1124, A 217.4 • r, '17?.8 16'l6.5 1115.1 1145.4 '102.3 I ?n I • 5 A 7"1, f1 

H-NA 27 172.5 305,4 3!:.. ~ 24 7.4 296. l 31 I, 8 7??.0 170.1 I Ro, 'l 
Pl\-f'.G 14 A 3~i. 3 1>4 L. 6 794. '- 642,8 t25 .. 2 :?56.7 71t>,'l l5R.4 1?7.1 
SN-NA 1n 27q').t 3070.7 2 7'i'l. 6 2'l 1ol. '- nn.n 2360.'1 1766.1) 1532.1> 71.0. ~ 
TL-K 32 9RA.7 1278.5 1005.4 1230,0 445.1 3'13,1 841>.1) 1121.7 355,2 
r.o->:G 7 9't· 5 118.2 '13.8 11 3. A 80.5 A I • A 102.~ II R. '\ n.2 
fli-TL n 12R • .2 336.3 12:'.. 1 3?.'1.4. A2.0 131.7 117.1 31>). 3 o'l •. , 
s~-cn 19 160·. 2 l4fl.4 1~1..6 145.1>. 101.9 1!1.') 15?.3 'l7.(\ Rb,<> 
SB-ZN 9 ?85.q 33'),') 27?.9 306.9 10"1,0 304,1 1·1? .4 1~"-' Pl,4 
AU-PS 20 208.0 R?·.o 22q.s '11.0 82.4 71.7 1 O'l •. 4 72.<; 69,6 
AIJ-t.G. 16 201.0 201 .4 l'l'l.O \99.2 l'lt..7 1'l7.'1 195.? 1CJ4.9 t'l'i,o 
hU-TL u 6& ,I f56.2 66.2 n1.2 3A,7 41.4 l>'l.7 ,,1.4 

I '>O.'l 
HG-IN R 104.R I '\8. 3 10?.5 115 •. 1 100.0 <)9,7 109.0 I44,R 1 "~. 1 
SB-SrJ n. 79,0 7'l.l 81 ,n 111.0 82.4 8?. •. 5 1>2,7 81.1 ! 6?. lo 
CO-N A lA 71~.8 593.2 no. 7 640.~ 146,1l 440.8 51-1.2 IA1,7 ! 151. l 
~I-PB 1 1 29.9 "10,7 29,1 ?8,5 31.2 31 .• .? 10.2 2'l.4 10.11 
HG-TL 31 7?6. A 1 q 1. 2' 237,7 214.1' 1:1 I. 1 ?3. I 34,0 141.R 14.'i 
Cli-C.D 'l 236.'1 181.3 237,? 201,5 3<) •. 6 144.2 7111.? 11 1.1 n. 1 
SB-PB, 12 27.7 ?.7. 4 ?7.8 27.0 28 •. ? 2A.1 ?7.?. 2A.1 ~A. I 
TL-HG 11 46.A 3A.<) 47.1 41.7 1 n. 2 7.'l 2'l.7 11>.7 Q.1 
Pil-TL 13 I fo3. s· I hi. 6 11>1,3 162,0 IM. 2 I14.R t4t..6 1?. 7. t. 101o.1 
B I-CD· 3q, 67.7 fo 1 •. "1 1>7.6 61.1 

41' ··' 
54.? 47.8 45.9 ~i).J 

RI-SN 17 37 •~ L 31.2 3?. I ·n.s. 3·1 • .2 31.3 3?.1 31.'\ 32.1 
Bf-HG 10 75.3 60,8 7~'.4 65 .• 9 4?, •. (). 2'1. I 7'1.1 ?.3.7 I B. o ' 
PB-HG 14 174. 9· l ') 3. C) t75. 3 n. l' .,o 5()· •. <) llA,5 170,'l 77.'1 <;I • 4 
GA-ZN 10 41..<, 37.4 4 ·r •. A· 41,9 t4.6 'l •. n 4 1. 2 2n. 1 4.1 
SN-CO l'l 23.4 1'9.5 B.5· I 9·. 7: 20 •. L 20.1 24.1 20.1) 20.4 
SN-HG lS 107 .,2 103.4 106.0 10.3. 2 105 •. 6 11)1. 5 101>.6 64.6 4'1.1 
PJ-CO 44 49.6 'l6.(l 48 •. 8 39 .. ? ~' ••. 5 '!1 •. 9 45, .,. -~.n ??.l 
s"-n 15 5.3 .a 47.? ~ 1'.0 46.4 49.R 4q.1 4?.3 4R. 2 44.n 
S"l-lN 'l1 135. I 66 • .5 11'>. 3 'l1.3 46 •. 7 73. 1' 117.4 ;>4.6 2't .7 
TL-CD' 1n· 60.0 70.3 66·.6 2/o,1 ?.4.0 t9.'l 56.() 14.'1 A.'i 
Pn-co 10 5J.1 27.7 55.0 R.5 14.7 I 1.'1 5~.1 '>.5 4. I 
CD-lN 13 78 •. o 4'l.8 75.2 ?1.7 5'·· "3. Sl.'l 71.3 51.0 'il.'i 
! N-Z'-J 27 'l3.fl 1.8 •. 'l 'l6.4 24.'l 2S •. fl ?0.6 qJ.9 1A.?. 21 .n 
ni-Z'< 14 306.0 1?4,0 ~OA •. 4 1 q3. 8 111.0 ;o •. s 315.? 31.? '"·" Gt.-CO '·6 47 •. 2 en. 3 2R.4 61.4 46.1 46.() 71 .4 I 7. 0 11. ') 
I.G-CU 10 ?lB.O 30'1.4 I<J'l.3 255 •. '1 211.6 20'> •. 6 121.1 201.1 93.() 
P~-lN 10 296 •. 4 152.1 346.8 61' •. 3 72·.3 3 3. A 2~0.8 e.o ?4.~ 

TL-lN 8 202.4 53.'l 18A.3 55.1 6·7.0· 41 •. 1 15'l.6 n •. 1 25,2 
PB.-CU 9 202 .I· 475.2 263.4 213.1 46.8 SCJ.q l (\~. (j 47 •. A ?.7.1-o 
FE-cu· 12 215.2 180.0 116.6 101.5 146 •. 4 13A.8 ') 3.t'l ~6.4 5h.? 

.. 
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(J = 

where n is the number of data points and m is the number of adjustable 
-)(-

parameters. 

Because we wish to compare the various values of 0 for any given 

system, it would be helpful to set up some procedure for arbitrarily de-

ciding whether two values of 0 are insignificantly different. It is not 

so important that the method be exact with respect to assigning a certain 

statistical significance level as it is that the method be capable of 

exact definition, so that there will be no room for subjective bias in 

its application. Were 0 actually a standard deviation in every sense of 

the work (such as relating to a normal distribution, etc.), statistics 

would offer a means of comparing two values of 0 drawn from the same grand 

population by examining the quantity F = (0
1
/02 )2 where cr

1 
is chosen so as 

to be larger than 02 . Critical values of F not likely to be exceeded 5% 

and 1% of the time are tabulated in most textbooks on elementary statistics. 

As it is only desired here to separate the less significant ratios from 

the more significant ones, this test was applied here, although the numerical 

value of the significance levels given are not of quantitative interest but 

only serve the purpose of identifying the particular F-test criteria used. 

On examining the numerical values of F given in published tables,. it ·w·as 

* ; Most readers are probably familiar with the use of m=l in this expression. 
For multi-dimensional treatments (more than one adjustable parameter) it is 
preferable to use the actual value of m as this will remove the apparent 
better fit of equations using increasing numbers of parameters when the data 
do not justify it. In the extreme case where n = m, this procedure >·<ill 
give the more reasonable result of an indeterminate 0, rather than 0 = 0. 



found that they could be fitted by simple analytic functions for large 

enough values of n-m. 

99% level: F 

95% level: F 

l + 38/( n-m) 

l + 20.5/(n-r~) 

where (n-m) can be referred to as the nw~ber of degrees of freedom, and 

n and m are as previously defined. 

Contrary to usual practice, the ratios of standard deviation squared 

were not inverted if they were less than unity in Table 5, except to find 

if one of the above two criteria were met. This was done so that one could 

tell which standard deviation was the smaller without having to go back to 

Table 4. The ratios are tabulated in Table 5 for the pairs of equations 

of interest. The $ and$$ prefixes refer to F values larger than those 

corresponding to the 95 and 99% criteria, respectively. 

Intercomparisons were primarily done on those equations containing 

the same number of parameters. However, it was also of interest to find 

out how much better equation niin fit relative to nin and the same for 

"III" with respect to nii". This is for statistical grouping purposes; 

those systems for which F(II/I) was 95% significant are arbitrarily called 

"significantly asymmetric systems", and those for which F( III/II) met the 

same criteria were dubbed ''significantly curved systemsn (because of the 

resulting curvature of the alpha function). 

2. Correlations 

The, systems were originally tabulated in alphabetic order, with no 

original intention to pay particular attention to whether they exhibited 

positive or negative deviations from ideality. On this basis systematic 

trends and correlations were found to be few and not particularly interesting, 

.. 
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TAOLE 5 RATIOS OF VAR lANCES !STANDARD DEVIATIONS SOUARFOI 
S .PREFACE MEANS RATIO OR ITS RfCIPRilCAL IS 'J~ PERCENT SIGNIFICANT, u, qq PERCENT. 

SYSTEM II I I II Vlll Vll/ l'i10/ !II 
VL l LM10 LMI1 LMIO lMll Li< 11 I 

61-K uo. 24 1.4R $$0.30 U6.04 1.21 H0.20 SS0.02 
R!-HG 1.20 1.07 1.37 0.04 1. 07 l. ?8 $S'l.07 
HC.-!<A Hf..4! 0.87 U10.'l7 Uil.IO 1.30 Ul2.AA H0.04 
pg-I~A SO. 4A 1.03 $0.51 \2. II., 1.06 ~o.•-;o $S!l.10 
HC.-K HI>. OS 0.82 U7.61 $50.14 1.25 U'l.?6 HO.O'\ 
P~-K H0.28 1.3-'r 0.44 U4. 77 1.57 $0.33 1.02 
TL-NA 1.4') 1.41 S2.27 0.95 1. 52 1.1.1 0.1>3 
P B-~:G 1.6<J 1.11 1.b'l O.t.'i 1.00 I. 53 BO.O? 
SN-NA o. t~S 1. 03 0.91 1.20 1.01> o.sa BO.IR 
TL-K SO.i)O O.'l7 0.65 1.62 1.00 . 0.1> 7 $~0.20 

CO->:G 0.64 1.01 0.6<1 1.'i9 1.00 11.6B o.n 
fi 1-Tl 0.95 1.0~ 0.9q 1. 08 1.04 0.'11> H0.06 
SR-CD 1.20 1.0'3 1.? l 0.07 1.01 1.U, $0.42 
S5-ZN 0.71 l. 07 0.87 1.40 1.20 o.AI I. 12 
/,U-P II $£6.43 O.R3 u~.oo UO.I3 0.70 5~6.04 UO.I6 
AU-AG t.oo 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.00 O.'l6 
AU-Tl uo.ta 1.oo so. 25 u~.57 1.4?. S0.2S 11.34 
HG-TN 0.57 1.05 O.A> 1. 82 1.44 0.7'l 0.91 
S f\-S~J 1.00 o.r;s O.'l'i 0.95 0.95 t.oo l.O'l 
C D-~J•\ 1.46 0.99 \.25 O.l>fi O.BI> 1.?6 H0.04 
0!-PR 0.95 1.1)6 1.10 1.\1. 1. 16 1.04 1.09 
HG-Tl 1.41 o.<Jl 1.12 0.1>5 0.:1(1 1.23 S$0.24 
cu-co 1.67 0.99 1.3G 0.60 0.83 1.39 $$0.03 
SB-P~ 1.0;> 0.'19 1.05 0.97 1.03 1.06 1.04 
Tl-HG t ... ·.~ O.'l'l 1.26 0.1>0 o.n7 1.28 U0.1S 
PB-Tl 1. 02 1.00 1.0~ 0.98 t.oo 1.0 2 o. 39 
RI-CO 1.22 1.00 1.15 o.A2 0.94 1. 1 5 sso.H 

B!-SN 1.06 1. 00 1.04 0.94 o.'lA 1.04 0.94 
BI-HG 1.53 1.00 1.31 0.65 o.os 1. 31 1).31 
PB-HG 1. 29 1.00 !.17 0.77 0.90 1.17 $$0.08 
GA-ZN l.51t 0.94 1. 23 0.6l o.oo 1.30 $$0.10 
s,~-CD t.t..t., 0.9') 1. 41 0.69 0.90 !.4? o. 7 1• 

SN-HG 1.07 1.02 1.08 0.9S 1.00 1.05 0.9., 
IN-CD U1.<JO 1.Cl3 s 1.60 50.54 o.e4 "1.55 SS0.48 
SN-TL 1.20 1.11 l. '3 1t 0.87 1.05 1.21 0.81> 
S~I-ZN $ ~~ •• \3 1.00 £2. 1 'I U0.24 $0.53 S2,?0 H0.12 
TL-CD .t.!-:3. 74 0.01 B5.20 U0.09 0.60 H6.51 SS0.16 
PU-CD £3.1>7 0.9~ S$39.03 so.2s U10.62 U41.07 HO.OS 
CD-ZN 2.45 t.on 2. 1 \ 0.',4 0.66 1.96 0.48 
1~1-ZN !.!.'i.fH 0.95 ss 14.1'1 $$0.16 $2.44 sH• .. 'l9 $~0.08 

U 1-ZN ss6.09 o.'la 2.49 U0.16 0.41 2.53 S$0.13 
GA-CD H0.26 U2. 76 $0.'.)C) HlO. 79 U2.31 uo.n 0.C)5 
AG-ClJ 0.50 1.20 o. 73 2.41 1.41> 0.1. 1 O.'l4 
P!l-ZN B.BO 0.73 S£21.36 S0.1'l H6.16 H>?.O! UO.OI> 
TL-lN H\4.10 1.16 Hl>.4'l SSO. OR 0.'16 5$ll.6A U0.11 
PA-CU so. 18 0.59 O.'lO ~.25 $4.97 1.53 sso.os 
H-CU I. 31 51.41 SH.SO 2.60 S3.43 ~~ 32 0.46 
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TABLE 5 I CONTINUED I 

SYSTEM II/ II/ II/ VL?/ VL2/ LM20/ Ill/ 
VL? LM?O LM21 LM?O LH21 L"21 II 

1\!-K l.?l H0.04 BO.Ol U0.03 HO.OI sso. 22 0.53 
5l-'1G 0.'t5 StO.OR HO.I 0 ~ :.0. I A $0.39 2.22 1.05 
HG-Nol 0.36 $~0.04 0.70 BO. 12 I. '11 $$16.51> 0.4q 
P~-.~A· O.I>R $tO. ~ 0 $$0.05 s ~o. t 5 HO.OA n.S4 ll.R'i 
HG-K SS0. 24 HO.OI> H0.47 H0.73 H. 74 U7.4S O.'l'l 
PA-K 1).9~ 1.58 O.A'l I .1>1 O.'l1 0.56 O.'i9 
TL-NA O.<lll 1."18 H~.03 $1.97 H1.36 I. 70 SS0.40 
Pl3-KG SS0.24 £$0.03 0.62 $S(). 13 $2.63 U?0.4<> 1.1H 
s·~~"A so. 25 0.44 0.5'l 1.79 2. 37 \. 31 0.47 
TL-K 1.2fl B0.2A S$0.11> sso.n UO.I2 $0.57 0.64 
co-.•1G 0.97 0.6? 0. '~h 0.1>4 0.4R ().75 O.llO 
1\ 1-TL 0. 3'1 ssO.Il6 $$0.()1> HO.IS HO.IS 0.'19 o. 7? 
SB-Cfl o. 84 ~0.45 I. IS 0.5'3 I.H $2.~6 o.1n 
SA-lN 0.')•) B7.27 2.1P $$7. 32 ?.04 ().39 Ul'.\6 
hU-PR I. 32 0.57 1.?9 $('.4> 0.90 S?.?O o. 71 
AU-AG o.9'l 1. 02 1.0? 1.03 1.03 1.00 o.<>A 
AU-TL 0.87 so. 31 0.79 0.35 0.91 2.58 0.64 
HG-!N 1 .01 O. A't 0.40 0. Hit 0.47 0.57 I.\ 7 
Sfl-SN 1.00 I. 73 O.'l"rl 1.B 0.99 0.~7 0.5A 
CO-N A $$0.11 uo.oa 0.6 1t o.n u•;.-,q HA.f\3 1.01> 
I\ !-Pi\ 1.00 1.07 1. \) I .07 l. l; 1.06 0.92 
HG-Tl $$'•· 3A $$1 0.6t1 0.60 H2.44 uo. 14 S£0.06 un.1n 
CU-CD HO.O'fl H0.04 • uo.u 0.47 1.1.8 $1.~') n. :11 
53-PA 1.01 1.07 O.<J'l I. 07 O.<J'l 0.'>3 o.<><J 
TL-Hr. H5.11 o. 3 n 1.\'l U0.07 $0.22 $1. 17 S0.?6 
PB-TL 0.57 o.~9 0.64 O.R~ 1.12 1 .1? I.OA 
B!-CO so. 58 o. 75 o.et 1. 7 9 1.39 1.M 0.71 

8!-SN O.'l9 0.94 1.00 O.'lS 1.oo I .05 1.07 
f\!-HG n.'ll> $0.?8 3. IS Ufl.07 0.79 $$11.16 $0.?.() 
P£1-HG so. 33 HO.O'l 0.43 so. ?1 1.29 U4.HI 1.07 
GA-ZN 7.63 UO. I 3 o.s> B0.05 $0.20 H. 21 UO.O'l 
SN-Crl 1.00 0.70 1. ()j 0.70 1.01 1.46 1.'13 
S<j-H(; 1.04 0.98 $7.6 7 0.'14 S2.57 $2.72 uo.n 
!N-CO 1 .!7 ><J. 57 1.16 $$0.49 1.00 $!.?.,04 $Pl.4 1 
s"-TL 1.03 1. 39 1 .o7 1.35 1.04 o. 77 o.7A 
SN-ZN U3.08 $\0.12 S£3.60 S$0. ()3 0.93 S£31. 15 H0.27 
TL-CO t.4'j HO. I H ?.60 $$0.11 1.79 H14.1'; UO.I3 
P~-CD 1.53 $$0.0., $ S7. 09 H0.05 l4. 65 H'l'l.l>4 UO.OA 
r.n-ZN l. 0() o.5A l. I 1 0.51 1.04 1.96 o,<>n 
! ~-IN 1.57 HO.OA P.OO ua. o~ 1.7A S$26.50 0.6tJ 
R !-l.N U12.'l'l $$0.12 $$1?.61> $$0.01 O.'l7 $$10?.06 UO.ll 
GA-CO 1 .co $$4,64 $$7.17 H4.6? $$7.34 $1.59 HO.O<l 
AG-CU 1 .06 2.95 1.08 2. 7R 1.0? o.H sn. 1 'l 
P3-ZN .S4. 58 HO.nA $$51.27 s ~o. 02 Ul7.76 H977.'ll $$0.11 
TL-7'1 2.1>1> SO. IA u 10.04 $$0.07 3.70 H57.00 Ul\.14 
Pll-CU 0.1>1 tO.IB 0.'16 0.30 !. 57 $5. I 'l 0.35 
FE-cu 1. II S£7.46 U6.73 $$6,71 U6.05 O.'lO U0.!5 

.. 
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except to show that, for a given nwnber of adjustable parameters, there 

was no formulation which seemed superior. The 11 il!J20" expression was found 

to be consistantly inferior. 

The systems vlere then divided into two groups according to the sign 

of Al, the parameter in the F'irst Nargules Equation. Those with a nega-
./ 

tive sign were termed rrexothermicu 1..rhile those with a positive sign were 

-)(-

called 11 endothermicrr. The resulting systematization of the results proved 

quite surprising to the author. 

There are a number of different ways to demonstrating that such a 

separation is justified; i.e., that two different populations are concerned. 

As an example, we shall do this by examining the ramifications of, the 

following null hypotheses: It will be provisionally assumed that e;wthermic 

and endothermic systems differ only with respect to the sign of the devia-

tion from ideality, and not with respect to the concentration dependence 

of the non-ideality, as expressed by the degree of curvature (whether the 

9'Y/o criteria was passed in the III/II column of Table 5) and the sign of 

the curvature of the alpha function (the sign of the C3 paramete~) for 

the curved systems. 

Of the 17 curved systems, 13 were endothermic, even though le.ss than 

half (20/47) of all the systems were endothermic. Intuitively, this would 

seem to be unusually far from the random expectation of between 7 and 8 

curved endothermic systems. 

Since there is no reason to assume that the probability that a system 

would be curved is 50-50, the statistics of this situation must be examined 

-)(-

Strictly speaking, this nomenclature would be more characteristic of the 
- -xs ( sign of ~{B not ~GB . However, these signs almost always agree see 

Part III of this thesis). 
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by the probabilistics of ·the ske-vred binomial distribution, discussed in 

Appendix C. It was found that we can consider exothermic and endothermic 

systems as two different types of population, at least as far as the cur-

vature aspects are concerned, for the null hypothesis that such a separa~ 

tion is random, i.e., that the degree of curvature of a system is randomly 

related to the sign of Al, is disproved at the 99.8% confidence level. 

Furthermore, we may examine the sign of the curvature for those systems 

which are significantly curved. For the time being, >ve look only at the 

relative frequency of positive and negative signs for the two populations. 

By a similar analysis, the two populations are shown to be different at 

the 95.7% confidence level. If it can be assumed that an analysis of the 

justification of the separation of the total population into two subpopu~ 

lations on the basis of the relative proportions of them that have signi-

ficant curvature is independent of an analysis based on the signs of such 

curvature, it would be ler:;itimate to multiply the two probabilities together, 
-)(-

thus increasing the confidence level to 99.992%. 

The 1·1hole point of the above demonstration is to show that some re-

markable examples of non-randomness can be shovm to exist in the ~utput 

of this study, based on dividing the total population into the two sub-

p:opulations of exothermic and endothermic systems. 

Having established that, for reasons unknmm, the alloy systems treated 

may be reasonably divided into two groups according to the sign of the 

parameter Al, let us examine the possibility of the new null hypothesis 

that the actual sign of the curvature is just as likely to be positive as 
-)(-

• Here.:we .must be careful. Perhaps positively curved systems have a higher 
degree of curvature than negatively curved ones for reasons not related to 
whether the systems are exothermic or endothermic. The resulting ncross
linkage'' would invalidate a multiplication of individual probabilities. 
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negative. Naturally this is related to the previous discussion, but the 

point to be made is different. For the exothermic systems, the 2/4 result 

does not, of course, invalidate the hypothesis for this group. For the 

endothermic systems, the probability that all 13/13 systems would be 

-13 -4 positively curved if the null hypothesis were true is 2 · or 1.2 x 10 ; 

considering the inverse situation v.rhere they might all have been negatively 

C'J.rved, we are still left with the result that the null hypothesis is 

disproved at the 99.98% confidence level. 

We wish to emphasize that it has not been proved that endothermic 

binary alloy systems in general are more likely than not to show positive 

curvature, because it may turn out that the systems selected for this 

study represent an unusually non-random selection from all possible binary 

alloy systems. On the other hand, it has definitely been proved that the 

sign of the curvature of the alpha function is likely to be positive for 

some grand population of which the endothermic alloy systems treated here 

are representative; this experimental fact invites theoretical interpre-

tation. However we will defer physical interpretations until later and 

shall continue to merely present the results and point out certain corre-

lations for the time being. 

Let us now examine the relative fits of the various solution models 

to the input data, one of the primar~; purposes of this >Wrk. We shali 

consider cases where one model for a specific system fits much better than 

another model according to the arbitrary F-test criteria. For contrast, 

we will also consider the cases separately. This decision was made before 

the results were obtained, so as to avoid an undue number of rearrangements 

-l<· 
of the results. If too high an F-test significance level is required, 

* For the statistical reasons pointed out in section II-C. 

.•. 
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then there will be too few systems left to obtain a population large 

enough to be of statistical use. On the other hand, if the required 

level is too low:, then most of the systems will satisfy the. criteria,. 

thus making the separation of little use. Therefore, both the 95% and 

99% criteria were tested; it turned out that the 95% criteria supplie~. 

the more equitable distribution of the population into tvm groups. As 

pointed out earlier, the term ''95% significant" in this particular 

F-test context is meaningless for many reasons; we wish to emphasize 

that this separation is merely an arbitrary method of singling out pairs 

of solution models vrhich have quite a disparity in their relative degrees 

of fit to the data. 

The results in Table 5 are expressed in Tables 6 and 7 in terms of 

the relative successes of individual equations in fitting the data when 

compared with another equation containing the same number of adjustable 
. . ' 

parameters. Table 6 treats the cases where the cw.~responding F number 

is 95% significant or better (F in Table 5 is prefixed by· $ or $$), while 

Table 7 similarly treats the remaining ones. Should one equation con-

sistently fit better thCJ.n the one with which it is being compared, the 

confidence level to which a null hypothesis that neither equation is the 
-'<. 

"better" one would be invalidated is given provided it is greater than 90%." 

Ten cases are found in Table 6 where the random null hypothesis is 

negated at the 90% confidence level, seven of which are also above the 

95% level. The VL2-Ll'f.t20 comparison for the exothermic systems vras only 

* ~N Calculable from p = 2(2-n ~ , m=M 
N; 

'(N ) } and confidence level= l00%(1-p) m. -m 

where N is the total number of systems and M is the number of times the 

"better" equation offered a better fit than the other equation. See sec

tion 11-C fqr details. 
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Table 6. Comparison of Solution Model Fits for F-test 
Greater than 95% Level 

Solution Models Exothermic Systems Endothermic Systems 

Equation Equation Total a b Total a b 
a b Better Better Better Better 

I VLl 8 5 3 10 2 8 
I LMlO 0 0 0 2 0 2 
I LMll 7 3 4 9 1 8(96.1%) 
VLl LMlO 7 3 4 9 8( 96.1%) 1 
VLl LM11 0 0 0 7 1 6 
LMlO LMll 7 4 3 8 1 7(93.0%) 

II VL2 8 6 2 5 1 4 
II LM20 1)-~ 12(98. 7%) 2 li+ 12(98. 7%) 2 
II. Ll\121 8 7(93-o%) l 9 0 9(99.6%) 
VL2 LM20 13 10(90.8%) 3 13 11(97 .8%) 2 
VL2 Uf21 11 7 4 6 1 5 
IJI120 IJIJ2l ll 3 8 14 0 14(99.99%) 

Table 7. · Comparison of Solution Model Fits for F-test 
Less than 95% Level 

Solution Models Exothermic Systems Endothermic Systems 

Equation Equation Total a b Total - a b 
a b Better Better Better Better 

I VLl 19 8 ll 10 l 0(97.8%) 
I LMlO 27 11 16 17* 11 6 
I LMll 20 8 12 11 2 9(93. 5%) 
VLl LMlO 20 12 8 11 8 3 
VLl LM11 27 9 18 13 10(90.8%) 3 
LMlO LMll 19* 7 12 12 1 11(99 .!+%) 

II VL2 18* 12 6 14-l<- 2 12(98. 7%) 
II LM20 13 7 6 6 4 2 
II IJIJ21 19 13 6 11 4 7 
VL2 LM20 14 7 7 7 5 2 
VL2 LM21 16 7 9 13-l<- 4 9 
LlVJ20 LM21 16 8 8 6 3 3 

*Five cases existed where each of the standard deviations for the pair under 
consideration were identical within three significant figures. These were 
not included in Table 7; the corresponding total is denoted by an asterisk, 
so that that total plus the total given in Table 6 is one less than 27 for 
the exothermic systems and one less than 20 for the endothermic ones. 

·•. 

·• 

·' 



at the 90.8% level; as additional support cannot be inferred from .Table 

7 it is probably best to regard the correlation as only suggestive and 

• possibly just due to statistical fluctuation. The other two cases be-

tween the 90% and 95% levels gain stron8 support from Table 7, particu-

larly for LMlO-LMll (endo.). Table 7 is also in accord with the seven 

cases above the 95% level in Table 6 although LYQO-LVQl (endo.) does not 

obtain the positive support the others do (but note that a higher degree 

of randomness is to be expected in Table 7). 

Three cases are found in Table 7 where confidence levels higher than 

90% are found but which do not belong to the group of ten cases found in 

Table 6. The one at the lowest confidence level, VLl-LMll at 90.8%, is 

refuted by the evidence in Table 6. 

The other two cases, at much higher confidence levels, are quite 

strongly supported by Table 6. 

Thus we arrive at a total of eleven cases where either the confidence 

level in Table 6 was so high as to eliminate the possibility of mere 

statistical fluctuation, or that reasonably high confidence levels in 

either table when'coupled with support from the other table also render 

this possibility remote. It will be helpful to summarize.these results. 

Table 8. Tables 5, 6, and 7 Summarized 

Exothermic Systems II Significantly Better than LM20 
Exothermic Systems II Significantly Better than LJ.'v12l 

Endothermic Systems VLl Significantly Better than I 
Endothermic Systems IJV.tll Significantly Better than I 
Endothermic Systems VLl S:i..ngificantly Better than 411110 
Endothermic Systems LMll Significantly Better than LMlO 
Endothermic Systems VL2 Significantly Better than II 
Endothermic Systems II Significantly Better than LTVJ20 
Endothermic Systems LM2l Significantly Better than II 
Endothermic Systems VL2 S igni fi cant ly Better than LTVJ20 
Endothermic Systems LM2l Significantly Better than IJVQO 
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Now let us leave the intercomparisons for the time being and seek 

correlations of the parameters found in terms of the characteristics of 

the alloy systems calculated from certain properties of the component 

elements. 

Of very practical interest is the possibility of predicting the sign 

and order of magnitude of the deviations from ideality from certain pro

perties of the component elements. Quite arbitrarily, it was decided to 

use the parameter Al derived from the fit of the data to the First Margules 

Equation as the criterion of the deviation from ideality. (Other criteria 

could have been used instead; for example, the .Third Margules Equation 

could have been integrated, and the value of 6Gxs then calculated for the 

50% composition used as this measure.) As mentioned in the Introduction, 

the most common ~ationalization for positiv~ deviations from ideality is 

dis.parity in atomic size or molar volume; to a lesser degree the concept 

of solubility parameter (as defined earlier) has been used in the litera

ture. The only common explanation of negative deviations encountered 

nowadays is attributed to 11 chemical interaction" between the components; 

particularly as expressed by the electronegativity scales drawn up by 

Gordy and Pauling. (The former scale is partly based on an early scale 

by Pauling which covered only a few of the metallic elements; Gordy found 

an empirical relation among these which was used to extend the scale to 

the other metals. 

Gordy scale.) 

The Pauline; scale used here is more recent than the 

It is easily seen that the approximate positions of the various 

systems in Table 1 correlate. remarkably well vrith the Pauling electro

negativity differences for the exothermic systems; for the endothermic 

ones these electronegative differences are quite low. Such is not at all 
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the case for the Gordy electronegativity differences. We shall therefore 

interest ourselves in the Pauling scale. 

Since the electronegativity differences are all small for the endo-

thermic systems) we might hope th~t the relative degree of endothermicity 

might then be only a fUnction of some other property for these systems 

as the complication of significant electronegativity differences 1vould 

not enter in. 

Figure 1 is a plot of the parameter Al versus the ratio of atomic 

radii for the endothermic systems; the degree of correlation is indeed 

remarkable. A straight line passing through (1,0) with a slope of 

16,200 cal/g-atom fits the points with a standard deviation of less than 

700 cal/g•atom if the Fe-Cu point is disregarded. (That point lies off 

the straight line by about 7500 cal/g-atom, .or more than ten standard 

deviations. Thus, from statistical considerations, we must term the 

result for the Fe-Cu system highly unusual. The fact that it is ;the 

only alloy studied for which one of the components is a transition metal 

gives an additional reason for considering this system as belonging to 

a different population.) 

Figure 2 shows the s~~e parameter plotted against the differences of 

the solubility parameters of the components squared; a solubility para-

meter is defined as the square root of the ratio of the energy of. vapor-

ization to the molar volume of the component element. The complete lack 

of correlation is obvious. 
' ·' 

The correlation of Al with the Pauling electronegativity differences 

is improved if some allowance is made for the size effect. A straight-

forward way to do this would be to assume that the relationship f,aund for 

endothermic alloys is valid for the exothermic ones, so that 
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Al = f(Pauling E.N.difference) + 16,200 (radii ratio- 1). From the 

manner by which the electronegativity concept was evolved, the functional 

dependence on the electronegativity difference should be proportional to 

this difference squareQ. The proportionality constant was found to be 

about -16,600 by the least squares method. If the exothermic alloys are 

divided into two groups, according to whether one of the component elements 

is a subgroup A element, and these two subpopulations are treated separately, 

the tl'ro proportionality constants will agree wl th each other within 3%, thus 

increasing our confidence in the validity of the ass~~ed functional de-

pendence o.f the degree of exothermicity on the Pauling electronegativity 

differences. 

It can only be coincidence that the two parameters in the re~~lting 

expression 

Al = -l6,600(E.N.difference)
2 

+ 16,200(radii ratio - 1) 

* are numerically so close to each other. We may take advantage of this 

to formulate an approximate one-parameter expression: 

2 
Al = l6,500(r1jr2 - l- 6 E.N.p.) cal/g-atom 

where r 1 > r 2 and ~.N.p is the difference in Pauling electronegativities. 

This is useful, because one may then estimate whether a system would be 

expected to exhibit positive or negative deviations from ideality by 

merely calculating the quantity in the parentheses without having to 

memorize any numerical parameters. To estimate the order of magnitude of 

the deviation from ideality, only one parameter need be memorized. The re

lationship is graphically represented in Fig. 3. 

*Electronegativity is associated with an energy dimension, while rA/rB 

is necessarily dimensionless. 
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Finally, let us examine the property of asymmetry. The degree of 

asymmetry 'will be arbitrarily defined as a yes-no type of property giv?n 

by the result of the 95% F-test comparing the relative degrees of fit of 

the First and Second Margules Equations. We shall define the direction of 

this asymmetry by the sign of the parameter B2. This is quite aP~logous 

to our treatment of the property of .curvature. 

From Table 5, it is seen that 16 out of the 27 exothermic systems and 

11 out of the 20 endothermic systems show significant asymmetry according 

to our criterion; Thus the frequency of occurence is about the same for 

the two populations. 

B2 has a positive sign for 6 of the 16 asymmetric exothermic systems 

and for all of the 11 endothermic ones. The non-lattice models described 

in this work all predict asymmetry depending on the deviation of rA/rB 

from unity (Lumsden's model yields this result if the sign of the inter-

action of nearest neighbors is tal:en to be the same as that of non-adjacent 

atoms. From the method of derivation, one would expect the parameter BV2 in 

VL2 to be related to the ratio of atomic radii.) All of the results for the 

endothermic systems are in accord with this prediction, as the component 

studied happened to be the smaller of the two for these 11 systems, so that 

I * r A r B > 1, and B2 vras positive for all of these. 

-x-
The fact that rA was always greater than rB would seem ~ improbable co-
i~cidence. I.e., an investigator will choose to study 6GB instead of . 
D.GA for some particular :;;y:;;tem bOCt;J.Ur;;e th~ e;x:periment~l tochniquo a".; his 
disposal might be more suited for the former. For example, in emf measure
ments the more electropositive component is studied; in vapor pressure 
studies it is the more 70latile of the two components. It happens that the 
IIB elements (zn, Cd, and Hg) fulfill both of these criteria relative to the 
other group B elements. These elements tend to have smaller atomic radii 

r, 

than the other -sroup B elements, v.ri th the exception of the IB elements; .~ 

however, the lB-IIB alloys are not endothermic. Thus it is seen that it is 
not purely coincidental that rA/rB > l for all ll of the endothermic alloys 
with which we are presently concerned. But the only way the author can 
rationalize the result that B2 was ahrays positive is to assume that it 
correlates with the atomic radii ratio. 
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By examining the equations given in the solution model summary, it 

is easily verified that this is the predicted direction of asymmetry. For 

endothermic systems, this direction is such that it is easier for a small 

atom to dissolve in a large solvent than vice-versa. For exothermic systems 

the predicted asymmetry is of opposite sign; i.e., if r A/r B > 1, then B2 

should be negative. Only slightly more than half of the exothermic systems 

fulfill the predictions of the non-lattice solution models. 

There is another c~nnection between asymmetry and atomic radii ratio 

which can be gleaned from the tables presented here. If one arranges the 

endothermic systems in decreasing order of atomic size disparity, one will 

find that the first six systems on the list will have significant asymmetry 

even though this is the case for only about half of the endothermic systems. 

Qualitatively speaking, a similar situation exists for the exothermic 

systems. However, the fourth system on the latter list is not signifi

cantly asym'netric; more important, the second and third systems have · 

asym~etry in a direction opposite to that predicted by the non-lattice 

models. 

We have thus found a property of a liquid alloy, rA/rB' calculable 

from properties of the pure components, which correlates remarkably well 

with the results of this study for endothermic systems from an asJF~etric 

standpoint. We had previously demonstrated the correlation of the order 

of magnitude of the deviation from ideality 1-lith this parameter, again, 

for endothermic systems. For exothermic systems the deviation from 

ideality is qualitatively accounted for by Pauling electronegativity 

differences, a minor :Lmprovement ·resulting if small corrections are in

troduced for atomic size disparity. A satisfactory means of accounting 

for the asym~etry of exothermic systems will follow. 
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As. the author knows of no physical reason to expect asymmetry to depend 

on the sign of the electronegativity difference, we shall not attempt such 

a correlation. "Valence", however, has often been suggested to have such 

. 114 . 115 
an influence, know~ as the relative valence effect. Frledel and Varley 

have discussed alloy thermodynamics from the standpoint of the electron 

theory of metals and alloys. The two approaches are quite different, the 

former being concerned vrith dilute solutions and the latter vrith concen-

trated ones. Both arrive at the same conclusion with respect to asynmetry, 

namely, that the higher valent solute tends to dissolve more exothermically 

in the lower valent solvent than in the reverse case. 
116 

Hume-Rothary 

arrived at this conclusion from a study of phase diagrams_. 

The valence most col!h"!lonly used in electron-theory discussions is the 

classical one, i.e., the one based on the total number of s and p electrons 

in the outer shell of the gaseous atom. If we refer to the columns of the 

periodic table as IA, IIA, •· .. , going from left to right, up to the tran-

sition metals, and refer to the ones to the right of the transition metals 

as IB, IIB, etc. (starting 1-rith Cu) the roman numeral preceding the A or B 

vrill rnatch the classical valence for metals. Pauling's metallic valences 

agree for the group A elements, but are large for the IB elements and 

decrease as the right-hand side of the periodic table is then approached. 

As none of the exothermic systems studied here has a transition metal 

component, we will not concern ourselves with the question of the valence 

of transition metals. 

Column 2 of Table 9 gives the sign of B2 for the 16 asymmetric exothermic 

systems. In columns 3 and 4 we have given the sign of the quantity resulting 

by subtracting the valence of the B component from that of the A component 

according to the two systems of valence. In the fifth column the sign of 
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the quantity (rA/rB - 1) is given. The final three columns contain the 

products of column 2 with those of 3, 4, and 5, respectively. 

Table 9. Asymmetric Exothermic Systems 

(1) (2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) (8) 

System Sign B2 Valence A Valence B rA/r B;;.l (2)(3) (2)(1+) (2)(5) 

Classical Pauling 

Bi-K + + + 
m-Mg + + + 
P.cg-Na + + + + + 
Pb-Na + + + 
Hg-K + + + + + 
Pb-Mg + 0 + 0 
Sn-Na + + + 
Tl-K + + + 
Bi-Tl + + + 
Sb-Cd + + + 
Au-Pb + + + 
Cd-Na + + + + + 
Hg-Tl + + + 
Cu-Cd + + + 
Tl-Hg + + + 
Bi-Cd + + + 

Of collli~ns (6), (7), and (8), it is column (6) that shows the greatest 

nlli~ber of like signs; thus we say that.column (2) correlates with (3) better 

than it correlates with ( 4-) or ( 5). The probability that a preponderance 

of minus signs equal to or greater than that found for column (6) could 

occur by chance is only 0.0106; if the inverse probability is included 

(preponderance of· positive signs) the total is p = 0.0212, which is still 

quite unlikely. The author tends to favor the former probability as more 

appropriate, as the result was in the right direction. I.e., the relative 

valence effect predicts minus signs for column (6). 
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There is something else remarkable about column (6). The three posi

tive signs occur for the only three IA-IIB alloys listed in the table. 

This is suggestive that an exception needs to be made for this family of 

alloys, but the conclusion can not be placed at a high confidence level 

because of the small nQmber of cases considered. Let us examine this 

phenomenon by an independent method. 

We shall assume that there is a qualitative relationship between 

asymmetr;y in liquid alloys and in solid alloys for a given system. ltJe 

also make the reasonable assumption that any alloy system forming solid 

intermetallic compounds 'trill form exothermic liquid alloys (the author 

knows of no exception to this). We will consider that a solid alloy shows 

marked asymmetry if all of the intermetallic compounds formed in that 

system exist only on one side of the 0.5 atom-fraction composition. We 

shall not consider alloys which have a stable solid phase at the 0.5 

composition. 

A survey was taken of the phase diagrams given in Hansen's compilation. 

Only those systems were considered which were not among the 47 systems 

treated in this study and which satisfied the above criteria. If the 

intermetallic compounds all lie on the A-rich side of the alloy system, 

a plus sign is tabulated in column (2) of Table 10, as this would corre

spond to a positive value of B2. The sign of the classical valence differ

ence is given in co1umn (3) with the same sign convention as in Table 9. 

The sign of the radial disparity is in column (4); (5) and (6) are the 

corresponding valence and radial correlations. Alloys of the transition, 

rare earth, and actinide elements have been omitted from the table. The 

IA-IIB alloy systems have been denoted by an asterisk. The sign of the 

correlation of valence difference with asymmetry contained within the 

parenthesis in column (5) is reversed for these systems. 

., 
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Table 10. Asymmetric Phase Diagrams 

t' 

(l) (2) (3) ( 4) (5): (6) 
System Asymmetry of Classical Size (2) (3) (2)(4) 

Compound Formation Valence Difference 
Difference 

Ag-B9. + 
Al-Ca + + + 
Au-Sb + + 
B9.-Mg 0 + 0 
Ca-Li + + 
Ca-Mg 0 + 0 
Cc1-K(-X·) + + +(-) 
Cs-l\fa 0 + 0 
Cu-In + 
Cu-Sb + 
Cu-Sn + 
Ga-Na + + + 
Hg-Rb(*) + + +(-) 
Hg-Zn 0 + 0 
K-Na 0 + 0 
Li-Zn(*) +(-) + 
Mg-Sb + 
Mg-Sn + 
Mg-Sr. + 0 0 -
Na-Zn( -x-) + +(-) 
Sb-Tl + + 

From Table 10 -vre see that excellent confirmation is given the reverse 

relative valence effect for the four IA-:IIB alloys. This table also sho\vS 

the normal relative valence effect observed for most of the remaining alloys, 

but the correlation is not perfect as it was in Table 9 (excluding, of course, 

the IA-IIB alloys) . On the other hand, the size effect rule is astonishingly 

well followed for these solid alloys, which was not true for- the liquid 

exothermic systems. It appears that both valence and size effects are 

operative for exothermic solid alloys, leaving only the Au-Sb system un-

explained. The relatively greater role of size disparity in solid alloys 

as opposed to liquid alloys has often been suggested and is not unreasonable. 



The only reason Table 10 was prepared was because it was the only 

method the author conceived to test the reverse relative valence effect 

suggested by Table 9. It is outside the scope of this work to delve 

further into the thermodynamics of solid alloys. We shall note only 

that two of the four IA-IIB alloys given in Table 10 are so asymmetric 

that the only intermetallic compound stable in the system has the 

stoichiometric composition AB
13

. 

A number of other interesting manipulations of the results given in 

Tables l-5 could be attempted. At this point, it seems prudent to suggest 

that the reader be guided by his own interests and so attempt his own 

test correlations. 
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E. Discussion 

One of the primary purposes of this work is to present the results 

of this study as given in the previous section. Many readers may prefe.r. 

to mull over those results and arrive at their own conclusions before pro-

ceeding with this section, as many parts of the following discussion will 

be necessarily subjective in nature and will reflect the author's pwn 

point of view; it is hoped that this will not detract from the attempted 

objectivity of this work as a whole. 

The concepts of asymmetry and curvature as used up to this point 

referred merely to the results of the fit of the Margules expansion of 

the excess free energy in terms of the atomic composition to the experi-

mental data. I.e., these terms corresponded to the second and third 

coefficients of the expansion, respectively, both with respect to the 

signs of the coefficienGs and with respect to the amount of increased 

degree of fit by the use of successively additional terms in the MargQels 

expansion. In the discussion to follow, this terminology will sometimes 

te u.sed loosely as if tu suggest that actual inherent properties of tb.~ 

system, from a physical standpoint, are under discussion. 

Four of the nine expressions fitted to the data for~he 47 alloy 

systems involved two adjustable par~meters. Of these, the compar~son of 

the complex expression deduced by Lumsden with the very simple expression 

resulting frbm the use of two terms in the Margules expansion is of 

particular interest. The simpler expression offers a si,gnificantly better 

fit than the Lumsden equation for the exothermic systems. On the. other 
' 

hand, oddly enough, the reverse is the case for the endothermic systems. 
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. In order to shed some light on t~e situation, we shall, first i)ote. 

that, for the endothermic systems, all .'expressions tested involving func

tions of the atomic composition in t:he denominators resulted in significantly-· 

better fits than those which did not (for expressions containing the same 

number of adjustable parameters). Before proceeding furtl).er, it is 

- · necessary to comment on some of the other observations made here .• 

. •. .· ~ . 

It is . remarkable that the sign and order of. magnitude of the deviati()ns 

from ideality correlate so well with the ~lectronegativity differences :of 

the components according to the Pauling scale for the exothermic~:sy$tem;3, 

whe.reas such is not the case when the Gordy scale was used. This ,is. of 

interest for two reasons: 1) The Pauling .scale.is to be preferred to 

that of Gordy for use in alloy thermodynamics if predictions must be made, 

. th b f d t d 2) th t 1 t. th d . d b ·'G d 112 
~n e a sence o a. a, an e ex rapo a l.on me· o u~e · y or y 

leaves much to be desired. 
'. ' . . 

The·Pauling electronegativity differencesfor the endothermic ;systems 

are all small. The amount of correlation of the degree of endothermici ty 

with the atqmic radii ratio is surprising. In other words, the use of . the ., . 

simple concepts of electronegativit~ difference and atomic .radii ~ispari ty .. 

to rationalize or predict deviations from ideality of alloy· systems, fre• 

* i quently proposed by others, has been given addi~ional vindication.by 

the results of th.is study. The Cu-Fe system, .of cour~e, is a not~ble 

exception; as it was the only system treated in this study which' contained 

a transition metal component, the danger of applying the above ge~eralitie~ 

to. a transition metal alloy system seems to be indicated. 

-x-In particular, see Darken and Gurry. 7 

'· 
i 
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Next, let us discuss asymmetry. According to the First Margules 
I 

i 
Equation, the partial molar free energy of one component at its infinite 

I 

dilution should, in a binary system, equal that of the other at its in-

finite dilution. As discussed previously, asymmetry, for the purpo,ses of 

this study, has been arbitrarily defined in terms of the sign of t:he 
I 

parameter B2 in the Second Margules Equation. The question of the' degree 

of asymmetry is arbitrarily discussed in terms of the degree of fit of 

the Second Margules Equation as opposed to that of the First Margules 
I 

Equation. 

Once again, the practice of discussing certain thermodynamic ,be
t 

havior in terms of the coefficients resulting from the logical power 
. -)(-

series expansion of the excess thermodynamic functions has been utilized; 

primarily because such a description remains aloof from any specific 

physical model. Asym~etry could have been discussed, for example, in 

terms of the sign of the parameter BVL2 in the van Laar equation fit of 

the data. However, this approach would have identified the results, to 
I 

some degree, with a presupposed model. It turns out that it would not 

have made any difference in our particular case, as the sign of the product 

(BVL2 times AVL~) differed from the sign of B2 only for one of the forty-

seven systems. 

The basic question of asymmetry might be stated as follows: :why 

should component Bin an exclusive neighborhood of A atoms behave
1
differ-

ently than an isolated A atom in a B neighborhood? Different physical 

models yield different answers to that question. 

:X- Consider the frequent use of virial constants in descriptions 6f 
imperfect gas behavior. 
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All of the non-lattice models proposed here are asymmetric, according 

to the direction and magnitude of the radial disparity of the components. 

They all predict that it is easier to dissolve a small atom in a large 

solvent than vice-versa. It is true that the VL2 model does not speci-

fically give the value of the adjustable p~rameter BVL2, but, from the 

manner the equation vlas derived, it should be greater than or less than 

unity, respectively, depending on which way the radial ratio_rA/rB so 

varied. It is also true that the Lumsden equation can be given an 

asymmetry opposite in directinn. to that .just mentioned,, but only if the 

parameters AL\121 and BLM2l are opposite in sign. Even then, the terms 

involving ALM2l and BLM2l become very large compared to the small resulting 

difference which gives the net alpha function. Reviewing the derivation 

of the Lumsden equation, we must note that this situation would result 

from a difference in sign of the interaction of nearest neighbors and 

that of next-nearest neighbors. Should rA/rB equal unity, asymmetry 

cannot result, despite any difference in nearest and next-nearest neighbor 

interactions. Thus we must include the LM2l equation among the VLl, LMll, 

and VL2 equations as inherently prescribing asymmetry :.a(:!cording ·to the: 

disparity in atomic size of components A and B. Should the data trend in 

the opposite direction, the LM2l equation must be severely forced to fit 

the data, far from the tradition by which this equation was derived. 

A~ noted in the previous section, the direction of asymmetry of the 

endothermic systems is indeed in the direction of radial disparity as 

predicted by the non-lattice models. The author will not presume to 

. * separate cause from effectJ but merely wishes to present the result. 

* I.e., the author does not necessarily imply that the basic non-lattice 
approach has been vindicated. 

·•. 
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T'nus the second term in the power series expansion of the excess 

free energy in terms of atomic composition is in agreement, with respect 

to sign, with the prediction of the non-lattice models for the endothermic 

systems, to a degree 1-rell above mere statistical happenstance. It turns 

out that the same can be said for the sign of the third term in the po-vrer 

series expansion. 

Section II-D-2 on correlations began with the treatment of curvature, 

an arbitrarily assigned term related to the parameter C3 in the Ivl.argules 

expansion. It was pointed out that both the amount of significant curva

ture for the endothermic systems, as opposed to the exothermic systems, and 

the consistency of the sign of such curvature was statistically unusual. 

The reader can verify for himself that all of the non-lattice models 

proposed here yield such curvature for endothermic systems becalise of the 

appearance of terms involving the atomic composition in the denominators 

of the expressions (barring signs of BVL2 and ALM2l • BLM2l opposed to the 

basic spirit of the derivation of the respective equations). The situation 

is slightly complicated in that short-range order considerations also 

predict such curvature. 

Thus it might appear that the LM2l equation did well for the endo

thermic systems because it included both effects of radii-dependent atomic 

concentration terms in its denominators and that of a term based on short

range order considerations. However, based on the relative non-success of 

the LMlO and L'M20 equations, which included short-range order effects, but 

did not consider the radial ratio as an input parameter, compared to the 

VLl and VL2 formulations, for which the reverse was the case (again, 

_speacking only of the endothermic systems), the author feels that the 

basic established curvature of these systems is related to the atomic

radii disparity. 
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Referring back to the solution model summary, it is noticed that 

LMll (the elementary form of the Lumsden equat.ion) differs from VLl, 

the Hildebrand equation, in that one contains rA/rB to the second power 

multiplying the atomic fraction in the denominator of the expression while 

the other contains it to the third power. Little insight as to which might 

be more appropriate is gained by examining the values of BVL2, which 

allovTed the multiplier of the atomic fraction in the denominator to vary. 

The values scatter widely from either prediction, ar:sreeinc; only Hith re-

spect to the direction of dev:i.at:Lon from unity. 

Ae;ain confining the discussion to the endothermic systems, the author 

has drawn his tentative conclusions concerning the above evidence. 

The author feels that the primary reason the LM21 expression fits 

better than the other two-parameter expressions for the endothermic systems 

is because it incorporates the atomic-radii ratio as a non-adjustable 
·X

parameter. This suggests that an equation of the form 

(37) 

where r = rA/rB' might fit equally well. A value of n of two or three is 

probably appropriate. The least squares method applied to Eq. (37) vrould 

l)e simple to use compared to its use with the VL2 and Iu\121 formulations. 

This equation was not included among those tested here as its form v1as not 

·X-
Particularly since Lumsden's treatment of next¥nearest neighbor inter-

actions does not impress the author. The author considers the ALM2l.and 
BL~l parameters as only empirical. 
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suggested until the trend of the results of this study had become apparent. 

A truly fair test of Eq. (37) should use different experimental data than 

those used to suggest its formulation. 

Now let us consider the results for the twenty exothermic systems 

studied. 

One of the notable facts is that the three term Margules expansion 

offered little improvement over that involving only two terms, which was 

not at all the case for the endothermic systems. Rather than attempt to 

* rationalize this result from certain specific standpoints, let us note 

that one of the main purposed of this paper is to offer useful generalizations 

to the thermodynamicist lacking specific information on his system of 

interest. In this light, the important observation is that, while three 

parameters are not much better than two, the use of two parameters is much 

better than the use of only one. In addition, the form of the "best" 

equation tested is quite simple. 

Inasmuch as asymmetry was found not to correlate with the atomic-radii 

ratio for the exothermic systems, it is not at all surprising that the 

L~~sden formulation performed so poorly for these systems. We must note 

that one of Lumsden's basic assumptions was that of a concentration-

independent interaction energy. Inasmuch as asymmetry was found to corre-

late with valence, suggesting that it is the interaction energy which is 

·X· 
A possible interpretation: The curve of the alpha function versus con

centration either tends to be monotonically linear, or it tends to be such 
a complex curve that the use of three parameters in the Margules expansion 
is just as poor as two. Both ideas would be encompassed by stating that 
the alpha function is not "simply curved". 
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asymmetric (if such overly-somplified concepts must be used), it would 

certainly seem preferable to use a second parameter in a solution model 

to describe the concentration dependence of the interaction energy (as 

was done by Hardy) rather than to use it to describe the difference in 

interaction energies of nearest and next-nearest neighbors. 

Hildebrand's derivation of his equation does not seem open to such 

criticism from a conceptual standpoint as he was quite specific about 

eliminating systems with specific chemical interaction from his treatment. 

From an empirical standpoint, the Hildebrand Equation and the First Margules 

Equation offered approximately comparable degrees of fit. As the latter 

is the simpler expression, it is to be preferred for fitting experimental 

data for exothermic systems if it is necessary to use only one adjustable 

parameter. 

The Hildebrand Equation is, of course, the preferred one-parameter 

expression for the endothermic systems, as the results of this study do 

not justify the increased complexity of the One-Parameter Lumsden Equation 

(LMll). 

Although the Hildebrand Equation gives a reasonable representation 

of the form of the excess free energy curve, we must note once again that 

the magnitude of the values cannot be explained in terms of the Hildebrand 

Solubility-Parameter Theory, but that the combined concepts of electro

negativity difference and radii disparity are to be preferred. 

That some relationship might exist between speCific chemical inter

action and "valence" should not be surprising. The strong correlation 

demonstrated here, though, astonished the author. Even more so, the 

exploration of the exceptions displayed by the group of alloys composed 

of a IA. element and a IIB element, confirmed by a survey of Hansen's 
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phase diagrams, is interesting, and invites theoretical interpretation. 

' The author will merely point out that the IIB elements are unusual from 

several standpoints, among these the large deviations of the c/a ratios 

of the crystal structures from the ideal closest-packed hexagonal structure 

and their high volatility compared to the neighboring IB and IIIB elements. 

Once again, the author wishes to erirphasize that the term :tregular 

solution" should relate only to the entropy characteristics of a solution 

and not to its free energy versus composition behavior for reasons given 

earlier. If one wishes to infer that the partial excess free energy of 

one component varies as the atom-fraction of the other component squared, 

then the term "First Margules Equation" is suggested; if volume-fraction 

rather than atom-fraction is substit-uted, then the term "Hildebrand 

Equation" would be appropriate • 

.. 
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F. Summary and Conclusions 

A study has been made of 900 experimental values of the partial molar 

free energies of formation of forty-seven binary liquid alloys. The 

various seventy experimental investigations had been sifted from the 

literature and judged reliable during the process of preparing the critical 

compilation of Hultgren, Orr, Anderson, and Kelley: "Selected Values of 

-x-
Thermodynamic Properties of Metals and Alloys." The study -vras made for 

the following reasons: 

l) To determine if generalizations could be made concerning the 

concentration dependence of the free energy. This is of interestiboth 

from the practical standpoint of predicting the thermodynamic behavior 

of a system over the entire concentration region from a limited amount 

of experimental information and from the theoretical standpoint of ex-

amining the relative degree of success of various proposed solution models 

in fitting the data. 

2) With the help of computer technology, to present the experimental 

information in a manner designed to provide a maximum amount of information 

from an inspection of the ten tables presented here. 

3) To examine the resulting tables and test a limited number of 

correlations. The number of attempts was limited so as to reduce the 

probability of accidental correlations due to statistical fluctuations. 

R review of solution models has been given in order to provide A 

foundation for the stu~v. 

~-
The compilation presented smoothed selected values. The present study 
returns to the actual experimental data points. 

, . 

.. 
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The number of conclusions established as a result of this study 

proved surprising to the author. These are: 

1) Several generalizations can be made provided the alloy systems 

are separated into two groups according to whether they display negative 

or positive deviations from ideality. 

2) Denoting the former group of systems as "exothermic" and the 

latter as "endothermic", the order of magnitude of the deviations 'from 

ideality correlates very well with differences in the electronegativities 

of the components for the exothermic systems if the Pauling scale :of 

electronegativities is used, but not if the Gordy scale is used. .Electro~ 

negativity differences are all small for the endothermic: ones .for;which the 

degree of "endothermicity" correlates well with the degree of disparity 

of atomic·size. An approximate equation combining the above two para

meters is given. The results do not correlate at all with the Hildebrand 

solubility parameters. 

3) The majority of the systems are asymmetric; a system is so 

designated if a significantly better fit (according to a predeter~i'ned 

criterion) of the data results when two terms in the Margules expansion 

are used instead of one. 

4) The direction of asymmetry of the exothermic systems correlates 

with the sign of the classical valence difference of the components while 

that of the endothermic systems correlates with the direction of atomic 

size disparity • 

The directions of asymmetry .found agree with those predicted by, 

respectively, the relative valence effect and the volume fraction effect • 

5) The majority of the endothermic systems are "curved''. A. system 

is so designated if the use of three terms in the Margules expansion 
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provides a much better fit to the data than if only two terms are used. 

Only four of the twenty-seven exothermic systems are curved. 

6) The direction. of curvatu~e of the endothermic systems agrees with 

that predicted by the various non-lattice models proposed by van Laar, 

Hildebrand, and Lumsden. This is true for all thirteen of the thirteen 

curved endothermic systems. 

7) Of the various proposed analytical representations of the partial 

molar excess free energy (6,~s) vlhich contain two adjustable parameters, 

the two-term Margules expansion is algebraically the simplest, and the 

model due to Lumsden, by far the most complex. The former equation is 

much more successful in fitting the data for the exothermic systems Hhile 

the reverse is true for the endothermic systems. 

8) -xs In general, the analytical formulations for 6GB tested here 

containing an atomic-radii dependent function of the atomic composition 

in the denominators, such as the models proposed by van Laar, Hildebrand, 

and Lumsden, conform better to the experimental data for the endothermic 

systems than those which do not. Taking this fact into account, a simple 

expression which should offer a substantial improvement over the basic 

Margules expansion for endothermic systems would be 

2 2 
(1-x) (A + Bx + Cx + ) 

as two, three, etc., could be tried without unduly complicating the com-

putation. The use of this equation is simple from a least-squares analysis 

standpoint because it is linear with respect to the adjustable par:ameters. 

In other words, it is suggested that the Margules expansion ~e modified 

for endothermic systems according to a denominator of the type indicated above. 

.. 



9) Of the four one-parameter expressions tested here, none was 

clearly superior for the exothermic systems. This suggests that the ·. 

simplest one (a one-term Margules expansion corresponding to a constant 

value of the alpha function) is to be preferred. The one-parameter 

Hildebrand (volume-fraction) expression is preferred for the endothermic 

systems. 

10) As~metry of alloys composed of a IA element and a IIB element 

(such as Na-Cd, K-Hg, etc.) is in the opposite direction from that given 

in conclusion 4. Although originally suggested by only the three cases 

treated here, a subsequent examination of phase diagrams for the other 

IA-IIB systems indicates the generality of the anomaly. 

11) A possible resolution of the conflict surrounding the use of the 

term "regular solution" has been given. 

12) The experimental values used here, converted to a uniform format, 

together with a sample Fortran program for the least squares analysis of 

an algebraically cumbersome solution model are presented, thus facilitating 

extension of this work by others. The parameters and standard deviations 

given in Tables 1 through 5 can be used for other test correlations; as 

explained earlier, the number of attempts made in this study was deliberately 

confined to a limited amount for statistical reasons. 
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III. THE ENTROPY OF FORMATION :OF BINARY LIQUID ALLOYS 

A. Introduction 

In this section we vrill be concerned only with the magnitude of the 

excess entropy of formation, DSxs, and not with its concentration de-

pendence. We wish to survey the available data to find the limits within 

which it will usually lie, so that if ideal entropy must be assumed, an 

estimate may be made of the uncertainties resulting in a particular 

calculation due to this assumption. 

From a theoretical standpoint, only the cases of ideal entropy and 

that configurational entropy estimated from the first quasichemical 

approximation were previously discussed in this paper. According: to 

the latter treatment, !:§3xs will be a small negative quantity, deviating 

from ideality according to the square of the heat of formation, but never 

so negative as to make the total entropy of formation, ~, negative itself. 

The entropy of fusion is usually small compared to the absolute en-

tropy of the liquid at its melting point for most elemental metals. We 

may thus imagine that the absolute entropy of a one-component liquid metal 

at the melting point is the same as that of the solid metal plus a small 

contribution due to an increased number of available vibrational levels 
·X· 

for any given value of kT. Almost all of the entropy of a solid element 

can be accounted fOX! from the Debye theory of lattice vibrations. He 

should be able to imagine that a liquid also has a characteristic Debye 

temperature, even though a Debye type model is probably even more inexact 

for the liquid state than it is for the solid. (Note: the arguments 

·X· We consider the liquid to be well below its critical temperature. 

.. 
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presented here are only intended to be of qualitative nature.) 

If alloying causes tighter binding between the atoms relative to 

that of the pure components, the characteristic temperature would be 

raised, leading to a negative excess entropy. It is not impossible that 

this quantity could exceed the ideal entropy in absolute magnitude, lead-

xs ing to negative values of DS as well as N3 • The "tightness" of bonding 

could be expressed as the second derivative of the u(r) vs r curve, 

imagining that it is qualitatively valid to speak of bonding from a 

central force model. Should alloying cause a "looseness" of interatomic 

bonding, xs then we would find positive values for N3 • The reader is 

referred to Wagner, 5 Lumsden,
6 

and Hildebrand and Scott9 for elaboration 

on these and other points. 
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B. Method 

l 
As mentioned previously, Hultgren et al tabulate selected values 

for the thermodynamic properties of metals and alloys based on experi-

mental evidence judged by the authors to be reliable. For the binary 

alloys, the degree of confidence in the selected values is indicated by 

estimated uncertainties of the values at the equiatomic composition. In 

a few cases means for assessing the reliability were not found, but pro-

visional values were tabulated because of the possibility that the ex-

perimental data might have useful accuracy. Uncertainties were not 

tabulated for the latter cases. 

The quantity of interest in this study is the integral excess entropy 

of formation, DSxs, at the equiatomic composition. Reliable data of this 

type are far more common than that for the partial mo1ar entropy, ,6 ~s. 

xs This is partly due to the fact that some of the best values of ~ were 

obtained by using 6H values from a calorimetric study in conjunction with 

hGxs values obtained from Gibbs-Duhem integration of measured hG~s values. 

The great experimental accuracy required to obtain good DS~s values from 

-xs the temperature coefficient of 6GB is not achieved very often, even 

··~S 
though the uncertainties of 6GB might be small compared to the value 

itself. 

The investigative means employed for the purposes of this paper were 

simple. XS Values of tS were tabulated from Hultgren et al for the cases 

where estimated uncertainties were also tabulated. The corresponding m 

and 6Gxs values were tabulated for purposes of correlation. 

'. 
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c. Results 

DSxs values together with their estimated uncertainties are given 

for forty-eight binary liquid alloys in Hultgren et a1. 1 These systems 

are tabulated in Table ll in order of their heats of formation at .the 

equiatomic composition, beginning with the most exothermic system. 

Asterisks follow the names of those systems which have ideal entropy 

within the limits of the estimated uncertainties. We note that the 

tabulated uncertainty in DSxs for the Bi-Mg system is so large that an 

assertion that this system has a reasonably ideal entropy of formation 

would be questionable. 

The strong correlation of the sign of the excess entropy of forma

tion with that of the heat of formation can be seen from Table 12. (The 

Au-Tl, Au-Pb, Pb-Sb, and Bi-Sn systems are not included as their heats 

of formation are zero within the uncertainty limits.) 



Table 11. Excess Integral Quantities for Binary Liquid Alloys at the 
Equiatomic Composition. (Uncertainties in Parentheses). 

System T,°K 6.Sxs 61:1 f::GXS 

Cal Cal Cal 
g-atom°C g-atom e:;-atom 

Hg-Na 6J~.s -4.5(±.5) -6080(±300) -3180( ±200) 
Hg-K 6oo -3.9(2.5) -5100(1500) -2780( 200) 
Na-Sn 773· -2. 58( .3) -5100( 250) -3110( 200) 
Bi-Mg·* 973 0.1(1.0) -4650( 500) -4750(1000) 
Au-Cd 1050 -1.12( .6) -~·510( 140) -3330( 350) 
Na-Pb 698 -l. 57( .3) -3980( 250) -2870( 200) 
Na-Tl 648 -2 .0( . 5) -3350( 300) -2070( 250) 
A u-Sn 873 0.47(.15) -2600( 100) -3010( 100) 
Cu-Mg 1150 -0. 70(. 5) -2360( 500) -1560( 250) 
Mg-Pb 833 -0 .60( .3) -2100( 200) -1630( 200) 
Cu-Zn 1300 -o:.L~( .3) -1800( 500) -1290( 250) 
Cd-Mg 1000 -0.63(.15) -1670( 75) -1040( 150) 
Ag-Au 1350 -0.3~-( .20) -1060( 160) -600( 125) 
Bi-Tl·* 732 0.10( .3) -1020( 50) -1100( 200) 
Sb-Zn·X· 823 -0.10( .2) -830( 200) -750( 100) 
Cd-Cu 875 -0.78(.2) -770( 200) -90( 30) 
In-Sb* 973 0.14(.15) -770( 100) -9~0( 100) 
Cd-Hg 6oo -0.26( .l) -645( 30) -490( 6o) 
Hg-In l~33 -0.11(.10) -540( 30) -495( 4o) 
Cd-Sb* 773 0.20( .25) -510( 200) -675( :40) 
Sb-Sn* 905 -0.14( .3) . -490( 300) -360( 200) 
Pb-Tl* 773 -0.21(.4) -350( 300) -190( 150) 
Bi-Pb* 700 0.05(.1) -265( 15) -300( 75) 
Au-Pb 873 0. 53 ( .2) -90( 200) -570( 100) 
Pb-Sb* 900 0.09(.1) -60( 100) -125( 30) 
In-Sn 773 0.24(.06) -~·5( 4o) -230( 50) 

Au-Tl 973 0.50(.2) 0( 200) -490( 200) 

Bi-Sn-l<· 6oS -0.0?(.1) 25( 50) 65( .30) 
Hg-Zn 608 -0.19( .05) 90( 20) 206( 50) 
K-Na·x- 298 -0.12( .2) 125( 50) 160( 30) 
Sn-Tl 735 -0.16(.07) 160( 50) 280( :25) 
Bi-Cd 773 0.36(.1) 190( 80) -85( 30) 
He:;-Sn-l<· l~23 -0.0)( .25) 203( 25) 220( 100) 
In-Pb* 673 0.12( .15) 230( 50) 140( 50) 
Cd-In 723 0.14(.08) 345( 20) 240( 50) 
Ag-Bi* 1000 0. 42(. 5) 380( 200) -40( 200) 
Ga-Zn 723 0.25( .07) 380( 50) 200( 20) r 

Cd-Sn 773 0.28(.1) 435( 20) 220( 30) 
Cd-Zn-l<· 800 -0.05( .07) 480( 4o) 520( 50) .. 
Cd-T1 673 0.22(.08) 545( 20) 4oo( · 50) 
Cd-Ga* 700 -0.04( .07) 615( 4o) 6~-0( 4o) 
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Table 11. (continued) 

System T,°K f:::,SXS lill t:Dxs 

-- Cal Cal Cal ..... 
g-atom C g-atom g-atom 

Cd-Pb 773 0.21(.05) 670( 4o) 500( 20) 
In-Zn 700 0.30( .01) 770( 40) 565( 25) 
Sn-Zn 700 ' 0.56( .1) 780( 50) 390( 4o) 
Ag-Cu 1400 0.20(.08) 980(100) 705( 50) 
Bi-Zn 873 0. 52(. 2) 1095(200) ' 640(100) 
Al-Sn 1000 0.97(.25) 1500(200) 530(100) 
Pb-Zn 926 0.66(.3) 1800(300) 1185( 25) ·' 

Table 12. Correlation of Sign 
XS - -

of 63 with that of .6H 

Type of System f:::,Sxs 63
xs ideal 63

xs 

negative within uncertainty positive 

Exothermic ( -'lli) 14 8 2 

Endothermic(+6H) 2 6 12 

Another aspect of the trend of the results can be seen from Table 13, 

which illustrates the manner in which the magnitudes of ~xs are distributed. 

' 
Table 13. Magnitudes of 6Sxs for 48 Binary Liquid Alloys; 

; 

XS Range of i'IS , < -1.0 -1.0 -0.5 -0.3 -0.1 
cal/g.atom-deg to -0.51 to -0.31 to -0.11: to +0.1 

Number of systems 6 4 2 7 9 

Range of 6S 
xs 

+0.3 +0.5 +1.0 >l.O 
caljg.atom-deg to 0.11 to 0.31 to o.; 

Number of systems 11 4 5 0 
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Thus 42 of the 48 values lie between ±1.0. The six systems with very 

xs . 
negative values of 6S are all very exothermic, ~ varying between 

-6080 and -3350 cal/g.atom. In fact, the only other system for which 

.6.1-I was more exothermic than -3000 cal/g.atom was the Bi-Mg system; this 

system cannot strictly be considered an exception because of the large 

uncertainty in the tabulated ~xs value. 

The quasichemical theory cannot explain positive excess entropies of 

xs formation, nor can it account for values of ~ more negative than 

R £n 2 = 1.377 cal/g-atom-deG. It is clear then that the primary causes 

of non-ideal entropies of formation are to be sought in other considerations. 

The author feels that the experimental facts are in accord with the idea 

of vibrational entropy discussed previously. For lack of a good model of 

atomic vibrations in the liquid state, we will not elaborate on this 

concept. 

Inspection of the ~Gxs values tabulated in Table 11 reveals that the 

primary contribution to ~Gxs in the expression 

arises from the enthalpy term, not theentropy one. Thus the use of the 

short terms "exothermic" and "endothermic" to refer to negative and 

positive deviations, respectively, of the free energy of formation, 

as was done in Part II of this paper, has qualitative justification. 
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D. Conclusions 

Excess entropies of formation of binary liquid alloys normally lie 

in the range -1.0 < tsxs < +1.0 cal/g.atom-deg for the equiatomic compo

sition, unless the system is abnormally exothermic (6H < -3000 cal/g.atom), 
. xs 

in which case 6S < -1.0 is to be expected. Short-range order contribu-

tions to the entropy are not believed to be the primary cause of non-

ideal entropies, as a strong correlation was found between the sign of 

XS DS and that of ~{. This correlation can be understood in terms of 

vibrational phenomena, but not in terms of ordering phenomena, as the. 

latter consideration predicts only negative values of DSxs. These.con-

elusions cannot be extended to the partial excess entropy (and thus to 

th t t . d d of Acxs) as AcxBs - e concen ra lon epen ence ~ ~ was not studied here due 

to an insufficiency of data . 
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APPENDIX A. INPUT DATA 

The data tabulated on the following twelve pages are tabulated in 

terms of the "alpha" function, where 

even though the various least squares routines minimized deviations of 

"::"XS 6GB , not o:B. The original input data have already been converted ;by the 

supplementary program mentioned in Section II-C so that the list which 

follows is in a uniform format. 

A combination of five letters is used to suggest the name of the 

investigator for each of the individual investigations. Thus, for the 

Sb-Cd system, ELLCH represents the investigation of Elliott and Chipman, 

.as opposed to that of Seltz and DeWitt (SLZDW), who also studied this 

system. The combination SLCTD refers to values tabulated in the com

pilation of Hultgren et al; 1 in most cases they represent free energy 

values obtained from the phase diagram referred to a common temperature 

by the use of experimental calorimetric information. 

Two investigations are listed for the Au-Tl system, although only 

Kleppa has studied the system. His results at low Tl concentrations are 

believed less accurate than the others; by considering the results at 

xTl < 0.35 as a separate investigation it was possible to assign less 

weight to them. The statistical weights given here for the various in-

vestigations were assigned prior to proceeding with the computations. 

Hg-Tl and Tl-Hg are listed as separate systems, as independent 

· · -xs -::XS 
measurements of 6GTl and b.GHg were done on this system. No attempt to 

correlate the two with each other was done for the purposes of this study, 

although Hulteren et al1 have done so. 
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AU-PB SYSTH< 1 I'H'ESTIG!<TIO~ 673 DcG K 

KLEPP li<VES11Gt.11UN I!E I GliT 
: ~ PB I t~tPHt, ( PB) XI PCI ALPH~Ii'ill X{ f'iJ} / .. l_rHt.{ Pi!.) XI Pill hLP>' I.{ Pill X ( Pti) ALPHA!PG} 
('. -3100. 0.010 -2730. 0.9&7 -4893. 0.934 -21 77. (•. 'l(: 1 -13il9. 
0.821 -196~. o. 739 -1CB9. 0.&72 -16~9. 0.631 -19~(1. o. 6(·) -1 f3 7:,. 
o. 59ft -1735. o.;,{,q -1P.56. ri.~Ofi -103B. #).4?5 -1 e r.s. o. 3 !-4 -1'170. 
0.270 -2I&7. 0.21~ -2'• 7!. o. 3'10 -1821. o. 3u3 -Jfi99. 0.2SO -212?. 

AU-Tl SYSTEM 2 IiNESTIGHIO;:S 973 UEG K 

I~L El' 1 lN1'EST IG!.T ION ~It I GHT 
XI TL l Alf'Hl.(iL) X ( Tll ~LPHA IT ll ~I Tll AlPH.~!Tll '((Tl l ALPHid TL I >:!lLJ ALPHA(llJ 
0.337 -2116. 0.2~3 -20:;2. Uol77 -1832. 

KLEP2 1!:'/ES T I GI•T I O'J !>[I Gill 2 
XI HI /;l PHio ( Tll X (Ill 1\LPHI,! TL I X( TL I .\LPH/d Ill X! TL I AL PHI.( TLI X { Tll /.,L P HA ( 1 L) 

0.89:> -7176. 0.794 -195{,. li.£oB1 -2300. 0.5B7 -2210. o. 4 .']~ -2<.0?. 
G.3C2 -2150. 0.421 -n '16. (,.595 -2298. 0.4(•5 -74 3~!. 0.535 -21,(:(1. 

Ill-CO SYSTE:-: ~ I~.:V!:Si lGt,fi0•-:5 773 OiCG K 

1-'.EtGN !liVEST J(,f,T lf:'l IIEI GHT 
Y.l ( i) l /tLPWdCDI Y.( ( [) l !~LPH!, t CO) >: {co I Ll PH/d CD) X!CDl ~LPH!, (( D, >: ( ( [:) I.LPHI.((:Jl 
o.u:;o 1333. o. r:oo 500. ,1. 750 1(.. o& ~or~ -7 3&. 1).('~(1 -3:.,2. 

I 
~ 

0 
00 



DATA PAGE 2 

ELCIIP H:I'EST IG.H I ~~ flU Gt1T = 4 
XI CDI ,\LPH;\ ICC I XI COl hLPIIIdCDI r. ( c I ALPHA (CO I X t COl ALI'IildCD I X(([;) t.L Plild CD J 
0.951 3306. C.8GS 19 34. ').7 8 5 3'1. C. ?No -'·6- 0.678 -1-\4. 
0.581 -52'1. 0.525 -559. 0.4 3 -5S2. Q.Z41 -338. O. 1C'I -1 ~) 7. 

li\YLR II"' CST I G I. T I G t< wEIGHT 
XI CDI t.U'H4!CDl XI COl ALPH.\!CDI X(([)) ALPHidCul X !COl .\LPHA(Clll 1((0) 1\LPtL~ !COl o. -98. o. 1(•0 -178. 0.200 -303. O. 3CO -422. e. t, DO -5S.O. 
0.500 -6&4. 0.600 -531. 0.10C 111. 0.800 sso. 0.9CJ 21CO. 

NlKG" I f:VES T !Gt,T !Of.: ~:E ( GHT 
XI COl AlPHA I CDI XI COl 1\LPiih!CDl X f CD J ALPH!d CDI XI CDI I<U'HA!CDl X(([J) t.cPHAtCO) 
0.696 1756. o. 8'•9 1101. o. 1'· 2 75. o. 6."-t9 -329. C.636 -2n. 
0.597 -467. 0.500 -60'·· 0.397 -5:JG. o. 348 -599. 0.2'13 -362. 
0.252 -386. 0.19? -272. (J. 1'< 9 -1 (, 7. 0.]]0 -]56. 

tll-IIG SYS TEl·\ 1 l NV EST 1 Gt~ T I 0:~ 5<)4 DEG K 
I 

HI EST !llVESTIG/,TION ~ riEIGHT 0 X (liS l ALPHh(HG) XtiiGl ALPH!.;.{fiG) X ( ~~ c;, ) ALP fit, ( HG 1 X(HG1 hLr·HI. ( HG) X!H~1 hlPH/, ( H(: 1 -..o 0.950 562 s. G. 873 4795. 0.851 3318. ('.753 2125. 0.6~3 15'>6. 
0.537 104'1. 0.437 803. 0.330 707. 0.207 553. 0.0(,3 5C9. 

!li-K SY~HM l INVESTIGATION 848 DEC K 

LANLA l'iVESTIGI,TION ~:FIGHT 
X!K ) AlP Hid K X!K ) /oLPHA!K ) X(K l ALPHI,! F. l X p~ , I,LPHA(K X!t< I /~LPHf, ( r.. 
0.052 -19190. o. 077 -20278. o. 103 -21462. 0.12& -22935. o. ]48 -23~G2. 
0.148 -·Z3ll31. O.l 1t!J -22786. o. zi,z -77413. o.z,,s -27357. 0 • .?4R -2688~. 
0.329 -30310. o. 338 -313~ 1t. (-.34~ -322/f(;. c. 3 1t5 -32143. 0.36f\ -3279S. 
o. '.!6 -36(>92. 0. 1.26 -37 1t3:.1. 0.526 -40461. o.~4s -02 39. o. ~ 1; 8 -4:>927. 
0.571 -47258. 0.5G1 -44881. 

t1 I-r-;G SYSTEH 1 INV!:STIG/,J !0:~ 973 DEG K 

~GAN I fNEST I GI,T !Ul~ wEI CHT 
X(gGI ALP HI. I ~:G l X U~G} ALP HI, ( I'.G) X{HG) ALPHA { ''.G l X (F,Gl ALPH.\(:<G) X I 1'.~1 ALPHAtt-:G) 
0.100 -12385. 0.100 -1704 1,. 0.100 -12499. o. 150 -13512. 0.230 -1659'1. 
0.290 -19138. 0.41LI ,_....26989. o. 470 -30919. 0.500 -35232. O.':>SO -37663. 
0.565 -35651. o. 580 • -31234. 0.580 -346 1<0. 0.750 -l.l 860. o. u:.o -12973. 

UI-PB SYSTEM 2 !NVESTIG/\TIO>·JS 700 otG K 

STSLZ !t:VEST I GAT I ON ',-iE IGHT 2 
X(PBI 1\lPilh(PU) XI Pill ALPH~(Pil) X!PR) 4LPH,'.., { PR) X ( rB I /,LPII.'d PB) X ( PP.l /\Lf'HA(PB) 
o. 84 8 -6?7. o. 1?0 -925. 0.600 -1120. 0.496 -] 212. 0.4]~ -12~5. 
0.321! -1203. 0.2:\0 -120 l. C.llO -11!>9 •. 



D'\ T A PAGE 3 

l-:GENG lf~'.'£STIG!~TIUN <:E I GilT 
XIP I /,trH:. ( PBl X (Pill ALPH/.( Ptl I 1. i Pi'·l t.t?H'-I"i! I X (Pi) l /. LPH!, (PilI X { ;·,,) ALP~·L':. { ~U l c.c 6 -1.26(.. o. 18? -1301,. o. 280 -1320. 0.306 -11 &D. C·. ~14 -1 (,()? .• 
0.6 3 -10t•B. 0.722 -770. 

~ l-Sr; SYSli:M 3 l~'VESTJG:~TlG'oiS 6C~ OL:i K 

SLT/0 I I>JVES T I ~t:T 1 Or~ r:t: I :.HT 2 
X ( Sr' l t.lPH!, { S~\} x1 s~ 1 ALPH4(S:n ,. t s:·J, ALPH/, ( S:1l x 1 s:n t, LPH:t { s•.;) >: t s·, 1 ALP H 4 { :;, ~~) 

o. 1 '··~ 225. o.2 1d z 32. 0.29P 27 7. 0 ~ 4 C•U 242. c.~(\(\ 3!~. 
0.600 370. 0.702 le 1c2. (•. so 1 4 8~. (1. B94 ~3:.. 

;:Gl~1 l';VESllGH JD:I ~\"[I ~I·•T 

x t s~~ > J.tPHA (ST. I X ( sr;) ALPH!d S.•O X( S::) AL~Ii!~ { S:-c J X ( ~;~} f,LP•;:.; S'<l x r s1'! 1 t~ L P!i !( ( S\; J 
0. (•I,(, 151. 0.09') 149. (.}43 1 D~. •). 1 ,, 9 1 ::~?. (·. 2 "16 15:,;. 
0.292 158. 0.367 1:.7. C.453 114. c. 5'·9 9!l. I 

~IGE:<2 }I<VESlJ::;t.l IGI< 
..... 

~.[lGHT ..... 
x 1 s:• 1 t.'li'Ht,! Sl\ I X ( S~-J l I<LPHA I SN I ~~ srn ALPHAIS:<I X IS.~ I /. LPH/; ( Si'i} X{,,.,) ALPti.", { :;.·~' 0 
0.084 118. 0.125 131-. {·.I 76 153. (!.7?3 lc2. (;. 27 B 1?7. 
0.339 9o. 0. 1.!3 1 0£ ... (o.513 63. 

tli-TL SYST£1-', 2 t:~VLS1 JC,!~T IG:·IS 732 DfG K 

vJE;'K INVEST lGI:.T IU!~ ;.:[ IGHT z 
XI TL I M.Pnt,(TLI X ( TL I ALP!! A I TLI XI TL I AL?Ht.t TL) X I 1L I /,LPH.\!Tll X IlL I 1< l PI~ 1\ [ T l ) 
o. <;<, 5 -~567. (,. il77 -49'>3. c.uc.~ -~263. C.B5 -727b. v.oe5 -6580. 
C.420 -'53 73. (,.242 -4513. 0.125 -342H. 

~~~E:JG l ;·J VEST I G t. f IOU ;IE I GHT 
X I TL l /,'\.PHA Ill I X I 1L I ALPH•\ITLI X! Tl) AU'":,( Tl l Y.l TL l I;LP,;r,! 1l) XITLI ALPHt,(TL) 

0.826 -5417. c. 720 -t34l6. o.5e:.. -7275. 0."160 -5H32. (•.?. r15 -t.BC'7 • 
0.20~ -4274. 

lli-U< SYST[t', 1 P~V[STlG!,Tifi:J 873 DEG I( 

KL[Dp I \! V [ S T I G t~ r I Cr.: ..;E1GH1 
xu:n t..t.?"!-;!1 { lt\) x r nn t.LPH<. I Zi\l XIWl /..l. t'Ht., { l. I~) UZNI ALPH.\!l'J) X ( l r~ 1 AL?ii!l(li'i) 

o .. 06'1 1 '140. 0. 12 8 20q<.J. (•. 212 2 3("!. (,. 2)6 2:00~. t·.? '/4 2~~&. 

o. 3'1) J~ll. o. 1166 3535. 0.499 3 7 9 1•. 0.~~2 ...4:'0. 0.6C4 4 8 1 .. 3. 
0.6S3 54 70. o.&·n 611'•. o. 764 . 7:..54. (l. 80? 8~9D • 

CU-CD :.YSTt~ 2 J ~h' E: 51 1 G!~ T I Ui'~ ~ e7:J Dt·G K 

R_(",f f \ 1 lr..:VE5110/,T lG~~ ); 1:-.t-n 2 
X(Cfl) L.L_iTH~'• ( C D_l X (CD I /~LPii/<.{(DJ :({~[)} t..LPH.'. C-D} >:{(:D) t~LP~:t.tCDJ X ((;j) :,Ll'H;~ [(JJ 
0.9]fj j:,•t. o. ~j ~ 9 2£· 16. .,.132 l'i?. (J .. (..62 l4Jf;. (' •:., r..;a lll''· 
(.;. ~07 ';·:12. (l. ,, ;J3 3•. c. 

~ 



. ' 

OAJA Pt.GE 4 

SLCTD INVEST !GAT!(;'-; ~·E: I Gt11 
X I CDI ALPHA I CCI X!Cfll ALPH!,((Dl XI CDI ll L P ;-J :~ ( C 0 ) XICtJJ /d. PH.\ I (I> l XI CD! bLPIOICOJ 
0.400 o. C.3CO -265. G. 20C· -5 31 .. 0.100 -79G. C. CCI -1o: .. z. 

c.~- CD SYS TE:·: I INVEST lG.t,T IC'~ 568 Ol:t~ K 

PK[DL lt~VEST IG/~Tiu;-~ \.:EIGHT 
X ICC! ALPHA I CD! XICJl .I.LPHl\((0) X((l)l t,Lr•;.~(C!Jl x:co1 ALPH,\ICD! X (Cfll I.LPI-i/I(CDl 

I 0.887 S7:J~. ('. 762 3 1t59. 0.&51 2061:. 0.5t.4 ?:J~4. C.'+2k 75C•5. ,..... 
0-'•27 2533. (;.}37 24 82. 0.1~3 ?i,94. c!.07l 27C'i. o. :;~! 4 DS 7. ,..... 
0.75R 3[J~ 7. 0.6:>5 29~)5. (;.553 2658. 0.439 ?~19. o. 4 ;!fl 2::; 9(,. ,..... 
0.36S 246~. o. 1 '18 24'12. (;. l ~ 7 2~16. (;.C76 27 C:'t. c..e9? l, '.)9~ .. I 0.774 3669. c. 6'.J(, 3062. 0.~66 27 32. (1.<135 2& 13. G • .; 31 7. 53~ .. 
0.427 2t)05 .. (.. 333 24n. (.204 2';?2. ~.CSl 2~R7. (,. 8t;r:, 4 cc,?. 
0.782 3b r;(.. ('.631 3129. (i. 5't0 2 :} ,?(1,. c.,,,. 1 2f.;62. l:.t.t11 2 'Jt, ! .. 
0.426 2 ~ 3 3. 0.401 2<. 71. u.ZIR 2'· 77. (:. 09.') 2(,:Je. ~ .. (., '· .~ )(:;; ·~. 
0.521 . 2641. 0.441 262't. G.t139 25"7q. 0.420 2?22. (·. 21 ;, 2't p 2. 
0.086 265H, 

I '\-CO SYSTEM l l'<VtSTIGt,TIC:l 723 OcG ~ 

11'·\NP;:t !~>VEST I GAT I o:' •a: l CHT 
XI COl ALPHA(([)) Y.((ll) h[C>i~ICD! X{(l)J ALPH~I(Ol \((!)) /;,LPHA((O) X ( CDl /,LPH!.(CDJ 
0.892 3205. 0.7H<; ~ 1 {J 8. v. 69't I 34 1. C.GlE: 154 R. c.:,94 l ,,13. 
C.5go 12)6. o. 5't4 I C• 36. G.S37 112). G. 'i9? IG6u. (; .. 3'.;7 1012. 
0.2'!!\ 972. C .. 21JO 937. ;). 198 9~ fi. O.C97 957. (•. R'l'· 2967. 
0.777 Z0 1o2. 0.6E 16r:,4 .. 0.625 l:d3 .. c. 6(·4 149'"). C.6C3 1397. 
0.575 1366 .. c.517 P4?., (•. 4 t!5 10?.6. C.34l 1020. c. 29'-~ 903 .. 
0.250 962. 0.197 94 3. c. 0'17 9B. C'.90C 20'd3 .. c. 7(, 7 20n. 
0.663 :617. o. 6't4 l45R. o. 632 14 75. [! .. 530 11d?. G.5f~ 1 3 I l. 
0.535 969. 0.51& 12?R. o. 't80 10P.8. o. 3fi3 I 0 I C .. (•. 2 97 9?•), 
0.259 79~. 0.253 8~2. 0.195 937. ~~. ori6 9?2. 

(.0-MG SYSTO: I I t;V EST I G.\ T I G'l 1 COJ: ()[<, K 

SLCTO II\ V [ ·, T I G ,\ T I D :·1 hf I C·liT 
X( /',G) f<LPHo\ I leG) X ( !~G} ALPH:~ (~\G) X { ~~G l t.LPH~ ( l·:G) X(W;J ALPHA{ ~'.G) >:( 1-'iCl t..Lf'!U~ { ~·.G l 
0.200 -!.,;) ,,1. o. 300 -43·~£. 1;.. t.OO - t, 5 ~· 6. 0.~00 -Lt ~?(;. C..6SO -50(''.:,. 
C.7GO -444'-~e 0.80(, -1000. 



t;hH P.\GE 5 

cr:-~'" SYSTE~. 2 It·:, :CSTIG~TIO';S (,6? DfG K 

H!UFf Jr..;vc:-.r !GAT It.:r~ ,..·(I ~!1T 1. 
XI !·/A l ALPH~{!~A) X! 'lA l Al_PHf~f.\JA) x< r::. 1 ALPH:'. { ~~/l) X { !,,\ l t~LPH/; ( i\f~ l A ( \~!:.) Al~IL\{"ll 
C.9le 21}3~. 0.~96 5905. o. ~?7 ?87~. 0.7'17 17el. 0.772 29?3. 
0.&9~ 3\d, 6 .. 0.618 2 'J(il,. 0.5'!1 2539. 0.499 191,(,. 0. 11')0 19;;: • 
0.395 1231. 0.391 l17B. (;. 300 305. o.n~ 19?.. c.zc~ -e 1 B. 
o.l9u -1 C!2~·-

SLCT;J 1'1V[Sl1G.HICJ'i ~·."E l l- 1n 
X!Nhi /tlP+'!. ( \fl} Xf:,u,J ALPH;"d i\A) /..(t.,:t.,) t.LPH.\ ( ~.t~ i X{'; h l !..L PI!/• { r~/l) 1. {,"If,) f•LPI!/d ~~~~) 
c. _, :cc:c. 0-100 -2555. 

p[l-(1) SYSTU' 1 l1-iVESTIG4T Iur.; 773 cr.:; K I 

'"""' ElLCH l!NE~l1G.HlC" roE J 01-IT 
'"""' XICDl ALPH~t(J;) X!Cul HPHI.!CCl X( CDl t..LPIJt, t CO} Y.ICCl Ali'Y,\1 CD l x 1 cr;J t.LPHt. £CD i N 

o. 94 7 t.,S,35. c. 3l)l 310"4. o. 9 1J9 3C>R7. 0.1·'11 26~C'·. ~l. ~ ~~ 1 2 37!.•t. 
0.504 2259. !).396 Zll3. 0. 2q'· 2022. ' O.I?S 1901,. 0.1 C4 19C•C. 

SB-CD SYSTE:~ 2 1 iO:V[S T I G.'d l C~·JS 77) DF<; K 

El.LCH I '·iVE S T I G/,T 10:·! hf:lC.HT 
XI CD! ALPHl.ICDl XI CD) ALPHidCill .(( ([)} t~ l PH /1 t C (J) X(CDl t~L PH.~ (CD i X ICC! Al PH!. t CO) 
o. 9'·8 2·1\C•R. 0.799 -1144. o.7Gl -2319. c. 6'.,() -?(} 1 3. (;. 'J3C.I -'lt(l27. 

0.368 -HO&. 0.32& -3004. o. 2C·2 -257B. '0.141 -21,7 7 .. 

SLZD\-: j:;VEST !C.\T JON .-:t I GHI 
XtCDl f,LPt;!dCC l XI COl AL PHid CD l X I Clll /...LPH!. (C!J 1 X!Cill tLrHrdCOl 1.1 CDl /,L!'t'h !COl 
0.896 933. o.stR -11'19. o. 749 -1821. [•.(, 7& -3021. 0.5:~~ -31; ~)f). 
0.559 -3581. 0.434 -3594. 0.401 -31,47. ('.375 -3307. (. 3'· 4 -31 ~ 7. 

S!'i-CD SYSTEW. 3 lNVESTIG: .. TIC:JS 773 OEG K 

(H[Ll lNVESTJGh~IG~ <:!:ICHT 2 
XI CDl ALPS:.tCC l XI COl t,LPI'IdCDl XI COl ALPH!1! CD l X{(O) ALPHA I COl X!C!ll Al PHtl {COl 
C~ 9'• 9 1 :;.}l;. o. ~5 ~l 114 J. ('.RG! 935. 0.6'12 105'·· C·. 5q i IC 3'•• 
0.518 92!. 0.~02 9fJ0. 0.414 879. ('.253 9lb. C.1C4 V74. 

,.. LLC I:~Vf~,1JG!.T Il:f~ <:rIGHT 
XtCDl 1\Lr•H!. !CU) X!Cfl! :..:_:-H ([[)) X((.D) 4LPH.\(C0l X ((.D} ALPHh{(O) /.{[!)) t~L f•H.", ((f)) 

C. t'•O l.;n. 0.7~0 ll 4. (,.750 l?bO. ('.(.C.() 1 o:~&. (:.~[:[' IC2fl. 
0.50G I iZ<.. (. 400 9 9. C.400 9 71:. u.zr:,o -93~-- (;.? ::-:. '113. 



. ' 



C/, 1 A PA:;E 7 

c,r~-zr~ SYSlO'• 1 li~VfS T I C.U I Cl-'1 723 DlG K 

SLCTO INVE~.TIGATIO'; ~:C I GH1 
X llNl AlP;;~ llld x l z~n ~LPH!, ll';) XllNl i~LPH!~ ( Z;~) >.!l:d ALPHA(Uil X I l'd ALP>'!, (l >< l o. 6 70. G.1 :-c 10t,. 0.200 7<"r >vo C. 3CO 506. (;. <. C C· t 7 s. 
0.5;)0 9d0. 0.6CC llGC. o. 70G 127:•. 0. i<C·O 15 7S. o. ~·:;(. 1>0(:. 

t-::;- 1 :~ SYS1cl', 1 J,\Vf..:SllGI\T !C:-J 293 DC.C K 

S!.IN!J'-1 I'IVESTIGI,T IC•< ~:c r GH1 
X I I'' l l.LPKA(It-.l X I!'' l ALPH.'~(J~) XI J '\) ;,_!._Pt{L f 1:; i X (I i-,:} ALP!iA{ ll<l >.1):-;) !. l ~fl.'. { 1 I\) 
(;.01~ -2G0'1• G.03& -2051. 0.C'94 -2G79. C .. l,S - 2[.t,3. C·. 2?? -22 40. 
c.q7 -1909. o.:.;sg - Jt, 99. 0. 6!,B -192~·. 

1-!G-K SYSTC•·~ 3 1 r..:Vt S T 1 G!t T I G:-·J~ 6C10 Dt:G K 

H<VESTIG!,11CI' I 
:O~!~CHV \·:E I ;::,i~T .... XtK l .li.LPH!.. ( K XIK l ALPHAP', l X{K l ,\LPHA ( ~~ l X{K l f.lf'H,\(t~ XIY. l I\ L P i'i l~ ( t~. .... 

0 .. 761 zz~~. c. 7t,6 1961. (.. (,14 13&3. 0.521 7?1). C .. £,67 -1 (•'!?. ~ 
0.<.?3 -29'!1. c. 3fl4 -GD~l. c. 3:.,n -{,} t.'i. (;.3°2 -{;7r;c;. C.; I B -31'·7. 
0.308 -832.9. 0.2~1 -l~i2~7. 0. H·3 -1447~. t.(JY4 - '(,6 7 ~. 

VP,f\HF I ''V E S 1 I GAT IV< ~n 1 ~·-n 
x 1 r. l klPH4(K )((<( l hLP Hi. ( ~( l 1.{K l ALPH!.{K X{K l tl l?Ht, { K X(K ) ALPi':, I K ) 
( .• 98(; 34 7 22. o. 9't5 2975. 0.819 l00B. C.t.>'i9 4 I 7. 0.6~2 -:>a. 
0.638 -'l(, 8. c.&I& -13&. o. :,t-.2 

-0 "'· 0. ~·83 -21&~. 0.4~~~ -2q19. 
0.£1C& -4821. o. 377 -&2~S. c.3:>6 -74t,3. c. 3?£, -9725. 0. tr10 ·-71:,(.4. 
o.ns 16CO. 0-852 llil7. 0.747 7';,0. c.s .. g -{;~. (}. ':>20 -ll.t (; 7. 
0.43e -3714. 

SlCTD INVb1!GA11iJN •'c IGtiT 
X ( , •. l kLPHA[K X!K l UPHfdK l XIK l ALPHA{K l X(>; l t.LPH/,( t: X(K l t,L rH: .. t K 
o. -!'H20. o. 1 oc -17190. 0 .. 200 -13797. 0. 30C --£:'357. 0. 'tCC' -', ~ 11. 
0.500 -I 76C'. 0.60::: 313. 0.7CO l ~~&. c.sco 2500. ('. 91j,"""'! 3:·~0. 

~1';-iO:A SYSTtf-', L' I 1< \'EST I G ;, T I U ·~ S (,o E< VfG K 

HAUf~ F l~VESTlC.At lUh! \-.'f: lGHT 
'/.. ( f-l/J.) l~LPH:~ t ;,;t,) X ( ~'i.f), l ALPHt.(r.:t..} XU< A) ALPHI-".o. { '·H~} XtNhl ALPHA (No\) X ( ~u\ l ALPr·lh I ;,t.) 
0.412 ~-n92. o. 1t'j3 -R>42. 0.4 ~0 -7&il0. 0.'-'!6 -7Z40. v.s~5 -(..-'•'18. 
0.5t,7 -60&2. C.SRC -5&12. ().609 -~(13&. o. 6J 3 -4981. 0.705 -3il64. 
o. 724 -t,Z21 .. 0.7~2 -290t,. c. 821 -3527. r~. e-, ~~ -1814. 

SLCTD ~~~VEST I GAl JOt~ t·:[ I SHT 2 
X 11·14 l HPH~(:;:.} X I •.1>.1 ALPH4 { !..Uol X { ~,:d !~LPH:, { ~J:o) X{ t<l.) hLPHAt'l:.l xtra,J ALPHI> ( 1·,1, l 
O.JOD -!'.852. o.zoo -1 1-~.0JO. 0. 3ClC -122'- :.. (..4(.G -IC389. 



c.H A P•\GE ll 

ru-HG SYSTeM l i'JV[SfiG.\TitJ'j 5 ')' i}[G K 

HI LF3 I'; V E Sf I G :, T ll!ll iii' I Gil f 
X!H':;l :~LPH:\ ( HG) X(HG) /<.LPH,\ ( HG J X ( I"G l ...\LPHA(HG) X{H(.) ;\L?!L\ ( HG J X(H:,) ALPH.". ( HG) o. 'Jl2 52 i1J. 0. 107 5 1t IJ 7 • lJ. 2'·6 )')22. 0. 7 77 3'·27. o. 774 3lf.4. o. <'20 2 '';o. o. 5•)9 10,!)3. c. 4'!7 1605. c. 'f07 12 91. v.3GS '1 1tl,. o.zn to 34. 0. 20 I 7 '> 7. 0.125 2"12. G. l ~1 1t47. 

:,i~-HG SYSTE.~ 2 I.'IVEST IS.\T IO'IS 597 OcG K 

HILFG !Nv.ESTIG.-\Til:·~ ~.,ot: [ C.HT 2 
X(CIG) ALPIH I HG l X (H:;) ALPH.\ (IIGl X I l'~l .\LPH.\ I HG) t.(l!r,) AL..Pt~l:..l HGl X!Hf.) ~LPH·\ ( HG) 
0. '] 36 ~699. O.';tO·J 5 ~)') 2. o.sl'l 5442. c.s1~ 3737. J.320 3 t) 5tt. 
0. 70 1t 2')52. 0.600 l2.1tfJ. J .. S02 1520. c. 3')tl !1~9. 0.2';9 9dA. 
0.203 80 1•. 0.0'!9 6'17. 

SViHO I 'J'I EST I G ,\T I ON h'ElGHT 
X(HC,) ALPI-'A!l-'GI XlhC) ~l~H.\!HG) xo:Gl r'\LPH.\{!!G) X { ~~:. l Al?IL\ I HG) X!HC) •\LPHr. I HG) 
O.G62 1005. O.:JO'J 10j6. c.ooa lOGO. O.Gl4 10H•. 0 .. V3·J 1029. .... .... O. 0'•'l B 'J 1. 

1.11 

i·l~- r L SYSTE"' 2 I'.'!EST!G!,TIO'JS 293 OEG I( 

~(H[),".; !.':VEST !G,IT liA~ tlE IGHT 
X I TLI AL~H.\ITLI X I Ill ;\L~H.\ [ TL I X I Tll ALPHA IlL) X I fl) !ol?H:, I TL) X ( Tl l f'\LPPA(TL) 
O. C•) 3 -125~. 0.017 -1145. c. 037 -1091. 0.0'·~ -103~. C.048 -l 037. 
0.09'1 -fJ2~. o. l&~ -609. 0.2')7 -514. 0.207 -5!3. 0.270 -3'l6. 
o. 336 -31 s. o. 42 1t -21J6. (..099 -szn. •) 0 205 - =}1]4 • C.}}~ -315. 
0. 1tl'IO -61 R. O. lJD -et3. J.zos -so~. c.'1(;c -623. 

SP~-iCR l'J·;;; S T l G~ f lllrl ~.;E [ GHT 
X I TL l AL?H.\1 Ill X ( TLI 4U'1L\! Ill .\I T l l /\LPIU .. { fl) X I TL) ~LPHA!fll X I TL) t,L?•;,< I TL I 
c.oo1 -1412. O.:.JO& -12l13. C.Ol4 -1229. 0. C1T0 -1 (\')6. 0 .. 073 -no. 
o.uu - 5?5. O. 22C -524. G.3CZ - 'J .~). 0.4 110 -215. 0.4';3 -5C?. 
0.531 -7 80. 0.')'>2 -977. 

TL-HG SYSTEI' 1 INVEST !G.\T IC·'I 6JJ C[t; 1( 

HILDE I~P/EST IGitT 10~~ hEIGHT 
X It<; l lllPlL\ ( HG) XInG I ~LP!~.\(H:;) X!HGl t\LPH;\ t HG) X(HGJ ALDIL"~fHG) X!HG) AL?lL\(t·iGI 
c. ')51 -13575. o. 9 1.Z -H22. 0.915 -2552. 0.893 -2J62. O.d36 -1774. 
o. 1 1t2 -1303. 0.6fJ'• -IO>S. ~·. 614 -')~5. c. :.·.j] -6t,A. 0. 3't7 -4 73. 
0.202 -36 7. 



rJ,, T A PAGE q 

IN-L\ SVSTI''~ 2 !t\V(S T I(,!, 1 I VlS 70'l DEG I( 

BHILD l!J V E ~ T I G /, T I!J.~ ~= t:-.HT 
X!l'll At PH~! z;; l x t z••' l\LPH.\tl~~j X ( l 1J) r~LPH!. { L!'~) qz"J ALPH/:{l~~) x t z.-.1 ALPH,\ ( z:vl 
0.0% 2007. o. 165 ll 03. C.BB 2204. o. 3~}1, 7 31'•. 0.37} 2471. 
0.4'>0 25&c>• ~. ~~4 c 2fFt4. O.b38 l2 3~. 0.72'.> I 35 (Jl. 0.%3 413d. 
o. 841 4901. O.t;7S 52.)3. 0.909 611J.J. 0. I'J'iV 74 33. c.n1 10713. 

SVSLS I f\!VES T I SAT tc:~ r:c I Gt~1 
X ( l'd AlPHA(lt;) X tl'; l ALPiH~tz~~) X! l'·:J ALPHt.( z:; 1 X ( l"~) /1 l Plf :~ ( /_ · X ( l ~: l /,LPHidZ~;) 

o.IG! 20'·1· c. 1 ~'J 211 3. 0.188 21 ~,I,. 0. ?1>5 2406. ( .. 399 24'i2. 
c.soo 27!2. o. 5'>0 27&~. C.b01 289<1. ('.&99 33'· s. c. 7~? -~59!!. 

o. 799 4129. c .. ~o! t,9JI). 

:>B-K SYSH''· 2 I'JVE:ST IGt~T lD~~s '!4S DEG " 
I'.Q>lCH lt\VESl!GATlliN ··fIGHT ? 

X!K I AlP! lA ( K X(K I ALPHA(K I X(K I f,l PH.'d I( l X(K I /,LPii/dK X!K l /,LPHI.(< ., 
0.643 -2279. o. ~·17 -~2'1~. c.s2q -10%C. C.477 -119&~. 0.4?1 -13 .. :;t,t.J. 
0.372 -13CE'•. (J •. 12'1 -12 ~·'• 6. 0.232 -114 76. 0.262 -l.\134. ~. 22'J -127. ':.. 7. .... 

~ 
0.1;~ - il 040. c. 0':1 t~ -10;116. 0'-

~:JI{ Al I 'NEST l GAT I G'l ~:EIGHT 

XtK l AlPH/,! K X!K l l.L Pi--!.\ { K l J ( K l l\l Pi.', { t: I nr. l ALPHA( f. X I·~ I /.LPH:. ( 1: 
C.050 -95·31. 0 .. 1-('H) - 1 03~0. (,.?L:0 -II ~'13. G. 3~':1 - 13A I 7. O.'.,f-J -13FJ'J. 
o.~ov -l.l6BC:. o. (,[,0 -ll931. 0.700 4ll C,.!). c. 75') -2770. c. (.p~ ... -3C27. 

TL-K SVSTE" I I '·IV t S T I Gl• T I 0" 11)13 Ol::G I< 

LA'~T S lfNESTJGATID'l h"EIGHT 
XtK l AU'H•\ !K X!K l AlPIIIdK l X(K I -~lPHA{K l XIK /,LPHA(K X(K l AlPHf,('~ 

0.95Ci -20802. O.<J):> -21CC,R. (,.9'>0 -to:..:rn 'i. 0. 2SJ -17970. c.ecc, -1 '!4 'i6. 
0.750 -16339. o. 1~~o -16 ~)'-t 5. 0.746 -24(18?. c. 7·cG -16(114. (..700 -1 (.';(.}. 
o. Jf)(. -ib'I(Jil. 0.700 -1:; :14 7. 0.692 -1 r, l 73. C.f>67 -1416'3. (.:.650 -117'· 4. 
0.6)0 -14324. (l .. ~)~ 0 -1'·~72. c.&4S -I4U'IC. C.6C'C -JC~97. c.. 6~··0 -11&33. 
0.'.>70 -9511. o.:,sv -9651). C .. 500 -q16;c. 0.'.~0 -7911. C.i,C·:} - ~~1 ,.,~,. 

0.350 -5~17. c. 3;:1. -~179, 0.250 -30 3 ~. (1 .. z:,o -4&sn. ('.2'-1 ->,7~0. 

0.1~C -[(107. o. 1 ?b -3937. 

PB-:··G SYSTH' I !'<VEST !GAT 1\]:l fl33 r;cG K 

r:~E ;-~G I''V[STIG•\T ]C:; l:t IG!-IT 
X ( ~:G l AtDHl:. t ~·~c J X( l·'l. l hli'Ht. t 1-'G) r.. { f~G l t.L:'Ht~ ( 'J.c;) 1. { t'.G) AlPHA(l'.Gl X ( Y,r,) :-LPH ( .... ~.) 
O.OGO -4~C.G. o. 11 ~ -4 7•)0. C.l75 -~350. 0.220 -60 ~0. (·. 2';J -7) c. 
0.3?0 ·-7'" ('(;. G.3Gfl -uooo. <; •• 42C - [\9~.::.. 0,1,[<(. -lCOGO. r..5&0 -ll:l C:. 
c. (,([i - l{!)Q(!. 0.67~ -l210C>. (<. 110 -ID3GC•. 0.8'!;. -??&CO. 
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f'3-:-:,\ SYS TU: 2 I ;;I'ES T I G:, T I (;~s (,<;q [)[~. K 

J'.J.-{(H 1~1Vr.STJCA1 I C.'l •·c I GHT 2 
X (;;,\I AL?·H, .. { ~~lo) X tr:.\1 /.LP!i.\ { N4) X { r~:\) ,\LP!it.(:-.i.~) X {iVA) f, l i"H/;, ( · .. :~) X ( i~!\ l A L fJP /, ( :-~,\) 
O.R15 -.?'tt2 5. C.f.CG -113~0. u. 1 :~4 -lqJ::!9. o. 'l':.'i.J -l'• ''•l,. (;. ~() ~ .-1:.21 c;. 
o. 503 -H5C2. 0.500 -14 j5tl. o. ~c" -137S~. (l. 4(·2 -1 $'(1,'";. {1. 3 :;t. -} ?rF;:~. 
0.300' -ll'~ 73. o. 227 -112 74. C..2Ctj -1113•>. O. 2GC• -I 11 'l?. c-.1 77 -l(!~l.Q. 
0.1~9 -1nco. C. I 3 I -10069. 

v '~~ li!= 1~-:VESiiGt~i" IQ·~ ~t JCtH 
X I f-l!.l ALPH/1 (!~A) X I'\.\ I Alf"h/, { r~:.) ~(:·;id AlP::~ ( ii_A) l..{h~: A ~.PH ,'l,: :.;/,) X ( .-;:, l ( .. L ?11 ,', { i.j;,) 
0.~3~ - sz z s. 0.815 -7216. C.7':.7 -1 'Jc,2 7. ().(.B -1 70~'j. ':... ';,/... 7 - 1 t.. 4'!C. 
0.470 -135-96. (•. 3'12 -14~"t ~ ~- C.fl73 -r.co 3. G. 7'Jt.. -1 ~53!,. o. 7<:-., - 1 :; :.~ c· -~. 
0.625 - H-682. (...~&2 -1 oO'I'o. c.. 4111, -15C56. o. 3 36 -13'.91. 

s~- i':t. SYSTE;< lr-:-JFSTIUTlC-~ 77) ClEG K ,_,. ,_,. 
DU.KL J;;VEST IG:.T It~·; >.EIGt'T 

-.1 X I;;,\ l ALP·~;.. {t,:.\) X I ';A l t,L P11:4 1 ru, > X(·,:... i Al:'HA {:::..) :< ( ~~ J\ } 1-~..:. rH:~ l :; r. l X I r,:, I A:..Prih~'a~i o. (liJ -~ 0. O. 12C - bOJ. v. l '.o~7 -3700. o.1n -6·)CG. ().22~ - i 0::·5 ~0. 
0.303 -lOf>•i;O. C.372 -12400. 0.4il2 -In lOG. G.6'1~ -lJ4~C·. ( .. 7'13 -121 C(). 

TL-:'\A SYo,TEI' 2 IN\1 EST I GAT l(l'~S 6 118 UfG K 

HfVHK. I 1\IV [ S T 1 C. .~ T l ~--: ~ otf:ISHT 
X(!·Ud Atr:rNt!~JAJ X I '·i·\ l 4.l Pf-1/, (.·~A} X I;,.\) .\L"ti.\ I>.\ I X I~.:. I .'H PH:.( :"~:1l X ( ;.~ 14 ·, hl ?H'· I !·,A I 
0.%(, 4CY·f4. o. ~91 -1073. (,.~13 -1~B. o. 7'>J -2118. o. &71 -33:;1. o. ';t..(, -~~3.2. o. '•l·o -6905. c.~cJ -7iif>(:. o.n'!l -10 7H. c. n: . ..., -71~. 
0.~')7 -213~. 0.~49 -j~,24. C.6l'j -433~. 0.5.;! -1)'.133. {l. ft4 •; -71 7?. 
0.37(! -7!29. o. 31(, -84~8. r·. 2'· 1 -'l73~. 

ld ~.Q{ !"VEST J(,I.T ll:r, ~t IC.fil 
X l'lh l A L P.tiA [ ~\A ) x 1 ;u, 1 f1Lt'HA( 'IJ/\.) XP,:d t\L ~11: .. 1 ·u~ > X I ··~ ;.~. l /;1 PI-tAt f.~) X ( ;;~ l hlf'HI, (:;I,) 
o.·n•::, - 3~5·2. 0.660 -t,t, 1 1 ~ 0.56~ -~ 717. 0. ')~·(i -[,8 :Jt'. ~ ... i, 5t'l -72 'lq. 
0.366 - 8'13&. o. 317 -8228. (•. 2u 3 -813g. o .. ltd -?t, u:: .. 

Sd-Ptl SYS lE~. ? li·iVE S T I G~ T I I•'<S '1v0 ~tG t; 

·' 
Si.lDrl !t·;VEST IG.<T lu~' i:E I GH1 

XI Po) ALP,'!."i I PB l XI Pill t.LPH.~(Pul X(P:>) ~l P>1:. i Pi>) Xl?tli Al PI~A [ i'd) X[Pp) Al ;>d:~ I ;>a) 
0.109 -l,i"j'7. 0.1'1<; -;n4. 0.301> -;>q;. ().,1,(':} - Jit i. f-,.':)CJ - :,? 'J .. 
0.614 -C.6'·· C. 7C ~ -~53. 0.1n -39;. c. b 71 - 'J)q. 

ELLCH !Wbl1~~1 IJ\ ri[ l ~.:IT 
X II'(\ l /.u•;o::.l re 1 x r ~;; l t...LPhAtf'ld) X ( P:;) /o.L:>h: .. X!Pti) 4L Pi~:. {PO) X l Pl') f.L_PH !. ( Pf'.) 
O.D9~ -'l'h. o. 7!.. 7 - 3'o 'I. (!.(,9) -3'· -,. 



CAlh f>,\GE ll 

PU- TL SYSTEf' I INVESTIGhfll;N 773 llf-G I( 

HILSH INVESTI~/.TICN t.[ IG•H 
X!TU ALPHA ( T l) X I fl J ALI'H~t TU X! T Ll ALPIU.(lll X! TL l f,LPI<f, I 1 L l f.( Tl l Llf>i<I.(TL) 
O.C41 -165. 0.073 -1n. r:.C'n -nt. 0.!32 -41~2. c. I'· 3 -5(·9-
0.202 -564. ('.38:' -640. o. 597 - 3(1 l'•. O. (oC'l -II 7 2. L-. "fv4 -7] ". 
0.765 -163. 0.8()2 2n. c.ses 4 50:J. 

rB-Ul srs ru· I Ii~V(ST lG!tT ILl~~ 926 CEG t; 

SLCTU 1'\\'EST IGI1TIO:< ~'F T Gf-iT 
X I l 'll ALPH•\ I Zh l xrun t.,LPH4. r l.fi} X( IN.) ll.l Pl-\f\ ( l.. ;~ l X( l'<l hLPii.',[ LNl X I L:d 4t0HJ\(l~J 
o. 3']25. C. lOS 1.1 'Jl. 0.7.00 4'..iC:C'. 0.30(; 4 ;:',(; 7. (l. 4 ( 0 r;JC6. 
O.SOD SSR0. O.b0C 65>}1,. o.no 7611. O.FOG 91 Z?. 0.9("0 11~00. 

I 
~ 

SB-S'< SYSlEt-' 2 I ~JVES T I (,h T I IFJ$ 9(>? Lli:G K ~ 

00 
ro.F.CD I t·:VE S T I G/11 ! Ct~ 1:[1 GHT 2 

x r s·n ALP!iA(Sl\1 xrs:n ALP 1·~.', ( S~~} X I~'' l ALPH.', ( c;:1 i X I S:d /,LP!"'.\{ SrJ) x r s·. 1 ~lPll,~(S'~} 

Q,! DO -)~6(). c.zcc -I 51 '1. ( 1 • 300 -113<l. o. 't00 -1 ?'• ·r. C.5r:O -1 gr,.R. 
C.6()D -2463. 0.70G -11!1. o.~oc -1'•0;. O.'IJ!J -~22(·. 

Y~.f;[)H I'"' ( S T I G L T l 0:1 ht:IGHT 
x 1 s': 1 ALPHf\ (Sf\) xt s,·n t ... LPH/-4. f S:.J) XI S'J l 1\LPH!~( \:·~) ,. t S'·' l MP!!t,t >rn X IS~~ l /.LPI'/l( s:~) 
c .. 9::;/T -2300>0. 0.'122 -6038. O.<JAO -59J. (). 9~)0 -II 38. o. f"Jft0 -I 356. 
0.920 -126',. 0.9CC -1612. o. 88(> -l5CJO. 0.860 -1720. 

Sc\·-l 'j SYSTEM 1 I!JVlSTIGhT!fl'l 82> OEG K 

(J;·ISL l I 1NE S T I Gf•l I Cill hL I (',,q 
X 17 ~~ l 4LPHA! ll\ I X I Zi<J f.LPI-i•\{l:~J X ll !il .ALPHi\{l'~) X( l'll AlP 11/d CJI >: ( l" l At. r'll'~ ( l r-.:) 
0.920 91 ·u.. o. 7 s 1 3q 13. 0.697 )(l'Jf.. 0.6'o~ 3Zr. o. s i? 3 -16Cq. 
o. 414 -3'-40. r..3~9 -36134. 0.274 -31 -~6. o. I ~1 -25 77. 

SN-TL SYSTEM 2 I !<VEST J L ·, i I f';·;S 735 DEG K 

HILSH l!JV[Sli(,AT!f.1N 1-1[ I C.H T 
X I TL I ALPI!h( Tll X { TL l f,LPH~ I Tll X { TL l Al Pl!ld Tll X { 1L l ALP!!,\ ( TL l )(( 1 Ll 4.LPH!, (I l) 
Q.O!Jl lt.J)'3. 0.079 1237. 0.103 I!(.?. 0.124 ll3H. c. 1.'4 II (;B. 
(J. 15(J 1170. c. 211 1 (/.'~ 1. o. nn 117&. ('. 341 II ~1. 0.311 11 "·. 
o. Yl4 111''· ;).',)~ llDtJ. 0.564 179'1. o. '_; 7-:) l7r.l .• c.(, 71 I l 1!. •• 
{•. 713 1202. ) .. ~79 11 'J5. o. 103 1071. c. 12; 1117-. C.l ')0 1vn. 
O. Zll I 0'1!. 0.261! I OI>R. 0. !41 1 CCI·. C.372 104(-. 0.6 71 I 0/'J. 
o. 713 692. 

-· 



X( Tll 
0.9ZC 
0.152 

x1 zrn. 
_ o.on 

o. 57<1 

X ( Z'l l 
0.09~ 

0.583 

X!ZUl 
0.1'•2 
0. 1; 7 3 
0.780 

X ll :il 
0.200 
0.700 

ALPHI.(TLI 
3692. 
1131. 

f.LPHt, ( Zl-:1 
1120,. 
2467. 

l.lPilh IZ!ll 
1215. 
2't89. 

ALPilt. ( /f; I 
114 3. 
1BR I. 
41 S3. 

ALPHA( Z!>l 
4063. 
7272. 
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VIE~K INVESTIGATION 
XI TL I 
0.815 
1).055 

ALPH.~ITU X(TLI 
1s21. c.~76 

1228. 

~;f]GHT 

/'.LPii/d TL) 
1163. 

SN-li~ SYSTU: 3 I liVES .T I G h 1 I Q: IS 

FlOrtV lliVcSTIGI.T 10:1 f:[ l.GHT 
x 1 zr.n ALPHt.(ZNI X ( Z ill ALPHA-f Z:ll 
0.161 1201. 0.255 1350. 
0.687 3025. o. 767 "3 7't5. 

SANDT ll~VESTJGUION. I!EI r.HT 
x 1 zrn ALPH!..(lN) Xllfil /,LPHI,( l!<l 
0.203 13'1 4. o.z?q 1507. 
0.702 3298. o.ez~ 4759. 

f,\YlR lf\VESTIG,\TION HEIGHT 
X I Z!ll ur H.\ 1 un XI Z:; I I<LPHI• I Ull 
o.1n 12~&. ('• 2 Zl 133!:>. 
c. ~'17 2177. 0.583 2450. 
O.G4~ 5036. 

1 L-l!l S YS T Ul I l'l\'0:5 T l Gf.T I o:; 

SLCTll I :·:\'EST I C.!, T I 0~< li[!GIIT 
Xll'<l ALPH/ollNl I. ( z i~) f,LPHA IZN I 
C.3JC: 417?.. o.~co 4750. 
o. [;("(J 9125. (!.900 12000. 

3 
XITLI 
O. SC•C 

.750 OcG 

X ( l!l_l 
0.361 
o. 840 

x t nn 
0. 1.05 
~.87~ 

X I ZN l 
0.310 
o. &'t4 

109'1 DEG 

X ( l :~ 1 
·o. ~oo 

K 

K 

f,LPit.~lH.) 
1096. 

-ALPH.~ IZ!ll 
1:, 6 1t. 

3742. 

ALPHII(ZNl 
l[;jQ. 

6070. 

ALPH: ... t lin 
11•60. 
2B62. 

ALPH!< IZN-1 
52 DO. 

X ll!'l 
(1.463 
0.905 

>: ( ZNI 
o. 436 

x tu: 1 
. o. 3:14 

o. 771 

I.LP!!Idlll 
10!'3. 

ALF'HI•{U<l 
1902. 
3745. 

t~Lri:'~tzr~) 

nr.r.. 

ALPHI.IlNl 
17 ZC•. 
3 Jld. 

·-.:X{i!'l-1 Ali'Hidl!1l 
Q.6CO 60(,3. 

I 
~ 
~ 
-.D 
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APPENDIX B. FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE LM21 CALCULATION 

The following is only one of the several programs written in the 

course of this study. As LM21 is the most algebraically involved of 

the solution models treated, it was felt appropriate to present the 

computation here. It is necessary to read Section II-C in detail to 

understand the computational approach. It is the intention here to 

present enough information so that the w:;er can fit the LM21 express-

ion to other data if he so desires. 

The definition of the input variables follows: 

NSYS Number of· systems treated (47 here). 

INN Number of investigations for a particular system. 

LT Temperature in degrees Kelvin. 

WSYS 

NXT 

N 

WINV 

Six-Letter Hollerith word for the name of the system. First 
letter is a blank. 

Total Number of data points for a system. 

Number of data points for a particular investigation. 

Six-letter Hollerith w·ord for the name of an investigation. 
First letter must be a blank. 

LWT Statistical weight assigned that investigation. 

X 

ws 
BB 

Atom fraction of component B. 

Same as WSYS (used as an internal check). 

Atomic radii ratio, rA/rB • 

The smoothed values of the alpha function follow the Fortran listing 

for the benefit of those readers who wish to graph the resulting curves 

from the LM21 computation for those systems treated here. 

. ,., 

.. 
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~ 1 u f r c L u ~~ 2 1 
O!~:E~lSICN N!5~tW:t~Vf5),L~!-:!5~~Xt50),t.L{S0loVC200),FX(200),XX,20~t 

l u. U 2 0 l , 0 ( 2 0 0 ) , ::> S l ~ ( 2 0 0 l • i':; :12 1 2 0 0 ) , P S LH 2 0 0 l 

5 :~ L .:. D { 2 t' 9 9 <; i r~ S Y S 
<J<J9 f[Jl~HAT ! ~:~ i 

k !\ : T E ! 3 w ') <J 7 } 
s vs rct·i A l2X 

l lHB 12:( 5HS:G~A ~X 5HALM21 9X 4HfAVE } 
C 20 V~LUES C~ X ~~ ~HICH S~UOTHED VALU~S Of ALPHA WILL BE CALCULATED 

KX( ll = 0.0 
DO '- !\!\ = 2,20 

4 x;:c;:q = XX(K:Z- ll + 0.05 
CO ~20 !~~:}t = lwNSVS 

C~~L lO.~:LCLTQWSYSel~lNvNXT,~~W!NV.LWT,X,~LtW~L2t 

C TDAY~ SU??L!ES THE !NPUf DATA 
REAO t2\.<Jt)J~tlSw0:} 

C !:lll 15: ::.\Cc! R.\Y!U, ..• \/RB 
~93 l=C~:-:AYChS~t=5.JJ 

C ~RRC:: Ch::CI\ 
L ;: ( :: S. E 0. :. :c '! S l G C :0 7 

l G! V:: S ~~6 

cu ro •.:::o 
7 T = L"f 
lJ RlO 19.872501 

lO J2 = 0 
JJ " 

C DU~L!C~YE CAT£ POtNfS fOR WEIGHTED SYSTEMS 
!JO 2C 1<=1,!1\N 
L :; T 1 = t. ~·! r { :< J 

"' J2 + 1 
J2 • Jl • N(K) - 1 
DO 20 J • .;~,J2 

CU 20 KK = l.L~TT 
':;JJl-= XiJl 
O:JJ) • (1.- Y(JJll~02 
~X(JJ) ~ AL(Jl ~ QlJJ) 

20 JJ = JJ + l 
J.JJ .. jJ - l 
82 ;...; [J[}=.;;t~2 

b3 "' llZ~·DB 
0 1~ ::: 32:~:~1 2 

()5 = Ll'>'~B3 
1}75 '- IJ3'''-'7. 5 
B83 8600(8./3.1 

25 C82 l. - B2 
CL:.; l~ - GS 
CB£i3 = 1. - [l[l3 
00 30 JJ = lo JJJ 

C PSI !S h fU~CI!ON OF CONPO IT!ON 
PS!liJJl Q(JJ) o 575/(C 5 o YIJJl + B5l0~2 

PSl2CJJI = Q(JJ) o IJ3/(CB o V(JJl + B2l~*2 
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V = -B4 o Y(JJ) o (2. * 083- 2. o BD3 ~ V!JJl- Y(JJll 
VV = R:O o IC~B3~YIJJl • BS3l~~4 

30 PS!31JJl = V~C(JJ)/VV 
300 PI-{! 1 0.0 

P:-d2 o.o 
t).i: 3 o.o 
Pi-! [_L• OvC 
?Hl5 o.o 
!)r-.I6 o.o 
j':JH! 7 c.o 
PH~~~ o.o 
Pi-i ~ 'J o.o 

r-S:.JtJ, .; Oo~O 

C ?!:~{;=u;:.:~ SUi·!;·:A Y! CNS 
co 320 Jj = l. JJJ 
PI-:! -
e [-!! :~ 
:-'iil J 
PH I i;. 
?HI 5 
:.)H: 6 

PH1 7 
Pi< 8 
Ph: •; 

(- -

rnr ' -
Pl-:~2 

?H:J 
ph!'~ 

Pn:5 
PHt6 
Pt-1 ! 

., 
I 

?:~: i1 
?:~ l9 

;~x 1 Jj) 

v ? s: l { J J) (.:~~2 

~ P~!l!JJ~ ~ PS 2CJJ~ 

+ PS:liJJl * PS 3!JJl 
~ PS!!CJJ) * fX JJ) 
+ p~;[2(JJ)~":·2 

~ f~S!2l~J} ~ PSIJ:JJ) 
<J- PS!::::•:JJ)(t.:•2 
+ PS~~!~~~ ¥ fX!JJ) 

:~3:: = ;~US! f-) 

~S~M ~ fSUM + ~~F 
320 co:::· !NUE 

C DEF!N~ SEVERAL S~TS OF !NfERMEO!AIE VAR!A6LES 
PHI:C = PH~5 PH.B*2. 
!~ l PH ! .. ·i I? H : .!. 
X2 PH~2/?h!1 

R3 PH!~/?H!l 

S! PHl9 - ~! * P:~!2 
S2 -R2:.::p>J.:.2 t- PH1l0 -:· 2.:t:rH!3et!"t!. 
S3 -R3~;PH:2 ~ 3.~:?~:!6- 2.*PH!3~R2 

.50 2.~?H!7 - L.OPHI3*R3 
~~p $3/SI, 
TO S2/SL;. 
:-:~ -Sl/~ 1• 

C CNE UEA~ ROOf 
370 Ct = -rB/2. • SO~TCCl 

!r !Cl} 31:,37lv372 
3 71 c 1 = -c 1 

GO !0 3 73 
372 U • Cl~~l!./3.1 

373 B = U - iA/13.*Ul - TP/3. 
GO TC 39t, 

C rhRtE R2AL ROOTS 
340 ARG = -IAOC]/27. 

. ... 
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341 
~RG • SCRJ(/,RG~ 

A~G = -T~/tl~~AnG) 
ARG2 ~ l. - ARG¢~:2 

3~2 h~G2 = SCRrtARG2i 
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3~3 TH~!A ~ Jt~~:~2,J\~G2/ARG) 

C ;: l NJ su:-::·.:.;: 0.\S c~= O:O'J: :.·: :o~:S SQUARE::J fOR ALL Th~2E ROOTS 
34~ CO 705 M • 1.3 

r- t. ~ :; :. : 

345 A~G = {?!2~~~1 + THETAl/3. 
:.::G "' CCSi t,RCj 

3~b ~~G2 = -Y~/3. 
h~G2 = S(}f,.·~~RG2) 

3~ .. 7 Z z •. :.:6 ... ~G2::,,~RG 
340 3 = l - T?/Ju 
6S~ AA ; H! - C~R2 - U~*2~R3 

su:·: • c.o 
6C: CO 606 JJ = ~v JJJ 
6 O~V "'~h~PSI!(JJI • 9~?St2(JJl • CB0*2l*PS:3CJJI- FX(JJI 
606 SU~ = SUM + 0~~~~2 
7Cl r:= {:~.NE.l) GO ¥0 704 
'/C2 ~ .. ' .. L "' SU!-1 

u!::s -~.-s _: a 
7C3 GG 70 705 

· 7C4 EF (SU!-:.GE~S~AL~) GO ro 705 

BESTD :;;; G 
7C5 CC"-I!NU'.: 

S U ;o~, ::: S i··-~~.!.. L 
7C6 e = B::s·:e 
7C7 C~~L SL!1E(03 
7C~ A~ = ~~ - B~R2 - 3~~2*R3 

G8 ::::: L;07 
C. Su~::-~~I!C~S Of CEV!ATIONS SOUAR~O fOS CASE OF C~~ REAL RDOr 

394 ~.~ = ~1 - B~R2 - 3**2*R3 
s L;:1 ~ 0. c 

~~l CG 406 JJ ~ 1, JJJ 
C~V ~ AA*?S:LCJJ) ~ BOPSt2(JJI + !B*02)gPS!3!JJI - FXiJJI 

~~6 suM ~ su:~ ~ ~~v~~~2 

C DOYH CASES REENTER HERE 
l~ 7 L ;.: A}~ - L ~~: T l ~ ) 
ti S !:= ( U\N - 1 j .!t!3, 413, 409 
1> 9 DO <>12 ;.; = 2, IJ-.. 'J 
4 0 :~ IL~AX- L~;!KI) 4!~, 412. 

.:, 2 CC.'-:;;,"u:: 
4 3 N~2 = JJJ/L~~X 

4 4 S~~ = SU~/F~ .. X 
l.j 5 r:~;<E = T\)~:: 
4 ~l CF ; fN):E - 2a 
~ 7 SLX2l ~ SQRT!SUM/CF) 

:=J = JJJ 

/. ' ., .... _ 

C THE CALCULAi!CN OF FAVE !S UNRELATED fO lHE LM2l CALCULATION 
fAV2 = f-Sl..Ji'·\/fJ 

C ?Rl~TEU OuiPU; TO CHECK PROGRAM 
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w~ r~ t~~906l :~sv 
~>u!..:c:-: c.,..~F.D our u.r 

l1:.~ ·r:.: { L.::'D9<J"S ~·:~ 
S~CC7H D V~~U~S 0 ~L 

JO SOO JJ :.:. !,20. 
y ~ ..J J l .:.~ X X. { J JJ 

!"S!.:!JJl = 
?S!2!..:JJ = 
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, .t.;.. ., !~ J S ~ ~ ~ 2 ~- :· .', L 
c:;;.. :t-:.~u·:.· .!r!~~o 

~ ~ •. ~:. ,\\1!:: 
~:~~L ~~dULA!:NG ?RDGR~M 

S~~A;~oa·~::~!·~2~.·)f v~ 
HA C~LCJLA¥[0 U~ fUTW~2 R~f~~~NCE. ~W~Cl1ED OUTPUT 

C75/:CB5 ' Y(JJ)' • B~l~*~ 
L~/!C~2 * YtJJ.) ~ B2l~~2 

V = -~~ * Y(JJ) y !~. ~= 333- 2~ * 333 ~ V!J.J)- V(JJ)) 

PS!3~JJl = V/\.1V 

~·;~:~:TE (!.l;u~)9-',) ~JSYS',J Ll-!... .. lJJ,, JJ -=·-1,10! 
~ .. ::.! :·:: ( .l. :~ o 0 'J::.. 1 \·;:.; \' S ~ Lt.:_~ J J} , J .J -= l! '~ 2 0) 

9~4 fOR:~~T {A6~ ~ ol0!6l 
~g3 ~JR~:;~r £~6. J1 ~1~!~J 

420. CC1\fUWE 
SiC? 
l:t~ D 



J\U-M> 
AG-CU 
;\IJ-jJ,} 

,\U- r L 
:J_l.·~Cil 

·.<: ., 

S>~t.:flf HE i) 
0. •) 

- L13'J 
.n:n 

2;r 
.. : 12 5 

,j 1.--HG '• Jtl 
(1!-K 5cllJ 

-,~ t··- r·' G ·_ 1 c n 7 
. _l!l-P~. -IIHL 
~1-SN ~~~ 

_I;I~TL ··-----'- ____ --J~_et• 
111-/cl lB.l 
cu-e~ -1137 
GA-CO 302J 
!N-CO 82~ 

Ci:-:-H; -:>t-to'l 
__ (J!.:-:-.:·J ·~ _________ - 32 '• I 

Pll-CD 1-.\Yo 
__ s~-c.0 _-:lt-21 
s ~;-C I) 
fl-CD 
CU-L·~ 
F 1.:_-:-_CU _______ _ 
Pl.J-(.U 

hJ!) 
lb 7·} 
~.2_79_ 

-'•'•51 
.3.!~-- U'!_ _____ ... 101. 

HG-1-..J ···.:_::?.ioi· 
HI;-K 
I iG-i'~l\ 

_ _P-'1-IIG ___ .... _ 
Si\-llG 

HC·:Tl 
TL-HG 

_I "'J-li'J__ 
Pti-K 

_ rL-!(_ ··- __ _ 
PL\-.'-:G 
p ll--:-J,\ 

Si.."-~~A 

T L -r:-\ 
SiJ-Pll 

_ !' I!:_T L 
PtJ-Ul 
S 13- S·'~ 
S J-Z ;j 
S 1,- T L 
s ~;-..: z ,'J 
TL-/:l 

.. -l <-; l7l_ 
-I':; 72'· 

.. /~It 5 

.. -l():ll 
-l 1t6 
1<;213 

-2'?0!) 
106'>6 
- c!25<t 
-:d-7"-l 
"t 7f>!t '1 

-229!) 
-5o,, 
-Ill 
:l<J ).3 

-15 1.5 
- 2 1• 7 3 

1n6 
lJ'Jft 

1!,9 1t 

'IALUI:S L:F M.f'll,\ r,CCOf.OII-.G 1;.1 Till 1..'-'21 Ud.Cl.L>\Tit:f•!_f(li{_ TilE 
0 • l 0 • 2 0 • 3 C: • '• 0 • 5 0 • 6 

-2260 
3C\J2 

-2.615 

-1 1 ''" 
-1 ']9 

'.S?. 
- 2'• ·r C9 
--1 ,, C1t6 
-lill 

169 
-J'> 31 

l ') 81-, 
-630 
2 L· 1t4 

il <13 
-t,l)1l. 
-1979 

1 a ljo 

-22 (;j 

'ill 
l't !'5 
1-774 
7(.50 

'• () 7 7 
7!0 

-21.)1, 7 
-lS(;(;J'-1 

-l4SC9 
51)., 
8°5 

-1;(.3 
-21t6 
20 1o l 

-120 1to 
-12.·;2 

-102.'77 
139 

'-6 l 1t lt 

-'·d7 
-3 ~6 
1.t·;u · 

-1516 
-2Rl':> 

11 B 1 
11 Vt 
~ 7 '• 4 

-Z'>lJ 
. 2llf6 
-l.:l)') 
-1'H1 

-7.60 
573 

-?.7'i I 'J 

-l6l) )f, 

-U2S 
l B't 

-'tYt3 
Z,)•jfj 

-2:>7 
2 1to4 

'.1-'t 3 
-t.JU 
-7l6 
1 <; 'J I> 

-2 7<•2. 
Y30 

1 '> '• ,, 
lf!<-3 
7 ,J 53 
'• 'J l) 7 

F:>Z 
-2012 

-12212 
-13::>36 

622 
3l't 

-<307 
-351 
?.1 70 

-1310'1 
- 1-t 1t2 1t 

-5<;'-)P, 

-11 'i :;c; 
- ·ry <;O 
- c1Qt,(, 

-l,(,<i 
-~> .. t2 
'• ~. ~"Jn 

-1 '•!'6 
-:lD'>'• 

1 1 '• ~ 
U01 
'• o:~u 

-?.I.>'> I 
2755 

··?.091 
-2 2 2tl 
-Jlt:J 

UH'> 
-2 2'l 1tl) 

-lY3~1 

-1221 

-It 52 5 
26t}l) 

-67 
?. :, 31 
lOUfi 

-It 1t t)l 
1
• 32 

2036 
-3120 

951 
l :'>23 
2CC•9 
lO'li.i 
5139 

769 
-1 'l 1o5 
-Y115 

-ll-l 1t5 
810 
e39 

-6'15 
--';.64 

23%3 
-111_;1,9 

-'· '130 
-7 2i< l 

-12?1,9 
-1on2 

-0 5 1r0 
-It 51 
-6&6 
'• 8 ~C) 

-l'tSi 
-3129 

l1l(o 

1? 11 
4 3t;5 

-2t.)3't 
2f-SO 

--t .. nd 
-1.29& 

- 1.28 
1!37 

- 1(, 1'i I 
-2 l \.'39 

-1217 
218 

-'•'•81 
:.n 91 

76 
2 t) ()It 

11J ilO 
-lt.l52 

l'•ao 
2132 

-31.77 
'H'J 

170-9 
21'i6 
71 l 7 
53h7 

- 1 ~36.-3 
-(,a02 

-10 ";2'; 
1 (;•)2 

•)(0 

-'>'•8 
-503 
z:;o7 

- 'i '> 1-,J 

-',3o4 
-- HttSO 

-1b 1.7 
-<; 132 
-f!028 

-I, 34 
-'f23 
52~: 3 

-1 /t29 
-/.l)ofC) 

109} 
1770 
'•Cill 

--2 1t65 
2 '> 71) 

--169Z 
-2 ;> 2'• 
-)27 

1•) 3H 
-· 11?. Z't 
-222'13 

-2 l't 8 
2 53 3 

-1 521l 
-2076 

-.:,J 3 
1299 

-b618 
-22'>0 5 

.. 1 1 9 (, -- ... ~ l 16 5 
23'1 262 

--t, 2 13 
3 ~J '• ., 

117 
20'>3 
1160 

::.,, 179 

2'•0:S 
2 z 51) 

-37 1t1 
1t 727 

2il5 3 
.. 1 2_'• 8 
-3.'191 

JUlO_ 
23'"17 

.:-32-'t(l .. -_2•194 
1002. 1033 
1~308 1927 
2J."'.9 2536 

. } _3 6_1 __ --- -·-· _7 ~l<) 1 

-1/33 
-5116 
-· 2 7 "Til 

1 1t s~ 

1 z 2l 
·- 1• 25 
-1G4 
2734 

-'l'd2 
- JGfJ'i 
-CJ.'ttt:} 

-LOO't'l 
-599t> 
-61il0 

57') I) 
').-ll 

-1 .:.•; 2 
-3dtl5 
-7">53 

206 5_ 
j!,\) 5 

--· :-303 
-C1 1t 1 
J0l.4 

-5713 
-2975 

·-··--lozo 1 
-I •)"{ 7 

··.::-130 ci . 
-'>112 

·--'olt. - 1,00 
. -709 _________ ::-61_9 

5f-.(,fl 
-1 1tCJ1 
·-23B~ 

1C7& 
20'J7 
53 1t'i 

6(·3 9 
-137 3 
-12 1t8 

106:i 
2517 
&05 0 

fCLLIJ':l ii·lG 
0.7 

-1686 
2 561 

- 1 33 '• 
-1839 
-(63 

-2981 
--21629 

-1126 
2'37 

-3053 
59';6 
. 291 
3037 
13'• 7 

-)4'-J<) 

3 87.5 
25!32 

-2523 
1068 
2068 
2785 
8'·29 
5991 
1 0'j0 

-1597 
-2'180 
-6068 
.. 2~'·5 

2136 
-_197 
-'J81 
3 1t05 

-'·208 
-2357 

-1C635 
. -_5't92 

2863 
-3101 
-3il4 

-'•'•9 
7 7 3'• 

- Lo 1.5 
732 

1055 
3063 
"(003 

.. 

TEN V,\LUES OF X.{lll ·-
0.3 0.9 

-10l8 . -326 
2bt15 

-!2 58 
-16iJ7 

-905 
2 0~>0 
-1"i9 

-1'J'd7 
-1077 

316 
-2159 

7706 
-_121 
·. ,, 2 

'1 
-.; 1. 3 
't :::·50 
2g 1 a. 

-1 '309 
1107 
?.2 37 
3090 
9236. 

6130 
1221 

-l'~9a 

-2307 
_/t926 

3902 
2831 
-92 

-1127 

-29il0 
-1D35_ 

-1:.1619 
-2722 

7621 
-903 
-368 
-193 
9375 

-13111 
3962 
1CJ 1t9 
:lU09 

. iD56 

2()·'•'• 
-11'•4. 
-1 '•8 3 
--1 o:,-r 

2591 
1 9 1t-'t 

-15662 
-: 1022_ 

3 1~ 7 
-.J 066_ 
10378 

3!, 1 
360~1 

... 15 ill 
-2 1•'•2 

__ !t}rla_ 
312G 

_-335 
1. 151 

.... 2'•-'•2 .. 
y, 70 

.. .1.0? !_(?_ 
59"i9 

---- _ _1:)76 
-13'J7 

_-:::-1800 
-3'J21 

______ _5;3,2(>_ 

3707 
6 

-12111 
1't{J56 

-1990 
_-_t·,o~ _ 
-10019 

23.:< .. 
12 2 1>5 

1333_
-3')3 

153 
11'7:33 
--_r2n 

9•Jitl 
l O!tl 

10380 

I 

""" N 
\.11 

,. 
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APPENDIX C. SKEWED BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 

Let us consider two groups of events where the individual events 

can be characterized by a plus or minus (or heads or tails, etc.) type 

of behavior. We will consider situations where there is no reason to 

expect that positive behavior should be as likely as negative behavior 

and thus we are no longer concerned with the symmetric binomial distri-

bution. All that can be said concerning the relative frequencies of posi-

tive and negative behavior is that, should the total population be di-

vided into two groups in a completely random manner, the expected 

proportion of positive behavior in the two groups w·ill be the same with-

in the limits of reasonable statistical fluctuation. It is not necessary 

that the two groups be of equal size. 

We imagine a "lop-sided" coin and wish to test the null hypothesis 

that its degree of bias is independent of the manner of tossing and' is 

thus an inherent property of the coin. We define this inherent bias in 

terms of the fraction of heads, P , expected to result from a very large 
0 

number of tosses. (Should the null hypothesis be void, P would not 
0 

have any meaning unless it were associated with a particular method of 

tossing.) Experimentally, we toss the coin n1 times so that it lands on 

a soft carpet; heads are obtained m1 times. It is then tossed onto a 

hard surface so that it bounces a few times before coming to rest. m2 

heads result out of n2 tosses on this trial. The skewed binomial 

distribution gives the probability of m heads resulting in n tosses for 

a given value of P : 
9 

(38) 

.• 
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(The reader can verify this expression for hims 0lf by considering that 

heads occur for the first m tosses, tails resulting for the remaining 

n-m tosses, with the resulting probability of this particular sequence 

of events being the products of the individual probabilities. The 

factorial part of the expression accounts for other sequences resulting 

in a total of m heads.) 

The probability that m
1 

heads occur for the first group and m2 heads 

result for the other is given by the product of p evaluated for each 

group from Eq. (38). To calculate the confidence limit for invalidation 

of the null hypothesis requires the summation of the probabilities for 

all other possible values of m
1 

and m2 which are equally or less probable 

than the experimental values o~ m1 and m2 . Before the calculation can 

proceed, it is necessary to assign a numerical value to P . If the null . 0 

hypothesis is void, P could not be experimentally determined, and, in 
0 

fact, would have no meaning; if it is valid, it could only be determined 

by tossing the coin a great number of times. We must therefore consider 

P to be a quantity uru~nown to us. We wish to find the lowest possible 
0 

value of the confidence level at which the null hypothesis could be in-

validated for given sets of values of m1, n1, m2; and n2 . 

confidence level will result from a certain value of P . 
0 

This minimum 
i 

If the "true" 

value of P is different then our conclusion would be a conservative one. 
0 

It turns out that it is not necessary to actually vary P to find 
0 

the minimum confidence level, as the resulting value of P is found to 
0 

be that estimated from the total population; i.e., 
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The reader may check this assertion by picking, for simplicity, very 

small numbers for m
1

, n1, m2, and n2 and allowing P
0 

to vary slightly 

in either direction from that calculated by Eq. (38). 

In one of the cases of interest in this paper, m1 = 13, n1 = 20, 

m2 = 4, and n2 = 27. Of the 588 possible combinations of m1 and m2, 394 

of them had probabilities equal to or less than that corresponding to the 

actual values of m1 and m2 . Of these, 151 had probabilities significantly 

to require inclusion in the summation; the final result was 

~ 
• P27 = 0.00175, so that the null hypothesis was invalidated at 

the 99.825% confidence level. 

The other case involved smaller numbers with m1 = 2, n1 = 4,: m2 = 13, 

and n2 = 13. The individual probability products 1-rill be given here .for 

this case, so that the reader may observe the behavior of such a probabil-

istic situation and so that he may check his understanding of the content 

of this appendix by trying the calculation himself if he so desires. 

Only those combinations of m1 and m2 are given which result in 

ml ~ 2 13 
p4 . pl3 :5. p4 . pl3. 

m 1T2 ml 1Y2 
ml m2 P41 • pl3 ml m2 p4 pl3 

0 13 negligible 2 13 .0127 
0 12 .0001 2 10 .oo86 
0 11 .0001 2 9 .0029 
0 <11 negligible 2 8 .0007 
l 13 .0011 2 7 .0001 
1 12 .0020 2 <7 negligible 
l 11 .0016 3 8 .0035 
1 10 .0008 3 7 .ooo6 
1 9 .ooo4 3 6 .0001 

3 <6 negligible • 
1 8 .0001 4 8 .0065 
1 <8 negligible 4 7 .0011 

lf 6 .0002 
~- <6 negligible 

Summing these gives a grand probability of 0.042. 

.. 

"'· 
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APPENDIX D. INDEX OF SYSTEMS TREATED 

System Property Investigated 

' 6Gxs XS 
• (A-B) B as f(x) !::J3 at x == 0.5 

,, 
Ag-Au See Au-Ag X 
Ag-Bi X 

Ag-Cu X X 
Al-Sn X 
Au-Ag X See Ag-Au 
Au-Cd X 
Au-Pb X X 
Au-Sn X 
Au-Tl X X 
Bi-Ag See Ag-Bi 
Bi-Cd X X 
Bi-Hg X 
Bi-K X 
Bi-Mg X X 
Bi-Pb X x· 
Bi-Sn X X 
Bi-Tl X X 
Bi-Zn X X 
Cd-Au X 
Cd-Bi See Bi-Cd See Bi-Cd 
Cd-Cu See Cu-Cd X 
Cd-Ga See Ga-Cd X 
Cd-Hg X 
Cd-In See In-Cd X 
Cd-Mg X X 
Cd-Na X 
Cd-Pb See Pb-Cd X 
Cd-Sb See Sb-Cd X 
Cd-Sn See Sn-Cd X 
Cd-Tl See Tl-Cd X 
Cd-Zn X X 
Cu-Ag See Ag-Cu See Ag-Cu 
Cu-Cd X See Cd-Cu 
Cu-Fe See Fe-Cu 
cu-Mg X 

Cu-Pb See Pb-Cu 
Cu-Zn X 

Jl' Fe-Cu ·I X 
,_ Ga-Cd X See Cd-Ga 

Ga-Zn X X 
Hg-Cd See Cd-Hg 
Hg-In See Hg-In X 
Hg-K X X 
Hg-Na X X 
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System ProEer-!::y Inve~tigated 

(A-B) -xs f(x) ,...xs t 0.5 .6GB as !S3 ax= 

·f 
Hg-Pb See Pb-Hg .. 
Hg-Sn See Sn-Hg X 
Hg-Tl X 
Hg-Zn X ~ 

In-Cd X See Cd-In 
In-Hg See Hg-In 
In-Pb X 
In-Sb X 
In-Sn X 
In-Zn X X 
K-Hg See Hg-K 
K-Na X 
K-Pb See Pb-K 
K-Tl See Tl-K 
Mg-Bi See Bi-Mg See Bi-Mg 
Mg-Cd See Cd-Mg See Cd-Mg 
Mg-Cu See cu-Mg 
Mg-Pb See Pb-Mg X 
Na-Cd See Cd-Na 
Na-Hg See Hg-Na See Hg-Na 
Na-K See K-Na 
Na-Pb See Pb-Na X 
Na-Sn See Sn-Na X 
Na-Tl See Tl-Na X 
Pb-Au See Au-Pb See Au-Pb 
Pb-Bi See Bi-Pb See Bi-Pb 
Pb-Cd X See Cd.,.Pb 
Pb-Cu X 
Pb-Hg X 
Pb-In See Iri-Pb 
Pb-K X 
Pb-Mg X See Mg-Pb' 
Pb-Na X See Na-Pb 
Pb-Sb See Sb-Pb X 
Pb-Tl X X 
Pb-Zn X X 
Sb-Cd X See 'Cd-Sb 
Sb-In See In-Sb 
Sb-Pb X See Pb-Sb 
Sb-Sn X X 
Sb-Zn X X 
Sn-Al See Al-Sn "' 
Sn-Au See Au-Sn ~ 

Sn-Bi See Bi-Sn See Bi-Sn 
Sn-Cd X See Cd-Sn 
Sn-Hg X See Hg-Sn 
Sn-In See In-Sn 
Sn-Na X See Na-Sn 
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System Property Investigated 

(A-B) 6.Gxs f(x) 
XS , 

0.5 as 6S at x = B 
'( 

: 
Sn-Sb See Sb-Sn See Sb-Sn 
Sn-T1 X X 
Sn-Zn X X 
T1-Au See Au-T1 See Au-T1 
Tl-Bi See Bi-Tl See Bi-Tl 
T1-Cd See Cd-Tl 
Tl-Hg X 
T1-K X 
Tl-Na X See Na-Tl 
Tl-Pb See Pb-Tl See Pb-T1 
Tl-Sn See Sn-Tl See Sn-Tl 
Tl-Zn X 
Zn-Bi See Bi-Zn See Cd-Zn 
Zn-Cd See Cd-Zn See Cd-Zn 
Zn-Cu See Cu-Zn 
Zn-Ga See Ga-Zn See Ga-Zn 
Zn-Hg See Hg-Zn 
Zn-In See In-Zn See In-Zn 
Zn-Pb See Pb-Zn See Pb-Zn 
Zn-Sb See Sb-Zn See Sb-Zn 
Zn-Sn See Sn-Zn See Sn-Zri 
Zn-T1 See Tl-Zn 

•. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 Degree of Endothermicity versus Radii-Disparity for the Endothermic 

System. 

Fig. 2 o = Hildebrand Solubility Parameter. Degree of Endothermicity 

versus Disparity of Solubility Parameters for the Endothermic 

Systems. 

Fig. 3 Correlation of the Deviation from Non-Ideality with the Combined 

Radii-Electronegativity Function. 



This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 

or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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